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Abstract 
The Flight and Maintenance Planning of an aircraft fleet is concerned with finding an 
optimum schedule for each individual aircraft to meet both operations and safety 
requirements. The objectives are to minimise deviation from flight requirements and to 
minimise cost of transfer between deployment and maintenance bases. In the case of a large 
aircraft fleet that demands complex maintenance routines and deployment requirements, 
determination of the optimum operation and maintenance schedule represents a significant 
challenge. This study aims to identify and develop computationally efficient methods of 
solving this problem for large fleet sizes. An integer programming formulation is proposed 
and used as a benchmark to compare the performance and computational efficiency of several 
heuristic and meta-heuristic methods including: Enhanced Aircraft Flowchart Diagram; 
neighbourhood search; variable neighbourhood search; tabu search and; simulated annealing 
algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 
Military and civilian airline operators manage their airborne platforms in significantly 
different manners. While both military and civilian types of aircraft operate under strict 
maintenance procedures that are prescribed by the aircraft manufacturers to comply with strict 
safety standards set by associated regulatory bodies, the major objectives that define their 
operations are significantly different. Commercial airlines pursue maximisation of profit as 
their main goal by focusing their effort in optimising route planning, crew pairing, and aircraft 
rotation [1]. Military operators, on the other hand, aim to guarantee the availability of military 
assets to ensure continuing security and to react to unexpected situations including armed 
conflicts and the provision of humanitarian aid [2]. There have been significant progress in 
civilian airline operations research; however the same could not be said for the military 
operations. This research aims to progress the heuristic approaches using military operations 
problem. Military operations problem is chosen because it provided some interesting 
challenges not found in civilian operations and the fact that it is under-researched compared to 
its civilian counterpart. The result of this research could add to operations research knowledge 
in heuristic areas and are applicable to diverse range of optimisation problem. 
Military operations’ planning is typically concerned with assigning limited platforms 
including: aircraft, helicopters, ships, and land vehicles, to day-to-day operations designed to 
provide overall military capabilities. The scheduling of daily operations must take into 
account many different considerations and limitations. The operations schedule plays an 
important part in the overall mission success of the fleet. It governs crew scheduling for the 
whole fleet; allocation of equipment; management of global supply chains and logistics; and 
many other aspects of the fleet [3]. An effective operations schedule meets both the 
operational requirements and the maintenance requirements. 
The focus of this study is to develop and identify computationally efficient methods of 
solving the joint Flight and Maintenance Planning (FMP) for a large helicopter fleet size, with 
a known complex maintenance routine to minimise cost objectives. The FMP problem 
addresses issues which include: decisions such as which helicopter should fly and for how 
long; which helicopter should be deployed to secondary locations and; which helicopter 
should be undergoing maintenance. The objectives are to minimise deviation from the flight 
requirements and transfer costs due to deployments.  
The aim of this research is to improve upon the current method used to solve this problem as 
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well as proposed solutions that have already been published. Improvements are measured in 
two main domains, namely optimality and solution time. This research aims to provide 
feasible methods that produce tractable high quality solutions for substantial FMP problem 
size.  
This research includes development and improvement of heuristic and meta-heuristic 
approaches, including: Enhanced Aircraft Flowchart Diagram, Improved Neighbourhood 
Search, Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search, Improved Tabu Search, Improved Tabu 
Search with Variable Neighbourhood, Improved Simulated Annealing, and Improved 
Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood. This research also develops an Aircraft 
Flowchart Diagram algorithm that should be representative of the currently operational 
method, and IP Formulation method that is representative of the current proposed method in 
solving the FMP problem. The Aircraft Flowchart Diagram algorithm and IP method is used 
as a benchmark to evaluate the heuristics and meta-heuristics proposed in this research. The 
research also includes a basic neighbourhood search and simulated annealing as a benchmark 
to evaluate several improvements made to the method.  
 3
2. Literature Review 
2.1. Flight and Maintenance Problem 
Scheduling is a form of decision making that is widely and regularly used by many, including 
but not limited to production, distribution, and service organisations. It generally involves 
distribution or allocation of resources to tasks and satisfies one or more objectives over a 
given period of time [4]. Resources can come in the form of machines, employees, vehicles, 
and so on. The tasks can be production of goods, provision of services, deliveries, and so on. 
The objectives are also diverse like maximisation of production time, minimisation of costs, 
maximisation of on time delivery, and so on. Several basic examples of scheduling include: 
production schedule, shift/rotation schedule, broadcast schedule, delivery schedule, 
maintenance schedule, and many more. In this competitive environment, effective scheduling 
is important for the survival of organisations [4]. 
Aircraft operators also use scheduling in many aspects of their operations. However it is 
important to separate military and civilian aircraft operators, as they manage their resources in 
significantly different ways [2]. While both military and civilian types of aircraft operate 
under strict safety standards that are prescribed by the aircraft manufacturers, the major 
objectives that define their operations are fundamentally different. Commercial airlines pursue 
maximisation of profit as their main goal by optimising route planning, crew pairing, and 
aircraft rotation [1]. Military operators, on the other hand, aim to guarantee the availability of 
military assets to ensure continuing security and to react to unexpected situations including 
armed conflicts and the provision of humanitarian aid. Thus, operational and maintenance 
planning of military and civil air platforms must  be treated differently [2]. 
Military operations’ planning is typically concerned with assigning limited platforms 
including: aircraft, helicopters, ships, and land vehicles, to day-to-day operations designed to 
provide overall military capabilities. The scheduling of daily operations takes into account 
many different considerations and will vary depending on the fleet type, requirements, and 
operator. Of course, in addition to this, military scheduling must follow prescribed safety 
standards. This involves routine maintenance inspections with different foci and complexities 
which need to be performed after a specified amount of usage. There are other limitations that 
a platform cannot exceed. For example, this study selects two sorties per day as the allowable 
margin due to preparation time and pilot fatigue considerations. Planners should also consider 
limited maintenance capacity as there is a limited number of trained personnel, equipment and 
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space that can handle the complex maintenance operations at any given time.  
The operations schedule plays an important part in the overall mission success of the fleet. It 
governs crew scheduling for the whole fleet; allocation of equipment; maintenance parts 
ordering; and many other aspects of the fleet [3]. An effective operations schedule endeavours 
to meet both the operational requirements and the maintenance requirements. Currently, 
operations planning problems are solved using the help of simple graphical tools with manual 
input [5]. Hahn [6] reported that this is a very time consuming task even for a moderate sized 
fleet of ten aircraft. Therefore, this method is very hard to implement in larger fleets. Since 
the existing planning is done manually, it can be too subjective, producing different result 
given the same initial conditions.   
Most of the literature on aircraft operations management focuses on civil airline operations 
that have different goals and problem structures to the military aircraft fleet. Recent research 
in airline operations includes crew scheduling problems, and disruption management. Ernst et 
al. [7] provide a recent review of crew scheduling including methods specific to airlines. Kohl 
et al. [8] and Clausen et al. [9] gathered and discussed recent advancements in airline 
disruption management research.  
On the military side there has been some recent work on scheduling problems but mostly 
about managing transportations of equipment to forward bases. This includes the work in [10] 
using an ant colony optimisation algorithm, and the work in [11] on dynamic rescheduling of 
military airlift. There have been some recent developments, made specifically for the military, 
to solve the operations and maintenance scheduling problem. Iakovidis [5] analysed and 
compared the current maintenance and operations philosophies currently used with the US F-
16 fleets. He surveyed maintenance officers to gather data and identified the “best” 
scheduling practices. Grigoriev et al. [12] investigated the periodic maintenance of a generic 
fleet of machines. They used integer programming to provide a cyclic maintenance schedule 
approach to minimise the total service and operating costs. The two most recent studies on 
this are [2, 6]. Hahn and Newman [6] developed a mixed integer programming formulation to 
provide a deployment and maintenance schedule for the US coastguard fleet. This model 
distinguishes itself from others as takes into consideration deployment and complex 
maintenance routines. Kozanidis [2] developed an integer programming formulation for 
Greece’s National Air Defense Fleet, as well as aircraft flowchart heuristics and horizon 
splitting heuristic methods. 
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All current research in this area focuses on relatively small fleet size and only emulates a 
small part of the problem requirements. Work involving over ten individual platforms is rare, 
and those that do involve numerous platforms mostly group the platforms to reduce the 
complexity of the problem. Most FMP research also address limited requirements, the most 
common being routine maintenance. Only a few directly addresses the issue of limited 
maintenance lines, thus restricting the number of concurrent maintenance as an alternative to 
limiting the total amount of maintenance at a given period. Hence such research are limited in 
terms of actual relevance and usefulness for most operational fleets.  
The FMP faced by many planners is an extremely complex problem with a very large 
permutation of possible solutions. Table 1 gives an example of a solution this research is 
involved in. This detailed activities for ten platforms over 12 weeks. In this schedule, the 
numbers in each box represents scheduled flying hours and an “M” followed by a number 
represents a given routine maintenance. The schedule also shows operation in the Main Base 
with a light blue background, operation in Deployment Base 1 with a green background, 
operation in Deployment Base 2 with a yellow background, undergoing maintenance in dark 
blue background, and grounded platforms in red background. As an example, platform H01 
operates at Deployment Base 1 for 18 hours for the first three periods, then transfers to the 
Main Base which operates for 18 hours during period four and five, followed by six hours at 
period six, and undergoes routine maintenance “M9” for the following two periods. 
Table 1: Example of FMP Solution 10 Helicopters Fleet 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 18 18 18 18 18 6 M9 M9 18 24 24 18 
H02 0 0 24 21 21 21 21 21 18 0 0 16 
H03 18 18 18 24 21 24 18 7 M11 24 24 0 
H04 0 24 21 21 24 18 3 M4 M4 M4 18 24 
H05 21 21 21 24 15  M5 24 24 18 18 18 
H06 18 0 24 18 18 18 18 18 24 2 M8 M8 
H07 24 21 M10 M10 24 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 
H08 24 2 M4 M4 M4 24 24 18 18 18 18 18 
H09 21 21 24 23  M5 24 24 21 21 21 21 
H10 24 18 10  M2 M2 24 24 24 24 24 24 
The complexity of this FMP problem can be seen from the possible number of solution 
permutations for the above solution example. For each of the above boxes there are 29 
possible cases that dictate a particular helicopter’s activity at a given period, including: main 
base operations with zero to 24 hours, two different deployment base operations, 
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maintenance, and grounded. There are then 120 boxes for the 10 fleet above. This gives 29120 
possible permutations that equals to more than 3 x 10175. A fleet with 20 platforms will have 
29240 possible solution permutations that equals to over 9 x 10350. 
2.2. Integer Programming Method 
Development of Linear Programming is a prominent scientific leaps in the 20th century [14]. 
It has been used to solve numerous problems and helps large to medium businesses in 
optimising many operational areas. It is most commonly used to optimise allocation of 
available resources to a number of opportunities, which many businesses faced regularly in 
one form or another [14].  
This method requires mathematical formulation of the problem using linear functions, thus 
the term linear. The term programming relates to planning of activities, instead of computer 
programming [14]. The formulation of the problem using linear functions provides a way for 
finding solutions through solving a series of set linear equalities.  
The most important driving factor to the success of linear programming is the development of 
a simplex method that manages to efficiently solve linear programming problems by using a 
few concepts [14]. The first concept is that simplex looks only at corner point feasible 
solutions, which is a feasible solution that lies on the boundary of n  constraints and n  is the 
number of decision variables. The second concept is simplex moves from an initial corner 
point feasible solution to an adjacent corner point feasible solution in the direction with the 
greatest increase (or decrease) of the objective function. Finally, simplex method stops when 
no other surrounding corner point feasible solution can provide a better objective value.  
Integer Programming method is a portion of Linear Programming method where decision 
variables need to be an integer value for practical purposes. The complete name is Integer 
Linear Programming, but the term linear is commonly dropped [14]. 
Any bounded Integer Programming will have a finite number of feasible solution, thus an 
enumeration procedure can be used to find its optimal solution. However, this exhaustive 
procedure needs to be cleverly structured to efficiently solve the problem without evaluating 
every possible solution. One of the prominent methods is branch-and-bound technique. The 
feasible set of solutions is divided (branching) into smaller partitions and objective bounds of 
the smaller partitions are used to determine if the branch can be discarded or more branching 
is necessary [14]. Objective bounds provide the best possible objective value in a branch, this 
is usually obtained by relaxing a set of constraints that made the problem difficult to 
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solve. The most widely used relaxation in Integer Programming is the limitation that all 
decision variables have to be an integer, this relaxation turns the problem into Linear 
Programming and enables the use of a fast simplex method to provide the bounds.  
Advance computer codes are now widely available to solve large practical problems 
efficiently; one of the prominent solvers is CPLEX from IBM [14]. This code uses 
combinations of techniques including branch and bound and simplex methods to efficiently 
solve Integer Programming problems.  
2.3. Heuristics Methods 
This research explores, develops, and combines several heuristics methods to evaluate the 
improvements proposed to solve large FMP problem in a reasonable time and quality. The 
research starts by developing an Enhanced AFD heuristic that provides a strong foundation 
for use by other heuristics methods. This research then develops a neighbourhood search, 
variable neighbourhood search, tabu search, simulated annealing, and combination of 
heuristics to present viable methods in solving this problem for a range of different fleet sizes. 
The following sections describe the three basic search heuristics and its recent developments.  
2.3.1. Neighbourhood Search 
Neighbourhood search method is part of the heuristics optimisation methods [15]. This 
method is famous for its simplicity and performance especially in solving computationally 
demanding optimisation problems in a very limited time [16]. The neighbourhood search 
method uses a simple idea of starting with a solution Ii ∈  and searches its neighbouring 
solutions iN  to find and move to better solutions [16]. The neighbour set iN  contains all 
possible neighbours of i , called 'i , that is defined by a move δ±= ii' . The move δ  typically 
contains a scalar move distance and a vector direction of the move. The move is defined 
according to the nature of the problem and is an important factor in determining the behaviour 
of this method. This process is then repeated until the termination criterion is met [15].  
The generic neighbourhood search algorithm steps are given below: 
Step 1: Start with a feasible solution as current solution Ii ∈ . 
Step 2: Evaluate neighbours of current solution iN  and find the best neighbour iNj ∈  
where kj ff ≤  for all iNk ∈ . 
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Step 3: If there is an improvement ij ff <  then move by setting ji = , then go back to 
step 2. Otherwise if there is no improvement ij ff ≥  then stop. 
There are three main parameters in neighbourhood search including: acceptance criterion, 
termination criterion, and neighbourhood definition. Acceptance criterion determines when 
the search move from the current solution to the new solution. The most basic acceptance 
criterion accepts any neighbour with a better solution; this leads to the simple hill climbing 
method [17]. A variation of this method chooses to move after comparing all neighbouring 
solution; this leads to the steepest ascend hill climbing [17].  
There are also several different termination criterions that have been implemented to 
neighbourhood search. The simplest termination criterions are computational time and 
number of iterations. This is mostly used when there is a time limitation requirement. Another 
widely used termination criterion for neighbourhood search is the number of search without 
finding a better solution [16]. This termination means that the neighbourhood search has 
reached the local minima and is unable to find a better solution.  
The most critical part of a neighbourhood search is the definition of neighbours [15, 18]. This 
part of the neighbourhood search has been the focus of most research in this area, and much 
progress has been made to improving the solution quality. Neighbourhood of a point p , in 
mathematics, is defined as a set V  which contains an open set U  containing p  [19]. The 
neighbourhood of the current solution may vary according to how it is defined [18]. Early 
neighbourhood search uses a small and constant change to a parameter of the current solution 
as the neighbour of current solution. This simple method, however, has a serious weakness 
since it is often stuck in local minima. Many developments in neighbourhood search 
concentrate on the definition of neighbours. 
Recent developments in this area have produced Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search 
Procedures (GRASP) that combined the fast neighbourhood search to find local minima with 
multi-start concept to escape local minima [20]. There are also further improvements to this 
concept by cleverly choosing the starting points, for example the work in [21]. A recent 
prominent development is the Variable Neighbourhood Search [18] that tries to break away 
from the local minima traps by changing the neighbourhood definition to a much larger size. 
Variable neighbourhood search manages to generate a good quality solution since this method 
of escaping local minima manage to keep most of the good characteristics of previous 
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local minima solutions intact. Variable neighbourhood search is a growing area with a wide 
range of applications and variety.  
A recent review paper for variable neighbourhood search is given in [22]. Many hybrid 
variable neighbourhood searches can also be found in recent papers, namely: variable 
neighbourhood search with integer programming [23, 24], variable neighbourhood search 
with tabu search [25], variable neighbourhood search with simulated annealing [26], variable 
neighbourhood search with genetic algorithm [27-29], and variable neighbourhood search 
with problem specific heuristics [30]. 
2.3.2. Tabu Search 
The Tabu Search method [31] is an extension of the neighbourhood search or other heuristic 
methods [32] that incorporates adaptive memory in an attempt to discourage searching a bad 
neighbourhood. Simple search heuristics, for example random search, usually uses no 
memory in its search. Tabu search is a more intelligent algorithm for using adaptive memory 
to direct its search [31]. Adaptive memory allows changes to the search neighbours iN , made 
by moving away from the current solution i  a set distance away to δ±= ii' , according to 
time, search histories, and circumstances. The need to have a directed search, rather than the 
random or semi-random search found in many techniques, is based on the notion that a bad 
strategic choice can be more valuable than a good random choice [31]. With the adaptive 
memory, a bad strategic choice can be memorised in tabu active set A  and used to affect 
future choices accordingly for an overall profitable endeavour.  
The generic tabu search algorithm steps are given below: 
Step 1: Start with a feasible solution as current solution Ii ∈ . 
Step 2: Create a set ii NV ∈  which is part of the neighbour of the current solution. 
Step 3: Evaluate iV  and find the best iVj ∈  where kj ff ≤  for all iVk ∈ . 
Step 4: If there is an improvement ij ff <  then move by setting ji = , then go back to 
step 2. Otherwise if there is no improvement ij ff ≥  then stop. 
Tabu search uses its adaptive memory to direct the search in iV , a subset of iN  that does not 
include tabu active set A . This modification improves the speed since an evaluation only 
considers partial neighbours, and enables tabu search to control the direction of 
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neighbourhood search through the tabu active set A  [32]. 
The adaptive memory used in tabu search generally operates in four principal dimensions 
including: recency, frequency, influence, and quality [31]. Recency based memory refers to 
the time lapse between the time the search result is memorised and the current time. 
Frequency based memory deals with counting repeated numbers of the same memory. 
Influence based memory deals with the impact of the decisions made during the search. 
Quality based memory is a part of influence based memory but it is more strictly defined to 
deal with the solution quality, while influence based memory refers to other influences. The 
adaptive memory also contains two groups of memory; that explicitly store complete 
solutions, and attributive memory which  records solution attributes [31]. In general explicit 
memory is usually used to records elite solutions, while attributive memory is used to record 
attributes that are used to guide the search.  
There are two search characteristics in tabu search, namely intensification and diversification 
[31]. Intensification in tabu search favours moves that are known to generate good solutions, 
while diversification favours exploring other regions for potentially good areas.  
A comprehensive guide to implementing tabu search along with examples and application is 
given in [33-35]. A more recent review of the method is given in [36].  
Tabu search is still a new and developing method that is used for an increasing number of 
problems and areas. A recent development in tabu search is the use of a two level tabu search 
for a bin packing problem; a tabu search to minimise the number of bins and another tabu 
search to optimise the packing of the bins [37]. A multiple tabu search method has also been 
developed in [38] to solve economic despatch problem. A Tabu Search has also been applied 
to a multi-objective problem in [39]. Several hybrid methods have also recently been 
published, namely: tabu search with particle swarm [40, 41], tabu search with linear 
programming [42], tabu search with evolutionary algorithm [43], tabu search with genetic 
programming [44], and tabu search with problem specific heuristics [45]. 
2.3.3. Simulated Annealing 
Simulated Annealing is the most advanced type of threshold algorithms [32]. The main 
purpose of threshold algorithms is to test a neighbour of the current solution and move to this 
neighbour if the objective value difference is below the threshold. A characteristic of 
threshold algorithms is the ability to accept inferior solution to some extent. The foundation 
of simulated annealing and the acceptance criterion came from the physical annealing 
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method of metals to achieve a low-energy state [46]. This is achieved by heating the metal to 
a high energy state, where the particles move in a random manner and carefully lowering the 
temperature where particles arrange themselves in a more ordered fashion [32].  
The generic simulated annealing search algorithm steps are given below: 
Step 1: Start with a feasible solution as the current solution Ii ∈ . 
Step 2: Pick a random neighbour iNi ∈'  and evaluate its objective value 'c . 
Step 3: Decide whether to move to this solution or not based on a probability function 
that is dependent on the current objective value c , new objective value 'c , and 
current temperature K . 
Step 4: If stopping criteria is met then stop, otherwise go back to step 2. 
The analogies between the physical annealing process and simulated annealing process are: 
solutions of simulated annealing are equivalent to states in the physical system and; the 
objective value of a particular solution is equivalent to the energy of a particular state [32]. 
Given a current state, a neighbouring state is a state with a small perturbation, for example 
movement of a particle. The most notable characteristic of simulated annealing compared to 
other threshold algorithms is the probabilistic component on the acceptance function of a new 
solution [46]. The use of probability enables this algorithm to accept a very bad solution, 
although rarely due to its low probability. The acceptance criterion of simulated annealing is 
given in Equation (12). 
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This method looks at a random neighbour 'i  of the current solution i , where δ±= ii'  and δ  
is the random small perturbation to the current solution i , assigns a probability of moving to 
this particular neighbour based on current cost c , new solution cost 'c , and current 
temperature K . In the acceptance formula Equation (12), )1,0(random  produce a random 
number between zero and one. The search moves to the new solution if a new solution is 
better than the current solution or satisfies Equation (12). The search then continues 
evaluating a random neighbour "i  of the new solution 'i . If a neighbour is rejected, the search 
evaluates another neighbour 'i  of the current solution i . 
As stated before, an important part of simulated annealing is its ability to accept a lower 
quality solution. The likelihood of this acceptance is governed by the current 
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temperature K  [32]. At the start of the annealing process, the temperature K  is high, similar 
to the physical annealing process. At this high temperature K , significantly sub-optimal 
solutions have a good probability of being accepted. As the temperature K  cools down to a 
lower value, the probability of accepting a sub-optimal solution decreases. When the 
temperature reached its minimum value 0=K , only better quality solutions are accepted. In 
simulated annealing, there is no limitation on how bad the solution can be; it governs the 
extremely bad solution by using a very small positive probability of acceptance. The 
acceptance probability of the simulated annealing is given in Figure 1. If the new solution 
cost 'c  is lower than the current cost c (i.e. the new solution is better), then the acceptance 
probability is greater than 100% or the new solution will always be accepted.  
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Figure 1: Simulated Annealing Acceptance Probability 
Modern simulated annealing adheres to the finite time implementation that is more useful to 
real-life application of the system [32]. This simulated annealing, sometimes called Simulated 
Quenching [47], uses a finite sequence of temperature with finite transitions and finite time. 
This method moved away from trying to find the optimum solution, to focusing on providing 
a good solution to real-life scale problem in a limited time.   
The most extensive review of simulated annealing performance in general is given in [48]. An 
overviews of its application in operations research is given in [49] and [50]. There have been 
some recent development and research on a two stage simulated annealing in [51]. A 
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recent study on parallel simulated annealing was also conducted in [52] on job shop 
scheduling problems, and in [53] on three-dimensional assignment problems. An algorithm 
developed in [54] combines the advantage of a population pool to generate solutions that are 
then processed by simulated annealing to optimise truss structures. Several hybrid methods 
have also been published recently, namely: simulated annealing with local search [55], 
simulated annealing with particle swarm algorithm [56], and simulated annealing with genetic 
algorithm [53, 57, 58]. Lastly, a reliable 3D face recognition software was developed using 
simulated annealing [59]. 
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3. Problem Description and Formulation 
3.1. Problem Description 
The aim of this research is to develop an efficient method of solving the Flight and 
Maintenance Planning (FMP) problem in a military helicopter fleet, which allocates 
operational resources to meet operations and safety requirements to ensure that operational 
objectives are maximised. The operational resources in a military helicopter fleet include 
helicopters, spare parts, equipment, flight crew, ground crew, and other assets. Operational 
requirements include patrol, training, deployment and other missions. Safety requirements 
follow maintenance guidelines set by aircraft manufacturers, occupational health and safety 
guidelines and any other safety measures. The operational objective of a military fleet is to 
meet its operational requirements within its budget allocation.  
The Flight and Maintenance Planning problem aims to find an optimum schedule for the 
given fleet with specific requirements and objectives. The schedule describes the activities of 
each individual helicopter at a given period of time. This schedule will then be used to plan 
aspects of fleet operations such as deployment orders, mission planning, maintenance 
planning, spare parts requisition, crew rostering, and many more detailed planning necessary 
to support the fleet's overall operations. The optimum schedule, properly allocates helicopters 
to activities that generally provides the best objective value.  
In the case of a large aircraft fleet that demands complex maintenance routines and 
deployment requirements, determination of the optimum operation and maintenance schedule 
represents a significant challenge. 
In a real world scenario, the fleet size faced by planners ranges from a few helicopters up to 
several dozens helicopters. Current planners even for a small fleet of less than a dozen 
helicopters spends up to a day to generate a schedule and in total up to two months of work 
annually due to the need to adjust the schedule accounting for changes in conditions [6]. 
Schedules needs to be generated within a day’s time for practical reasons, and a much shorter 
time frame is desired to give more notice of any changes to the supply chains and logistics. 
Moreover their solutions are far from optimal, as proven from optimal solutions provided by 
IP formulation suggested by resent research. This research will provide heuristic methods that 
significantly improves the solution quality of the current method while also significantly 
reduces the solution time compared to the proposed IP Formulation, so that this new solution 
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methods are feasible to solve FMP problem for large fleets. 
An example schedule for a particular helicopter is given in Table 2. This schedule uses both 
background colour and characters to specify the location and activity of the specific helicopter 
for each period. The example helicopter with tail number H02 in Table 2 is scheduled to fly 
for 18 hours in the first period. It is located at the main base marked by the light blue 
background. The example helicopter then enters M2 maintenance for 2 periods, indicated by 
the blue background. At the third and fourth period, after the maintenance is done, it operates 
for 16 hours and is still located in the main base. Between the fourth and fifth period, 
helicopter H02 is transferred to a different location marked by the yellow background. The 
given helicopter is then scheduled to fly for 21 hours in the new location for both the fifth and 
sixth period. This example shows a schedule for a particular helicopter within a fleet. The 
schedule for a given fleet is the combination of the schedules for each individual helicopter in 
that fleet.   
Table 2: Example Schedule of a Helicopter 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 
H02 18 M2 M2 16 21 21 
3.2. Problem Formulation 
The FMP problem aims to find an optimal schedule for a set of requirements. The goals of the 
optimisation are (1) to maximise operational availability of aircraft to perform required 
missions and (2) to minimise the costs of transferring aircraft between bases. Meeting these 
two objectives simultaneously demands a multi-objective optimisation, subject to various 
constraints imposed by operational and safety requirements described in the previous section. 
Detailed descriptions of optimisation objectives and constraints are given in the following 
three sub-sections, together with the mathematical models to facilitate a solution of the FMP 
problem using optimisation tools.  
3.2.1. Optimisation Objectives 
There are two minimisation objectives being considered in this research. The first objective is 
to minimise non-availability of aircraft to perform required missions. The second objective is 
to minimise the number of deployment transfers between bases.  
In routine military operations, the fleet is issued with a flight requirement that specifies the 
required total flying hours for the fleet in a given time period [2]. The value of a fleet’s 
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flight requirement varies greatly with respect to users, aircraft type, fleet size, and support 
capability. Flying requirements are given as target values and are used to measure fleet 
performance. Thus, achieving this target is important to the fleet’s success. This study 
employs the discrepancy of scheduled flying hours at a given period against the required 
flying hours as one of the cost measures of an operation’s schedule. Although a shortfall from 
the required flight requirement incurs a cost, an excess of total flight hours over the required 
flight requirement is allowed but does not reduce cost in anyway. Measuring the shortfall of 
flight requirement shows whether the fleet is capable of meeting the benchmark for the 
scheduled periods. This measurement also shows the gap between targeted operations and 
fleet capability if the targets are not met which can be used to plan future improvements. By 
measuring this shortfall, availability measurements are also indirectly measured. Availability 
is the number of helicopters that are mission capable at a specified period. The shortfall 
indirectly captures availability as losses of availability in a given period affect the fleet’s 
capability to meet the benchmark of that period.  
Military operators need to operate platforms in multiple bases which can include deployment 
bases distant from the main base. These deployment bases usually serve special purposes 
including maritime patrol aboard military ships, training and other patrol purposes [3]. These 
deployment bases usually have minimal maintenance capability so helicopters must be rotated 
accordingly [6]. This research considers operations in multiple deployment bases with 
different availability requirements and flying hour requirements. The second objective is to 
minimise the transfer cost associated with transferring helicopters to accommodate the 
maintenance and deployment requirements. 
The two cost objectives are related, as minimising transfers also minimises shortfall of 
operational flight hours. This can be seen from the data given in Figure 2, where solutions 
with a lower number of transfers have the potential to have lower operational flight hours 
shortfall and vice versa. Therefore it is possible to combine these two objectives into a single 
optimisation cost function to take advantage of the computational efficiency of single-
objective optimisation as opposed to multi-objective optimisation. The data presented in 
Figure 2 shows the number of transfers and operational flight hours shortfall on a different 
scale and without any cost weighting. The data shows the varying combination of transfers 
and flight hours in solutions evaluated in a given neighbourhood search solving a given 
problem occurrence.  
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Figure 2: Relationship between Transfer and Shortfall of Operational Flight Hours 
The cost objective of a schedule is the sum of these two cost objectives over the given period 
as specified by Expression (1), where the total number of transfers in a period is given by r  
and the total shortfall of operational flight hours in a period is specified by f .  
∑
∈
⋅+⋅
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fr
...1
)( βα         (2) 
The weight factors between transfers and unmet flight hours are specified by α  and β  
respectively. These two weight factors can be adjusted to account for problem-specific cost 
penalties. 
To develop a mathematical optimisation model for the FMP problem, we need to cast the 
operational requirements as optimisation constraints. In the present context there two types of 
requirements pertinent to operation and safety respectively. These two types of requirements 
will be discussed in detail below. 
3.2.2. Optimisation Constraints-Operation Related 
The major operation requirements of the FMP problem include the following: limited 
maintenance capacity, multiple operational locations, prescribed number of aircraft per base, 
prescribed flight hours for given missions, and maintaining minimum residual flight time for 
aircraft stationed at deployment bases. 
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The first constraint, the limited maintenance capacity, is due to factors such as the available 
number of maintenance crews, availability of maintenance equipment, and spare parts. 
Specifically, the main base has a fixed number of maintenance lines thus limiting the number 
of helicopters that can be maintained concurrently at any given period. Increasing the number 
of maintenance capacity will incur a substantial increase in costs, hence operators often seek 
to keep the maintenance capacity to a minimum. Equation (2) presents the mathematical 
formulation for this constraint: the total number of helicopters undergoing maintenance, 
denoted as thz , , must be less than the number of maintenance tC . 
t
Hh
th Cz ≤∑
∈
,
         (3) 
The second constraint, limits the operations of a helicopter to only one location in a period. 
This means that some helicopters are not permitted to move to a different location during the 
middle of a period and conduct missions in the new location during the same period. 
Transferring to different location is acceptable at the end of a period. However, once 
transferred, it can only conduct operations from the new location at the commencement of the 
next period. Consequentially, all helicopters are prohibited from being scheduled to fly 
missions at two different locations in the same period. To account for this constraint in the 
optimisation, the following mathematical representation is used. Here ∑
∈Ll
tlhy ,,  gives the total 
number of locations a given helicopter operates from in a particular period. 
1
,,
=∑
∈Ll
tlhy          (4) 
The third constraint used in this research is a prescribed number of operational helicopters 
that have to be stationed at deployment bases. This number varies according to the types of 
deployment and its purpose, for example some deployment bases could be maritime patrol 
bases with multiple helicopters present, whereas others could be aboard a navy patrol ship that 
can only carry a very limited number of helicopters. Satisfying this constraint will ensures 
that any helicopter transferred from deployment back to the Main Base for maintenance is 
accompanied by another transfer of helicopter from the Main Base to the relevant deployment 
base. Such double transfers are necessary to maintain a constant level of presence required in 
deployment bases. Equation (4) presents the mathematical formulation of this constraint, 
where ∑
∈Hh
tlhy ,,  gives the total number of operational helicopters in a given location l  and 
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tlE , is the required number of operational helicopters in that location. 
tl
Hh
tlh Ey ,,, =∑
∈
         (5) 
The fourth constraint, prescribed a given flight hour for all helicopters assigned to deployment 
bases. This flight load depends on the deployment missions, for example maritime patrol 
bases could have several routine patrol routes in a particular period, and aboard a navy patrol 
ship could be concentrating on take-off and landing training in a given period. The following 
Equation (5) presents the mathematical formulation of this constraint, where ths ,  gives the 
operational flight hour of a given helicopter h  in a particular deployment location and tD  is 
the prescribed flight hour for that particular deployment. 
tth Ds =,          (6) 
To understand the final constraint from operational requirements and some constraints from 
safety requirements, it is important to first explain the concept called Residual Flight Time 
(RFT). RFT measures the amount of remaining flying hours a helicopter has before its next 
maintenance inspection. This is also called “bank time” in military papers [13]. Each sortie of 
a particular helicopter reduces its RFT by the flight hours flown bringing it closer to its next 
maintenance. This means the RFT of a particular helicopter at the start of a nominated period 
is equal to the RFT at the beginning of its previous period, minus the flying hours spent 
during the previous period. After maintenance is performed, its RFT is reset to the amount of 
flight time available before the next maintenance is due. The RFT constraint makes sure that 
there is a simple way to track and judge how far each helicopter’s next maintenance is. 
Equation (6) presents the mathematical formulation of this concept, where 1, +thx  is the RFT at 
the start of the next period, thx ,  is the RFT at the start of this period, and ths ,  is the flight hour 
used this period. 
ththth sxx ,,1, −=+         (7) 
The last constraint places a minimum limit to the RFT of all deployed helicopters. This limit 
ensures that all helicopters are located in the Main Base that is equipped to handle 
maintenance when they are due. This limit is necessary since helicopters with zero RFT are 
not allowed to fly, and only the Main Base is equipped to handle maintenance. After arriving 
at the Main Base, the returning helicopter operates normally until it finishes its remaining 
RFT and undergoes maintenance. This minimum limit also stops any helicopters with 
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RFT lower than the limit being deployed from the main base. Equation (7) presents the 
mathematical form of this concept, where thx ,  is the RFT at the start of the period t  and H
(
 is 
the minimum RFT for deployed helicopters. 
Hx th
(
≥
,
         (8) 
3.2.3. Optimisation Constraints-Safety Related  
The safety requirement is treated as four constraints that define the FMP problem used in this 
research, namely: prescribed maximum flight hour that a helicopter can safely perform, 
prescribed maximum total flight hours of all helicopters in the fleet for a given period, zero 
RFT limitation, and prescribed routine maintenance according to the manufacturer’s 
specifications. 
The first constraint, limits the maximum flight hours a helicopters can do in a period due to 
several types of limitations: hardware limitation, safety limitation, and operational limitation. 
Hardware limitation concerns limited flight cycle that the structure, engine, and electronics 
can handle. Safety limitation is produced by the manufacturer to limit risk. Operational 
limitation is dictated by the users, this depends on the combined support capability, flight 
crew capability, supporting equipment and spare parts. Equation (8) presents the mathematical 
formulation of this constraint, where ths ,  is the operational flight hours and S  is maximum 
operational flight hours allowed. 
Ss th ≤≤ ,0          (9) 
The second constraint, limits the maximum total flight hours for the fleet due to operational 
limitation. Operational limitation is dictated by the users, this depends on the combined 
support capability, flight crew capability, supporting equipment and budget for the fleet. This 
limitation is only necessary if it is lower than the combined maximum flight hours any 
helicopter can do in any given period, which is usually the case. Maintaining maximum flight 
hours of all helicopters in a fleet is hard for even a short duration due to support and crew 
limitations, as well as safety concerns. Equation (9) presents the mathematical form of this 
constraint, where ∑
∈Hh
ths ,  is the sum of all operational flight hours scheduled for helicopters in 
the fleet and F  is maximum total operational flight hours allowed. 
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The third constraint is that all helicopters with zero RFT are considered non-operational and 
therefore not allowed to fly. When the RFT of a helicopter reach zero value, this means that it 
is time for the helicopter to start its next maintenance according to the manufacturer’s 
specifications. When helicopters reach this point, they are grounded until a maintenance line 
is allocated to it or maintenance commences as soon as there is an empty maintenance line. In 
general no helicopter should be grounded whilst waiting for maintenance if there is a spare 
maintenance line. Any helicopter should begin maintenance immediately provided the 
maintenance space is not full. Equation (10) presents the mathematical form of this constraint, 
where ths ,  is the operational flight hours scheduled for a helicopter in a given period and thx ,  
is RFT of that helicopter at the start of the period.  
thth xs ,, ≤          (11) 
The last constraint set the routine maintenance specification according to the manufacturer’s 
specifications. Maintenance routines vary from one helicopter type to another. This difference 
depends on the airframe, engine, electronics and even operational environments. The routine 
maintenance requirement given by the manufacturers specifies intervals between different 
maintenance. Different maintenance also has a different duration depending on the nature of 
the maintenance, complexity, and operator’s capability. When a helicopter starts its 
maintenance, a maintenance line is used and is not available for other helicopters for the 
duration of the maintenance. Equation (11) presents the mathematical form of this constraint, 
where ∑ thz ,  is the total number of consecutive periods a helicopter undergoes maintenance 
and md  the maintenance duration. 
mth dz =∑ ,          (12) 
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4. Benchmark Problem 
As a mean to aid the development of the methods in this research, a model fleet is created. 
The model fleet consists of a number of helicopters h . This research is conducted on a 
varying size of the helicopter fleet, starting from nine helicopters 9=h  up to 16 helicopters 
16=h . The model fleet is limited to a maximum of 16 helicopters in this research due to the 
exponential time required to complete the IP Programming calculations using the available 
computer. This model uses a weekly time period, so the resulting schedule is a weekly 
schedule.  
The flight requirement given to this model fleet is taken from a typical military helicopter 
fleet described in [6]. This listed in Table 3 for the range of fleet size being considered.  
Table 3: Flight Requirement for the Different Fleet Size 
Fleet Size Flight Requirements 
(hours/period) 
9 150 
10 168 
11 186 
12 204 
13 222 
14 240 
15 258 
16 276 
The benchmark problem is to be solved by all methods using the same computer with an Intel 
Core2 1.86 GHz processor and 2 GB RAM. 
4.1. Optimisation Objectives 
The same cost objective system successfully used for the US Coast Guard described in [6] is 
implemented in this model. This costing system stipulated that the cost of each transfer is five 
times the cost of an hour flight shortfall 1;5 == βα . Thus, a schedule with an extra 
transfer is considered on par with a schedule missing five more flight hours, ceteris paribus. 
This costing system also stipulated that a decreasing linear weighting factor )1( tT −+  should 
be applied to both costs, so that incurring costs at latter periods is preferred. Thus, a schedule 
with a transfer occurring at the end of seventh period is preferred compared to a schedule with 
a transfer occurring at the end of the sixth period, ceteris paribus. Differing costs using a 
decreasing linear weighting factor is useful to give more time in case situation changes and 
opens a way to avoid it in the future, and to mathematically reduce the number of solutions 
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with equal cost objectives. The full cost objective used for this model fleet is given in 
Expression (13). The first half of the equation provides the total cost due to transfers, and the 
second half provides the total cost due to flight hour shortfall. 
∑∑ ∑
∈∈ ∈
−++−+
Tt
t
Hh Tt
th ftTrtT
...1...1
,
)1()1( βα      (13) 
The effect of using decreasing linear weighting factor is illustrated in Table 4. Consider a 
single helicopter in a fleet that is required to fly i  hours every period iF t = and starts the 
first period with j  hours RFT jx =1,1 . Given that 18=i  and 81=j , Table 4  shows five 
of the 32 permutations with the same cost objective without the decreasing linear weight 
factor.  All of the five cases will have a total of 23 missed flight hours ∑
∈
=
Tt
tf
...1
23, 18 at 
period six since it is undergoing maintenance and unable to fly and a total of five hours lost 
between the first period and the fifth period. Given the decreasing linear weighting factor, 
however, case E becomes a clear choice with the lowest costs because it delays the shortfall as 
much as it can.  
Table 4: Effect of decreasing linear weighting factor 
Case T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 
∑
∈ Tt
tf
...1
 ∑
∈
−+
Tt
tftT
...1
)1(
 
A 13 18 18 18 18 M1 5+18 = 23 6*5+1*18 = 48 
B 18 18 13 18 18 M1 5+18 = 23 4*5+1*18 = 38 
C 17 17 18 15 18 M1 1+1+3+18 = 23 6+5+9+18 = 38 
D 18 17 18 16 16 M1 1+1+1+1+1+18 = 23 5+6+4+18 = 33 
E 18 18 18 18 13 M1 5+18 = 23 2*5+1*18 = 28 
4.2. Constraints 
Two levels of maintenance capacities are used for this model, fleet with two maintenance 
capacities 2=C and fleet with three maintenance capacities 3=C . The two levels of 
capacities represent different levels of support capability that exist in different fleets. 
Maintenance capacities only exist in the main base, thus helicopters need to be located at the 
main base when maintenance is scheduled.  
The model fleet operates from three locations, namely Main Base 0=l , Deployment Base 1 
1=l , and Deployment Base 2 2=l . The Deployment Base 1 requires one helicopter present 
at any given period 1
,1 =tE , and Deployment Base 2 requires two helicopters present at any 
given period 2
,2 =tE . This constraint naturally means that for a given fleet with nine 
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helicopters 9=h , six helicopters will be stationed at the Main Base at any given time. 
Deployment Base 1 requires its single helicopter to operate 18 flying hours per period 
18
,1 =tE , and Deployment Base 2 requires a total of 42 flying hours divided evenly among 
the two operational helicopters at any given period 21
,2 =tE . The deployed RFT is limited 
to a minimum of 50 flying hours 50=H
(
 as used by the US Coast Guard [6], under which any 
deployed helicopters are required to return to the Main Base. These operations requirements 
are kept constant for all fleet sizes. 
The maximum flight hours any given helicopter can do in a period in this model fleet is set as 
24 hours 24=S . No minimum flight hours restriction is used, which allows all available 
helicopters to be scheduled to fly between zero to 24 hours per period 240
,
≤≤ ths . This 
model fleet uses the sum of 20 hours per helicopter to determine the maximum total flight 
hours for the fleet per period hF ⋅= 20 . No minimum total flight hours of a fleet are used 
in this research because this is well controlled by the cost objective.  
The model fleet consists of helicopters similar to that used by [6]. This model helicopter has 
four types of maintenance with different intervals that are handled by operators. The first type 
is light maintenance after every 200 flying hours called R1. Then there are two types of 
medium maintenance after every 400 flying hours called R2 and after every 600 flying hours 
called R3 which takes longer to complete. Lastly, after every 800 flying hours heavy 
maintenance called R4 is required. This takes the longest time. The full routine maintenance 
cycle and duration used in this study are given at Table 5. The routine maintenance cycles 
back after 2400 flight hours. This means the same maintenance specified at the first 200 flight 
hours is done at 2600 flight hours and so on. As an example from Table 5, a helicopter that 
has completed 3600 flying hours is required to enter a 2-weeks long maintenance where R1, 
R2, and R3 maintenance is done simultaneously.  
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Table 5: Routine Maintenance and Duration 
No. Flight Hours R1 (200) R2 (400) R3 (600) R4 (800) Duration (weeks) 
1 200 X - - - 1 
2 400 X X - - 2 
3 600 X - X - 2 
4 800 X X - X 3 
5 1000 X - - - 1 
6 1200 X X X - 2 
7 1400 X - - - 1 
8 1600 X X - X 3 
9 1800 X - X - 2 
10 2000 X X - - 2 
11 2200 X - - - 1 
12 2400 X X X X 3 
4.3. Initial Conditions 
For this model fleet, ten randomly generated problem sets are created specifying its initial 
conditions to generate over 90% confidence level using LaPlace method. Each problem sets 
contains the initial RFT 1,hx , the next maintenance number m , and the starting location of 
each helicopters l. All this information is assumed to be the end condition from the previous 
period that becomes the initial condition of the model fleet. These problem sets are provided 
in Table 6. The next maintenance number in the problem sets correlates to the maintenance 
number provided in Table 5. To be more realistic, helicopters were already deployed 
previously 2,1=l  to comply with the operational constraint in Section 3.2.2 at all times.  
Table 6: Benchmark Problem Sets 
Tail Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 
Number m x l  m x l  m x l  
H01 4         40        0 4         200       2 11        71        1 
H02 1         0         0 2         104       0 2         15        0 
H03 8         80        0 1         0         0 5         25        0 
H04 7         170       2 7         65        2 4         85        2 
H05 7         58        0 7         200       0 3         75        0 
H06 7         200       1 7         110       1 6         6         0 
H07 2         42        0 2         178       0 7         185       0 
H08 1         150       2 1         45        0 8         154       2 
H09 2         175       0 2         63        0 9         126       0 
H10 11        71        0 11        71        0 2         53        0 
H11 2         15        0 2         15        0 1         48        0 
H12 5         25        0 5         25        0 5         59      0 
H13 4         85        0 4         85        0 7         96        0 
H14 3         75        0 3         75        0 8         147       0 
H15 6         6         0 6         6         0 6         158       0 
H16 7         185       0 7         185       0 4         126       0 
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Tail Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 
Number m x l  m x l  m x l  
H01 1         48        0 9         96        1 11        105       2 
H02 5         59        0 6         163       0 5         106       2 
H03 7         96        2 11        148       0 4         100       0 
H04 8         147       0 4         111       0 2         189       0 
H05 6         158       0 5         102       2 8         75        1 
H06 4         126       2 8         158       0 11        42        0 
H07 1         148       0 10        45        0 4         200       0 
H08 2         52        1 4         26        0 5         45        0 
H09 5         47        0 5         89        2 8         58        0 
H10 8         58        0 2         52        0 9         145       0 
H11 9         96        0 7         47        0 4         40        0 
H12 6         163       0 11        105       0 1         0         0 
H13 11        148       0 5         106       0 8         80        0 
H14 4         111       0 4         100       0 7         170       0 
H15 5         102       0 2         189       0 7         58        0 
H16 8         158       0 8         75        0 7         200       0 
          
Tail Set 7 Set 8 Set 9 
Number m x l  m x l  m x l  
H01 7         200       0 11        42        0 11        105       1 
H02 2         42        0 4         200       0 5         106       0 
H03 1         150       0 5         45        0 4         100       2 
H04 2         175       0 8         58        1 2         189       0 
H05 11        71        1 9         145       2 8         75        2 
H06 7         185       0 4         40        0 7         170       0 
H07 8         154       2 1         0         0 7         58        0 
H08 9         126       2 8         80        2 7         200       0 
H09 2         53        0 7         170       0 2         42        0 
H10 1         48        0 7         58        0 1         150       0 
H11 1         148       0 2         15        0 8         154       0 
H12 2         52        0 5         25        0 9         126       0 
H13 5         47        0 4         85        0 2         53        0 
H14 8         58        0 3         75        0 1         48        0 
H15 9         96        0 6         6         0 5         59        0 
H16 10        45        0 5         59        0 7         96        0 
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Tail Set 10       
Number m x l        
H01 5         89        1       
H02 2         52        0       
H03 7         47        0       
H04 11        105       2       
H05 5         106       0       
H06 8         147       0       
H07 6         158       2       
H08 4         126       0       
H09 1         148       0       
H10 2         52        0       
H11 4         85        0       
H12 3         75        0       
H13 6         6         0       
H14 7         185       0       
H15 8         154       0       
H16 4         100       0       
Each of the ten benchmark problem sets contains initial condition of a 16-helicopter fleet. 
Since this research considers variable fleet size, a given fleet of less than 16 helicopters only 
considers part of the given initial condition in Table 6. For example, a 12-helicopter fleet 
12=h  model only considers the first 12 helicopters, thus only tail number H01 to H12 in 
Table 6. 
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5. Critical Assessment of Existing Methods 
In this section several methods that are applicable to this problem are explored and tested. The 
first is Integer Programming (IP) method developed recently for United States Coast Guard in 
[6]. The second method is Aircraft Flowchart Diagram based on United States Army 
Helicopter maintenance manual [13]. The last two methods are a generic neighbourhood 
search method and a generic simulated annealing method improving on the Aircraft Flowchart 
Diagram results.  
5.1. Integer Programming Formulation 
5.1.1. Method 
IP method represents the most recent development in solving FMP problem. This method 
consists of producing an IP model that is then solved by a chosen IP solver to get the optimum 
solution. Using the given notation, a modified IP model based on the model created by [6] is 
presented below with relevant explanations. 
Problem formulation: 
(P) : min  ∑∑ ∑
∈∈ ∈
−++−+
Tt
t
Hh Tt
th ftTrtT
...1...1
,
)1()1( βα       (14)   
Expression (14) defines the cost function of a Schedule that includes transfer cost and 
shortfall of operational flight hours for the fleet during the scheduling periods as described in 
Section 0. This cost represents a weighted equivalent flight hours lost of a particular schedule. 
The first part of the equation deals with the transfer cost and the second part deals with the 
cost of flight hour shortfall.  
Subject to: 
)(
,1,,,1, ththththth mmMsxx −+−= ++   1...1, −∈∈∀ TtHh   (15) 
t
Hh
th Cz ≤∑
∈
,
     Tt ...1∈∀    (16) 
thtlh zy ,,, ≥      TtlHh ...1,0, ∈∈∈∀        (17) 
1
,,
=∑
∈Ll
tlhy      TtHh ...1, ∈∈∀   (18) 
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tlh Ey ,,, =∑
∈
     TtLl ...1, ∈∈∀              (19) 
0
,,,,
≤−⋅ thtlhtl syD     TtlHh ...1,2,1, ∈∈∈∀      (20) 
tlthtlhtl DsyD ,,,,, 2≤+⋅    TtlHh ...1,2,1, ∈∈∈∀      (21) 
tlhth yHx ,,, ⋅≥
(
     TtlHh ...1,2,1, ∈∈∈∀      (22) 
Ss th ≤≤ ,0      TtHh ...1, ∈∈∀   (23) 
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0     Tt ...1∈∀    (24) 
MgMx thth ≤⋅+ ,,     TtHh ...1, ∈∈∀   (25) 
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1
1, ⋅≥∑
=
−+     TtHh ...1, ∈∈∀   (26) 
SzSs thth ≤⋅+ ,,     TtHh ...1, ∈∈∀   (27) 
1,1,,,1, +++ −++= ththththth zgzmm   1...1, −∈∈∀ TtHh            (28) 
tlhtlhth yyr ,,1,,, −≥ +     1...1,, −∈∈∈∀ TtLlHh      (29) 
1,,,,, +−≥ tlhtlhth yyr     1...1,, −∈∈∈∀ TtLlHh      (30) 
t
Hh
tht Fsf ≥+∑
∈
,
    Tt ...1∈∀    (31) 
Binary: thr ,  , tlhy ,,  , thg ,  , thz ,  and Integer: tf  , ths ,  , thx ,  , thm ,   (32) 
The constraints presented start with the operational elements of the model. Constraint (15) 
decreases the flight hours counter to the next maintenance according to the scheduled flight 
hours for the period whilst allowing the flight hours counter to reset once maintenance is 
completed. Constraint (16) sets the maximum number of helicopters that can undergo 
maintenance at any given period in accordance with capacity limitations. Constraint (17) 
dictates that maintenance can only be done at the main base. Constraint (18) ensures that each 
helicopter can only be at any one location during a period. Constraint (19) ensures that the 
number of helicopters stationed at each location remain as required, thus forcing a 
replacement when a helicopter in deployment returns to one of the maintenance bases. 
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Constraints (20 and 21) set the hard deployment flight hours for every helicopter at each 
deployment site while making sure it is not restricted if it is not on deployment. Constraint 
(22) returns the helicopter(s) from the deployment base to the main base when the airframe 
hours left before next maintenance fall below the predetermined level. 
Constraint (23) to (28) deals with safety requirements for the model fleet. Constraint (23) sets 
maximum and minimum flight hours for every helicopter in a period (due to 
hardware/operator constraints). Constraint (24) sets maximum and minimum flight hours for 
the whole fleet in a period (due to hardware/operator constraints). Constraint (25) ensures that 
helicopters can only start maintenance when maintenance is due. It also allows for helicopters 
that are due for maintenance not to commence maintenance immediately in case of capacity 
overload. Constraint (26) ensures that proper maintenance duration is allocated according to 
the maintenance specification (Table 5) when the helicopter is scheduled for its maintenance. 
Constraint (27) ensures that helicopters due for maintenance or undergoing maintenance 
cannot fly. Constraint (28) selects the next maintenance once the current maintenance is 
finished.  
Constraints (29 and 30) penalize movement of helicopters from one location to another. 
Constraint (31) counts the missed target weekly flight hours of the fleet used in the penalty 
calculation. Lastly, the boundaries for decision variables are given in constraint (32). 
The model above is similar to the most current model presented in [6]. However, this model 
has removed all next maintenance number indices. The next maintenance number and the 
subsequent maintenance duration in this model is pre-determined and provided using the 
variable md . This change is applied to reduce the number of constraints and thus marginally 
reduce its solution time. 
5.1.2. IP Results 
The IP Formulation is solved using CPLEX 12.1 with default settings. Table 7 represents the 
time it takes to find the optimum solution for the problem sets with nine to sixteen helicopters 
and the two maintenance capacity levels.  
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Table 7: IP Formulation Solution Time (average of 10 instances) 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
3=C
 
Average (s) Maximum (s) Average (s) Maximum (s) 
9 276 571 341 1235 
10 412 1113 462 1138 
11 675 2163 1244 4325 
12 2283 6606 1443 4050 
13 6630 19336 2718 16165 
14 12760 36394 4599 20875 
15 25768 113489 3033 7623 
16 90267 460527 21873 116497 
5.1.3. IP Discussion 
Although IP Formulation produces the optimum solution, this method finds limited use in real 
situations due to computational resource limitations. IP Formulation requires increasingly 
extensive computational resources for solving large fleet sizes. The results found using the 
model fleet are used to approximate the solution time of larger fleet sizes as seen in Figure 3. 
The solution time increases exponentially in nature. Since fleet size is not limited to small 
numbers, IP Formulation’s weakness made it impractical and a different method is needed to 
solve this problem.  
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Figure 3: IP Formulation Solution Time with 2=C (A)  and  3=C (B) 
The solution time results collected in this research are used to approximate the solution time 
for larger fleets calculations. The result is shown in Table 8 with a fleet of 20 helicopters 
taking over 20 days to solve and 30 helicopters taking over 300 years to solve using IP 
Formulation method. 
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Table 8: IP Formulation Solution Time Approximation for Large Fleets 
 20=h
 
22=h
 
24=h
 
26=h
 
28=h
 
30=h
 
Solution Time 24 days 130 days 700 days 10 years 58 years 300 years 
Although the IP formulation is very useful to identify the optimal solution for small problem 
instances, application of this method in reality is very limited. However, the optimal values 
retrieved from this method can then be used as a benchmark to assess performances of other 
faster approaches.  
5.2. Aircraft Flowchart Diagram 
5.2.1. Method 
The FMP problem is currently addressed empirically using an Aircraft Flowchart Diagram 
(AFD) that provides a basic framework to choose which specific helicopters should be given 
priority to sortie [13]. An example AFD is given in Figure 4. The vertical axis denotes the 
RFT and the helicopters in the fleet are arranged in the horizontal axis based on their RFT 
values in increasing order. Helicopters closer to their next maintenance are on the left of the 
helicopters that are further away from their next maintenance. A “diagonal line” is then 
created connecting the origin to a point with coordinate ( N ,Y ) where N  is the total number 
of helicopters in the fleet and Y  is the maximum RFT value right after a maintenance is 
completed (this value is sometimes called the phase interval). AFD works by using a simple 
rule of thumb that states that the military planner should assign operations so that the 
helicopters are as close as possible to the diagonal line. Thus, in the case shown in Figure 4, 
the planner would increase the workloads of helicopter number 2, 6, and 7 whilst reducing the 
loads of 3, 4, and 5. Conforming to the diagonal line will pace the maintenance needs of the 
overall fleet and prevent a situation where numerous helicopters are due for maintenance at 
the same time.  
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Figure 4: Illustration of Aircraft Flowchart Diagram 
The AFD algorithm used in this research should provide, to some extent, comparable 
solutions to current military practitioners [2, 13]. The idea behind the AFD is to make sure 
operational usage is such that platforms reach their maintenance times at regular intervals. 
This prevents the occurrence of bottlenecks caused by having many platforms that need to be 
maintained simultaneously, thus exceeding maintenance capacity. Such situations result in the 
grounding of many platforms whilst waiting for their maintenance turns, thus significantly 
reducing availability and readiness of the military fleet. The AFD algorithm takes this concept 
by calculating the positive deviation of each helicopter in the given fleet and creates an 
operational priority list accordingly. An operational priority list is a list of available 
helicopters sorted by their positive deviations from the diagonal line as described in the AFD. 
Helicopters with high positive deviation, needing a higher workload, rank higher in the 
operational priority list. This algorithm then creates a flight list. The flight list describes the 
current operational mission sets sorted by their flying hour requirements. Missions set with 
high workload will rank higher in the flight list. Both lists are generated periodically and then 
matched so that the highest priority helicopter is assigned to a mission set with the highest 
flying hours. The second highest priority helicopter is assigned to the second highest flying 
hours set, and so on.  
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pth as =,max          (34) 
Equation (33) is used to find helicopter maxh  with the highest positive deviation from the 
diagonal line as describes in the AFD procedure with n  denoting the position of the helicopter 
in the diagram seen in Figure 4. Equation (34) assigns this helicopter to the mission set with 
highest flight load pa . This process is repeated until all helicopters that are currently available 
and not deployed are assigned a mission set, or all mission sets are assigned.  
To illustrate, consider a fleet of three helicopters with 175
,1 =tx , 140,2 =tx , and 
90
,3 =tx . Using 200=M  helicopter number 3 has the highest positive deviation 
of 33.23
3
120090
,3 =
⋅
−=−
H
nM
x t , followed by helicopter number 2 with 
67.6
3
2200140
,2 =
⋅
−=−
H
nM
x t  and helicopter number 1 with 25,1 −=− H
nM
x t .  
Thus, helicopter number 3 is assigned to the mission set with the highest flight load 1,3 as t = , 
helicopter number 2 with the second highest flight load 2,2 as t =  and helicopter number 1 
with the lightest flight load 3,1 as t = .  
5.2.2. AFD Results 
The AFD method results for the benchmark problem sets with nine to sixteen helicopters and 
the two maintenance capacity levels are given in Table 9. For all of the heuristic methods, 
solution quality is measured using an optimality gap as in Equation (35). An optimality gap is 
the cost objective value of a schedule given in Expression (14), normalised with the optimum 
schedule cost found using the IP formulation. The optimality gap represents how far the result 
is from the optimal solution with the lower gap signifying a better solution. The optimal 
solution will have a zero optimality gap. 
1−=
CostOptimum
CostScheduleGapOptimality       (35)  
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Table 9: AFD Results (average of 10 instances) 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
3=C
 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 159.21% 0.031 160.58% 0.031 
10 143.52% 0.031 170.49% 0.033 
11 138.97% 0.031 172.50% 0.033 
12 140.66% 0.031 199.63% 0.033 
13 138.70% 0.036 227.76% 0.031 
14 132.20% 0.033 258.58% 0.033 
15 121.87% 0.033 244.42% 0.034 
16 126.77% 0.038 271.96% 0.034 
5.2.3. AFD Discussion 
The AFD method produces a very quick solution even for a large fleet size. Thus, it is a 
suitable method for very large problems. However, the solution qualities produced by this 
algorithm are far from optimal and range from double to over triple the cost of optimal 
solutions on average. This suggests that the current practice could still be significantly 
improved.  
The AFD focuses on the central idea of spacing helicopters that require maintenance 
inspections at a constant rate. This would be ideal if the maintenance inspections were 
identical and thus there is a steady stream of maintenance workload. This assumption is true 
for many workshop machines that require a single thorough maintenance repeated over a 
specified time or usage interval.  However, this is not true for helicopters and aircrafts, 
whereby there are different sets of maintenance inspections with different intervals, focus, and 
downtime. AFD used in this problem is faced with maintenance management problems when 
multiple long duration maintenance procedures are underway and other helicopters are still 
scheduled for maintenance at the same interval creating a bottleneck. 
As an example of this weakness, the AFD solution to Problem Set 6 with ten helicopter fleet 
and two maintenance capacities is given in Table 10. The red backgrounds shows a situation 
where the given helicopter has reached zero RFT and could no longer fly until proper 
maintenance is performed, but must wait to start its maintenance due to overloaded 
maintenance capacities. The algorithm manages to properly space the number of helicopters 
that are coming in for maintenance. From the third period onwards, there is one helicopter that 
is due for maintenance at each period as it is designed to do. However, it fails to consider the 
fact that H05 and H09 are having long duration maintenance. As a result, a bottleneck occurs 
and on three occasions helicopters must be grounded whist waiting for a maintenance line to 
open.  
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Table 10: AFD Solution Problem Set 6 ( h  = 10; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 21 21 21 18 18 6  M11 24 24 21 21 
H02 21 21 21 0 18 18 7  M5 24 24 24 
H03 18 18 0 18 0 18 24 4 M4 M4 M4 18 
H04 24 24 18 21 21 21 21 18 18 3  M2 
H05 18 18 24 15 M8 M8 M8 24 21 21 21 21 
H06 24 18 M11 24 24 24 24 21 21 21 24 17 
H07 18 18 18 21 21 21 21 21 18 18 5 M4 
H08 24 0 21 M5 24 24 18 18 18 18 18 18 
H09 0 0 24 24 10 M8 M8 M8 24 24 24 24 
H10 0 24 18 18 18 18 24 24 1 M9 M9 24 
As a comparison, the optimal solution for this instance produced by the IP formulation 
method is given in Table 11. In this optimal solution, the duration of maintenance is taken 
into account when planning, as seen from the fact that the maintenances fit without any 
helicopters being grounded whilst waiting for maintenance. 
Table 11: IP Formulation Solution Problem Set 6 ( h  = 10; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 21 21 21 18 24 M11 24 24 24 24 24 21 
H02 21 21 21 24 7 12 M5 21 21 21 21 21 
H03 0 0 24 18 8 24 12 12 2 M4 M4 M4 
H04 24 22 24 21 21 21 21 24 11 M2 M2 24 
H05 18 0 12 0 21 24 M8 M8 M8 24 24 24 
H06 18 24 M11 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 8 
H07 24 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 12 12 4 
H08 24 21 M5 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 24 
H09 17 17 24 M8 M8 M8 24 24 24 18 18 18 
H10 1 24 24 24 24 24 24 M9 M9 24 24 24 
Another weakness of this method is its ineffectiveness to handle deployment transfers, or 
deployment management problems. This can be seen in the solution to Problem Set 4 with ten 
helicopter fleets and two maintenance capacities presented in Table 12. In this problem 
instance, AFD solution requires 16 transfers while the optimal solution only uses ten transfers 
as seen in Table 13. This problem can also be seen in the previous problem instance presented 
in Table 10 and Table 11, where AFD uses 14 transfers and the optimal solution only requires 
12 transfers.  
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Table 12: AFD Solution Problem Set 4 ( h  = 10; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 24 24 M1 24 24 24 21 21 21 21 24 20 
H02 0 18 18 18 5 M5 24 24 24 24 21 21 
H03 21 21 21 0 24 9 M7 24 24 24 24 18 
H04 24 18 18 18 18 18 24 9 M8 M8 M8 18 
H05 0 0 24 24 21 21 21 18 18 11  M6 
H06 21 21 21 21 18 18 6 M4 M4 M4 24 24 
H07 18 0 24 21 21 21 18 0 18 7 M1 24 
H08 18 24 10 M2 M2 24 24 21 21 21 21 21 
H09 24 23 M5 24 24 24 18 18 18 18 18 18 
H10 18 18 18 4 M8 M8 M8 24 24 24 18 0 
Using the AFD to deploy helicopters means that the helicopters that need to be used most, get 
sent on deployment. As a result, there is a chance of sending a helicopter that is close to its 
next maintenance. This means that it will only be able to stay in deployment for a short 
duration before maintenance constraints require it to be transferred back to the main base and 
another helicopter be deployed to replace it. This can be seen in the decision to deploy H05 
and H07 in Table 12. Both of them only manage to stay in deployment for three periods and 
then need to be replaced again. Compare this to the optimal solution shown in Table 13 where 
all the helicopters sent to replace returning helicopters manage to stay in deployment for 
seven or more periods.  
Table 13: IP Formulation Solution Problem Set 4 ( h  = 10; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 24 24 M1 24 24 24 24 12 24 12 24 24 
H02 11 24 24 M5 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 
H03 21 21 21 12 21 M7 24 24 24 24 24 21 
H04 18 2 24 24 15 24 12 24 M8 M8 M8 4 
H05 0 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 12 M6 12 8 
H06 21 21 21 21 24 18 M4 M4 M4 24 24 24 
H07 10 24 24 24 24 18 24 M1 24 24 24 24 
H08 18 10 24 M2 M2 24 24 24 18 18 18 18 
H09 23 24 M5 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 24 
H10 22 0 12 24 M8 M8 M8 24 24 24 0 0 
Overall, the AFD method is fast but produces sub-optimal quality solutions. This method is 
based on the current practice, and thus calls for significant improvements to be made to the 
current practice.  
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5.3. Neighbourhood Search 
5.3.1. Method 
As described in the literature review, the neighbourhood search method uses a simple idea of 
starting with a solution and searches its neighbouring solutions to find and move to better 
solutions [16]. This process is then repeated until the termination criterion is met [15]. This 
process gradually improves the solution quality by moving to better neighbours of the current 
solution. This method will implement the result of the AFD method described in Section 5.2 
as the initial solution and to improve its solution quality.  
The definition of neighbours needs to be defined for the Neighbourhood Search method 
according to the nature of the problem. To remain in the feasible solution region, an exchange 
move in operational flight hours is used as the neighbourhood definition. This means that the 
neighbours of the current solution are all solutions where one of the scheduled flight hours of 
a particular helicopter ths ,  in period t  is exchanged with another scheduled flight hours of the 
same helicopter 
',ths  in a different period 't . This move is also limited to the time periods 
between particular maintenance, so that the total flight hours between maintenance remain the 
same. This exchange move also does not consider helicopters in deployment, since their 
operational flight hours are constrained.  
To illustrate the neighbourhood definition used, several cases of the exchange are shown in 
Table 14. The first row shows the initial schedule of a particular helicopter with starting RFT 
of ihg ++  in a given fleet. Case A in Table 14 shows an exchange of its flying hours 
between the first period and the second period. Case B shows an exchange of its flying hours 
between the first period and the third period. Case C shows an exchange of its flying hours 
between the fifth period and the seventh period. Case A, B, and C is a valid neighbour of the 
initial solution. However, Case D is not valid and not considered as the exchange between the 
first period and the sixth period changes the total flight hours before the fourth period 
maintenance from ihg ++  to ihk ++  hours, thus breaching maintenance requirements. 
The initial condition shown in Table 14 has a total of six valid neighbours from this particular 
helicopter. The total neighbours of a given fleet are the total neighbours of all its individual 
helicopters.  
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Table 14: Neighbourhood Search Exchange  Neighbourhood Definition 
Case T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 
Initial g h i M j k l 
A h g i M j k l 
B i h g M j k l 
C g h i M l k j 
D k h i M j g l 
The Neighbourhood Search algorithm steps are given below: 
Step 1: Initialise with AFD solution Ii ∈ . 
Step 2: Evaluate neighbours of current solution iN  and find the best neighbour iNj ∈  
where kj ff ≤  for all iNk ∈ . 
Step 3: If there is an improvement ij ff <  then move by setting ji = , then go back to 
step 2. Otherwise if there is no improvement ij ff ≥  then stop. 
5.3.2. Neighbourhood Search Result 
The Neighbourhood Search method results for the benchmark problem sets with nine to 
sixteen helicopters and the two maintenance capacity levels are given in Table 15. The cost 
objective is gain normalised with the optimum schedule cost found using the IP formulation.  
Table 15: Neighbourhood Search Results (average of 10 instances) 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
3=C
 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 133.71% 0.24 132.37% 0.26 
10 123.84% 0.33 145.14% 0.35 
11 123.04% 0.41 144.92% 0.51 
12 126.40% 0.53 172.25% 0.70 
13 128.18% 0.56 199.02% 0.83 
14 123.15% 0.71 231.32% 1.10 
15 114.50% 0.76 214.35% 1.53 
16 120.36% 0.81 247.48% 1.73 
5.3.3. Neighbourhood Search Discussion 
The Neighbourhood Search method builds on the AFD solution presented in Section 5.2. The 
comparative performance of the two algorithms is given in Figure 5, based on the benchmark 
problem sets and the two maintenance capacity levels.  This comparison clearly shows that 
the Neighbourhood Search method improved the AFD solution quality. However, the 
improvement is marginal and the quality is still far from the optimal solution.  
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Figure 5: AFD and Neighbourhood Search Solution Quality Comparison 
The exchange neighbourhood definition improves the AFD solution by moving the shortfall 
in flight requirement to latter periods and thus decreasing the total cost. This change can be 
seen by comparing the AFD solution in Table 16 with the Neighbourhood Solution in Table 
17, both solutions of the same Problem Set 2 with nine helicopter fleet and two maintenance 
capacities. 
Table 16: AFD Solution Problem Set 2 ( h  = 9; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 0 24 8 M4 
H02 18 18 24 0 0 24 18 0 2 M2 M2 24 
H03 M1 24 24 24 18 18 18 18 18 0 24 14 
H04 21 0 18 0 24 2 M7 24 21 21 21 21 
H05 0 24 0 24 24 0 24 18 0 18 24 18 
H06 18 18 18 18 18 20 M7 24 18 24 18 21 
H07 24 21 21 21 21 21 24 0 24 1 M2 M2 
H08 24 21 M1 24 24 18 21 21 21 21 21 24 
H09 24 0 24 15 M2 M2 24 24 24 18 18 18 
The changes that the Neighbourhood Search do in this case are for example exchanging H01 
schedule at ninth period with eleventh period, H03 schedule at tenth period with eleventh 
period and then twelfth period, plus many more. All these changes try to fill the shortfall in 
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flying hours in early periods.  
Table 17: Neighbourhood Search Solution Problem Set 2 ( h  = 9; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 8 24 0 M4 
H02 18 18 24 2 0 24 18 0 0 M2 M2 24 
H03 M1 24 24 24 18 18 18 18 18 24 14 0 
H04 21 2 18 0 24 0 M7 24 21 21 21 21 
H05 0 24 0 24 24 24 24 18 18 18 18 0 
H06 18 18 18 18 18 20 M7 24 18 24 18 21 
H07 24 21 21 21 21 21 24 0 24 1 M2 M2 
H08 24 21 M1 24 24 18 21 21 21 21 21 24 
H09 24 0 24 15 M2 M2 24 24 24 18 18 18 
The Neighbourhood Search does perform well in terms of computational time. It takes a 
maximum of less than three seconds to solve the most demanding problem instance 
considered. However, improvement in solution quality is still far from the optimal solution. 
This can be explained by the fact that the Neighbourhood Search method could not affect the 
inefficiencies rooted in the AFD maintenance and deployment decisions. Improvements in 
this respect are needed to get a much better result.  
5.4. Simulated Annealing 
5.4.1. Method 
As described in the literature review, the simulated annealing method derives its idea from the 
physical annealing process. Simulated annealing starts with a solution and searches a random 
neighbour solution and evaluates whether to move to this new solution or to stay and evaluate 
another neighbour. This process is then repeated until the termination criterion is met. This 
process improves the solution quality by providing a better chance of moving to an improved 
solution, but is also able to escape local minima by minimal chances of moving to an inferior 
solution. This method will use the result of the AFD method described in Section 5.2 as the 
initial solution and tries to improve its solution quality.  
The definition of neighbours must be defined for the Simulated Annealing method according 
to the nature of the problem. To remain in the feasible solution region, a slight exchange in 
operational flight hours is used as the neighbourhood definition. This means that the 
neighbours of the current solution are all solutions where one of the scheduled flight hours of 
a particular helicopter ths ,  in period t  is increased or reduced slightly and another 
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scheduled flight hour of the same helicopter 
',ths  in a different period 't  is reduced or 
increased respectively. This exchange is also limited to the time periods between particular 
maintenance, so that the total flight hours between maintenance remain the same. This 
exchange does not consider helicopters in deployment, since their operational flight hours is 
constrained.  
To illustrate the neighbourhood definition used, several cases of the slight exchange are 
shown in Table 18. The first row shows the same initial schedule given in Section 5.2.1 of a 
particular helicopter with starting RFT of ihg ++  in a given fleet. Case A in Table 18 shows 
an exchange of its flying hours, a slight increase in the first period and a slight decrease in the 
second period. Case B shows a small exchange of its flying hours between the first period and 
the third period. Case C shows a minor exchange of its flying hours between the fifth period 
and the seventh period. Case A, B, and C is a valid move from the initial solution for this 
Simulated Annealing. However, Case D is not valid and not considered as the exchange 
between the first period and the sixth period changes the total flight hours before the fourth 
period maintenance from ihg ++  to 1+++ ihg  hours, thus breaching maintenance 
requirements. The initial condition shown in Table 18 has a total of 12 valid neighbours from 
looking at this particular helicopter. The total neighbours of a given fleet are the total 
neighbours of all its individual helicopters.  
Table 18: Simulated Annealing Exchange Neighbourhood Definition 
Case T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 
Initial g h I M j k l 
A g+1 h-1 I M j k l 
B g-1 h i+1 M j k l 
C g h i M j+1 k l-1 
D g+1 h i M j k-1 l 
The Simulated Annealing algorithm steps are given below: 
Step 1: Initialise with AFD solution Ii ∈ . 
Step 2: Evaluate a random neighbour j  of current solution iN  and decide whether to 
move to this new solution or stay using )1,0(
)'(
randome K
cc
>
−
. 
Step 3: If decided to move then set ji =  and go back to step 2. If decided not to move 
then go to step 2 using the same current solution i . Stop when stopping criteria 
is met. 
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5.4.2. Simulated Annealing Result 
The Simulated Annealing method results for the benchmark problem sets with nine to sixteen 
helicopters and the two maintenance capacity levels are given in Table 19. The cost objective 
is gain normalised with the optimum schedule cost found using the IP formulation.  
Table 19: Simulated Annealing Results (average of 10 instances) 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
3=C
 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 133.05% 2.65 132.47% 2.70 
10 120.79% 2.97 139.82% 3.05 
11 114.21% 3.25 136.61% 3.42 
12 114.30% 3.48 159.47% 3.71 
13 114.10% 3.71 178.16% 4.00 
14 105.17% 3.97 197.80% 4.28 
15 96.94% 4.25 176.81% 4.67 
16 103.05% 4.43 199.61% 4.97 
5.4.3. Simulated Annealing Discussion 
The Simulated Annealing method builds on the AFD solution presented in Section 5.2. The 
comparative performance of the two algorithms and the Neighbourhood Search from Section 
5.3 is given in Figure 6, based on the benchmark problem sets and the two maintenance 
capacity levels. This comparison clearly shows that the Simulated Annealing method 
improved the AFD solution quality. Moreover, the improvements are marginally better than 
the improvement achieved by the Neighbourhood Search method. However, the improvement 
is still marginal and the quality is still far from the optimal solution.  
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Figure 6: Simulated Annealing and other existing methods Quality Comparison 
The slight exchange neighbourhood definition improves the AFD solution by moving the 
shortfall in flight requirement to latter periods and thus decreasing the total cost. This change 
can be seen by comparing the AFD solution in Table 16 and the Neighbourhood Solution in 
Table 17 with the Simulated Annealing solution for the same problem presented in Table 20. 
This Simulated Annealing example shows numerous small changes in operations that 
improves AFD solution more than the Neighbourhood Search solution. 
Table 20: Simulated Annealing Solution Problem Set 2 ( h  = 9; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 14 18 0 M4 
H02 18 19 24 1 2 24 16 0 0 M2 M2 24 
H03 M1 24 24 24 18 18 18 18 18 24 0 14 
H04 21 1 19 2 20 2 M7 24 21 21 21 21 
H05 0 24 0 24 24 24 24 15 6 15 0 18 
H06 18 18 18 18 20 18 M7 24 24 24 12 21 
H07 24 21 21 21 21 21 24 3 22 0 M2 M2 
H08 24 21 M1 24 24 18 21 21 21 21 21 24 
H09 24 1 23 15 M2 M2 24 24 24 18 18 18 
The Simulated Annealing still performs well in terms of computational time. It takes a 
maximum of less than six seconds to solve the most demanding problem instance considered. 
The Simulated Annealing solution time is roughly double the Neighbourhood Search 
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solution time, where the additional three seconds are considered a minor increase. Overall, 
improvement in solution quality is still far from the optimal solution. This can be explained 
by the fact that just likes the Neighbourhood Search method, the Simulated Annealing method 
could not affect the inefficiencies rooted in the AFD maintenance and deployment decisions. 
Thus, improvements in this respect are necessary to obtain a different level of quality 
solutions.  
5.5. Discussion of Existing Methods 
The AFD algorithm provides the first foundation of this research reflecting the current active 
method used to solve this problem in real operational environment. This method provides a 
sub-optimal solution quality and thus creates inefficiency in fleet operations. The method is 
however very fast in terms of solution time, which is a main reason it is applicable to real 
FMP problem. The second foundation to this research is the IP formulation method that is the 
current proposed method to solve this problem. However, as investigated in the previous 
section, this method has a serious feasibility issue in application to real FMP problem due to 
its exponential increase in required computational resources. This method however could be 
used to provide the best solution, useful in evaluating the performance of any other more 
feasible methods.  
The fast yet sub-optimal solutions provided by the AFD method in one hand and the very 
slow but optimal solution provided by the IP formulation provides the gap that this research 
will focus on. This research aims to provide methods that are fast, thus applicable to real FMP 
problem, whilst also provides a good quality solution to improve over the currently used 
method.  
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6. Enhanced Aircraft Flowchart Diagram 
Two weaknesses of the AFD method are presented and discussed in Section 5.2.3. These 
drawbacks are maintenance management and deployment management problems. Enhanced 
AFD method tries to improve the AFD method by incorporating separate improvements to 
address the two issues.  
The Enhanced AFD approach is developed by combining the AFD approach in solving 
operations, with deployment rules to solve deployment management problems and 
maintenance rules to solve maintenance management problems. Deployment rules are 
logically derived from comparing results of the AFD method with the optimal solution 
provided by IP method. Maintenance rule is based on Shortest Processing Time (SPT) taken 
from an established method to solve job scheduling [60]. Thus Enhanced AFD method 
combines current procedure with logical concepts derived from empirical results and an 
established concept from a similar field. 
6.1. Deployment Management 
Deployment management improvement is aimed at improving solutions through specialised 
deployment rules. These rules are logical conclusions derived from looking at optimal 
solutions given by IP Formulation method to the model fleet. These rules are aimed at 
replacing the AFD role in deployment management as it is unfit for such purposes.  
Three observations made up the deployment management hypothesis. The first observation is 
that helicopters in deployment stay in deployment until it is no longer feasible to do so. In 
good solutions to the model fleet, the minimum deployed RFT requirement is the limiting 
constraint that forces a helicopter to return to the Main Base and get prepared for its 
maintenance. This observation is logically true since keeping the duration of deployment to its 
maximum directly delays the need to transfer and potentially reduced the number of transfers 
required in a given period of time. Thus the first rule of deployment management 
improvement is to keep any deployed helicopter in deployment until it is no longer feasible to 
do so.  
The second observation is that no transfer between deployment bases is used. Given the 
requirements of operational helicopters at deployment locations remains the same, transfers 
between deployments provides an inefficient solution. The situation can be reversed to a 
multiple machine task allocation problem with costs in machine setup. A solution with 
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stopping a task before completion and restarting it in another machine is inefficient. The same 
can be said to transferring an operational helicopter from one deployment to another and then 
having to transfer another helicopter to the first deployment to replace the transferred 
helicopter. Thus, the second rule of deployment management improvement is to restrict 
deployment to deployment transfers. 
The third observation is to help decide the best replacement helicopter. As stated before, an 
efficient schedule will prefer long deployment since it delays the need for transfers in the 
future and potentially reduces the number of transfers in a given period of time. Thus, this 
preference should be used to determine which operational helicopters should be sent to 
replace helicopters returning from deployment for maintenance. To be able to sustain lengthy 
deployment, a given helicopter must be as far from it next maintenance as possible. This 
means helicopters with the most RFT should be chosen to deploy. The third rule of 
deployment management improvement is to deploy helicopters with the most RFT. 
This deployment management improvement will be applied and tested to prove their benefits 
through the Enhanced AFD method. It will also indirectly help all the other methods that use 
Enhanced AFD method. 
6.2. Maintenance Management 
Maintenance management improvement is aimed at improving solutions through specialised 
maintenance rules. These rules comes from the well-known Shortest Processing Time (SPT) 
method [60] that are used in job scheduling problems. SPT establishes the fact that jobs with 
the shortest processing time should be preferred in order to minimise waiting time. Taking 
this concept to the FMP problem means that shorter duration maintenance should be preferred 
to minimise grounded helicopters waiting for maintenance. To illustrate this concept, consider 
a fleet with only one maintenance capacity. If there are two helicopters requiring maintenance 
at a given period, the first helicopter with a long maintenance that will take three periods to 
complete and the second helicopter with a short maintenance that will only take one period to 
complete, Table 21 shows the two possible scenarios. Case A shows the schedule when the 
long maintenance is performed first. In Case A, the first helicopter undergoes maintenance for 
the first three periods while the second helicopter waits. This resulted in a loss of three 
periods while the second helicopter waits until the long maintenance is completed. On the 
other hand, Case B shows the schedule if the shorter maintenance is performed first. In Case 
B, only one period is lost when the first helicopter waits for a period while the short 
maintenance is performed. Thus it is clear that given the need to choose between 
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maintenance with different durations, SPT rule should be used to minimise operational loss.  
Table 21: Shortest Processing Time Example 
Case T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 
A Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance Operational 
Waiting Waiting Waiting Maintenance 
B Maintenance Operational Operational Operational 
Waiting Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance 
This maintenance management improvement will be applied and tested to prove their benefits 
through the Enhanced AFD method. It will also indirectly help all the other methods that use 
Enhanced AFD method. 
6.3. Implementation 
As stated before, the AFD is not suitable for solving deployment related decisions and thus 
should be enhanced with a special procedure to handle deployment transfer decisions. In order 
to enhance AFD we identified three properties of good solutions. First, when helicopters are 
in deployment it is generally better they stay in deployment until maintenance limitations 
require them to return. So, this procedure retains helicopters on deployment for as long as 
possible. This minimises and delays the transfers between the main base and deployment 
bases in the long run. To illustrate, Table 22 shows the AFD Solution for Problem Set 10 with 
nine helicopter fleet and two maintenance capacities. In this solution, the problem can be seen 
in the transfer of helicopter H01 from Deployment Base 1 at the end of the first period. At the 
end of the first period, helicopter H01 still has 71 hours RFT, above the minimum limit of 
50=H
(
given in operational constraint Section 4.2.  
Table 22: AFD Solution Problem Set 10 ( h  = 9; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 18 18 18 18 17 M5 24 24 24 0 21 21 
H02 24 24 4 M2 M2 24 24 21 21 21 18 18 
H03 24 23 M7 24 24 24 21 21 21 21 0 24 
H04 21 21 21 0 24 18 M11 18 24 24 18 18 
H05 24 24 24 24 10 M5 24 24 24 24 21 21 
H06 0 0 24 21 21 21 21 0 18 18 3 M8 
H07 21 21 21 21 21 21 0 24 0 8 M6 M6 
H08 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 M4 M4 M4 24 24 
H09 0 0 0 24 0 18 18 18 18 18 24 10 
A more efficient solution keeps all deployed helicopters at its deployment station until they 
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can no longer stay in deployment due to the minimum deployed RFT H
(
 operational 
constraint. To illustrate, following this first concept, the solution presented in Table 22 should 
change to solution presented in Table 23. In this new solution helicopter H01 stays in 
Deployment Base 1 until the end of the third period. This change delays the need to transfer 
helicopter H01 to the Main Base and helicopter H08 to Deployment Base 1 by two periods, 
and thus reduces the cost of this schedule.  
Table 23: Example Solution Problem Set 10 ( h  = 9; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 18 18 18 18 17 M5 24 24 24 0 21 21 
H02 24 24 4 M2 M2 24 24 21 21 21 18 18 
H03 24 23 M7 24 24 24 21 21 21 21 0 24 
H04 21 21 21 0 24 18 M11 18 24 24 18 18 
H05 24 24 24 24 10 M5 24 24 24 24 21 21 
H06 0 0 24 21 21 21 21 0 18 18 3 M8 
H07 21 21 21 21 21 21 0 24 0 8 M6 M6 
H08 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 M4 M4 M4 24 24 
H09 0 0 0 24 0 18 18 18 18 18 24 10 
Secondly, transfers between deployment bases, although physically possible, are logically 
inefficient. Looking at the same example used before in Table 22, transferring helicopter H02 
from Deployment Base 2 to Deployment Base 1 to replace helicopter H09 is inefficient as 
another helicopter, namely H05, then needs to be transferred to replace helicopter H02 in 
Deployment Base 2. Overall there are five transfers happening at the end of the tenth period in 
this example. A better solution would be to hold helicopter H02 in Deployment Base 2, and 
instead send helicopter H05 to replace H09 in Deployment Base 1. This example solution is 
given in Table 24 where only four transfers are needed at the end of the tenth period. 
Table 24: Example Solution Problem Set 10 ( h  = 9; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 18 18 18 18 17 M5 24 24 24 0 21 21 
H02 24 24 4 M2 M2 24 24 21 21 21 21 21 
H03 24 23 M7 24 24 24 21 21 21 21 0 24 
H04 21 21 21 0 24 18 M11 18 24 24 18 18 
H05 24 24 24 24 10 M5 24 24 24 24 18 18 
H06 0 0 24 21 21 21 21 0 18 18 3 M8 
H07 21 21 21 21 21 21 0 24 0 8 M6 M6 
H08 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 M4 M4 M4 24 24 
H09 0 0 0 24 0 18 18 18 18 18 24 10 
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Finally, deployment priority should be given to helicopters with the highest RFT, irrespective 
of its position in the AFD priority. Since the goal is to minimise costs, it is logical to deploy 
helicopters with the highest RFT from the main base in order to ensure the longest 
deployment time. With longer deployment, there is fewer number of replacement transfers 
needed at any extended period of time and thus lower costs. To illustrate, Table 25 shows the 
optimal solution that maximises deployment duration of the same problem. With long 
deployment, only ten transfers are needed, compared to the 14 transfers in AFD solution. 
Table 25: IP Formulation Solution Problem Set 10 ( h  = 9; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 18 18 18 11 24 M5 24 24 24 24 24 24 
H02 4 24 24 M2 M2 24 21 21 21 21 21 21 
H03 23 24 M7 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 24 
H04 21 21 21 24 18 M11 24 24 24 18 18 18 
H05 21 18 12 7 24 24 M5 24 24 18 24 24 
H06 0 0 6 18 18 18 18 18 18 24 9 M8 
H07 21 21 21 21 21 21 24 8 M6 M6 18 18 
H08 24 24 24 24 12 18 M4 M4 M4 24 15 21 
H09 18 0 24 24 12 24 18 10 18 M1 0 0 
The second enhancement helps AFD to determine which of the helicopters waiting for 
maintenance should be given primary attention. This decision is resolved using the well 
known Shortest Processing Time (SPT) method [60] that aims to minimise waiting time. This 
method involves completing shorter duration maintenance first. This is useful when there is a 
very limited maintenance capacity compared to maintenance demands which is observed with 
an increasing fleet size. Thus at the beginning of every period, the Enhanced AFD method 
creates a maintenance priority list of helicopters waiting for maintenance sorted in increasing 
order of maintenance duration. This method then prioritises maintenance with shorter 
durations first before commencing longer duration maintenance. This method is useful to 
minimise waiting time which in this problem means the number of period helicopters 
grounded whilst waiting for maintenance. As an example, AFD solution for Problem Set 5 
with ten helicopter fleet and two maintenance capacities is given in Table 26. 
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Table 26: AFD Solution Problem Set 5 ( h  = 10; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 18 18 18 18 18 6 M9 M9 18 24 24 18 
H02 0 0 24 21 21 21 21 21 18 0 0 16 
H03 18 18 18 24 21 24 18 7 M11 24 24 0 
H04 0 24 21 21 24 18 3 M4 M4 M4 18 24 
H05 21 21 21 24 15  M5 24 24 18 18 18 
H06 18 0 24 18 18 18 18 18 24 2 M8 M8 
H07 24 21 M10 M10 24 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 
H08 24 2 M4 M4 M4 24 24 18 18 18 18 18 
H09 21 21 24 23  M5 24 24 21 21 21 21 
H10 24 18 10  M2 M2 24 24 24 24 24 24 
The solution presented in Table 26 shows a total of three periods where a helicopter has to be 
grounded whilst waiting for maintenance. At the fifth period where helicopter H09 and H10 is 
waiting for maintenance, SPT rule will start maintenance of H09 instead of H10 because of its 
shorter maintenance duration. As a result, by using SPT rule the solution would change to 
example solution given in Table 27. In this example solution only a total of two periods are 
lost due to grounding whilst waiting for maintenance. This solution has a lower total cost 
since more operational flying hours can be completed. 
Table 27: Example Solution Problem Set 5 ( h  = 10; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 18 18 18 18 18 6 M9 M9 18 24 24 18 
H02 0 0 24 21 21 21 21 21 18 0 0 16 
H03 18 18 18 24 21 24 18 7 M11 24 24 0 
H04 0 24 21 21 24 18 3 M4 M4 M4 18 24 
H05 21 21 21 24 15 M5 24 24 24 18 18 18 
H06 18 0 24 18 18 18 18 18 24 2 M8 M8 
H07 24 21 M10 M10 24 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 
H08 24 2 M4 M4 M4 24 24 18 18 18 18 18 
H09 21 21 24 23 M5 24 24 24 21 21 21 21 
H10 24 18 10   M2 M2 24 24 24 24 24 
6.4. Algorithm Description 
The basic flowchart of this algorithm is given in Figure 7. The algorithm retrieves the starting 
input such as the starting location and RFT of each helicopter. This information is then used 
to determine maintenance and deployment allocation using maintenance and 
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deployment management enhancement. The remaining helicopters are then scheduled using 
the AFD method. The resulting schedule for the first period is then used to calculate the 
starting conditions for the second period and the process is repeated until all the periods are 
calculated. 
 
Figure 7: Enhanced Aircraft Flowchart Diagram Flowchart 
The major steps of the Enhanced AFD algorithm are presented below: 
Algorithm 1. Enhanced AFD 
Step 1: If there is multiple helicopters waiting for maintenance 0
,
=thx  and 
maintenance capacity is not reached t
Hh
th Cz <∑
∈
,
, then helicopter(s) with the 
shortest maintenance duration md  can start its maintenance. 
Step 2: If deployed helicopter(s) need to return to maintenance base for the next 
maintenance, helicopter(s) with the highest RFT at the main base is chosen to 
replace the returning helicopter(s). 
Step 3: Create operational priority list using AFD and set the flying hours according to 
flight list. 
Step 4: Update inputs for the next period ththth sxx ,,1, −=+ . 1+= tt , if Tt =  Stop, 
otherwise go to step 1. 
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The two improvements applied to the AFD method need to be evaluated separately to 
establish its individual effect before it is used together in Enhanced AFD algorithm. To test 
their individual influence on AFD, an experiment on deployment management and 
maintenance management is conducted in the next section. 
6.5. Experimentation 
The two improvements applied to Enhanced AFD method must be evaluated individually to 
determine the influence on solution quality. The results of AFD algorithm with each 
improvement applied separately are given in Table 28, which also presented the results of 
both enhancements that are combined to make the Enhanced AFD. The cost objective is gain 
normalised with the optimum schedule cost found using the IP formulation.  
Table 28: Enhanced AFD Results (average of 10 instances) 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
AFD + Deploy. Mngt. AFD + Maint. Mngt. Enhanced AFD 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 135.38% 0.033 159.21% 0.031 135.38% 0.031 
10 120.20% 0.031 139.72% 0.036 111.92% 0.033 
11 123.99% 0.033 129.34% 0.033 110.38% 0.034 
12 122.95% 0.036 123.16% 0.033 106.73% 0.038 
13 120.50% 0.036 117.99% 0.033 97.65% 0.036 
14 118.67% 0.031 106.10% 0.033 92.93% 0.036 
15 108.43% 0.033 96.30% 0.033 81.24% 0.034 
16 116.15% 0.033 99.43% 0.034 88.96% 0.038 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
AFD + Deploy. Mngt. AFD + Maint. Mngt. Enhanced AFD 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 133.76% 0.031 160.58% 0.031 133.76% 0.033 
10 135.46% 0.031 170.49% 0.031 135.46% 0.033 
11 147.31% 0.036 172.50% 0.031 147.31% 0.036 
12 167.56% 0.034 197.59% 0.033 165.50% 0.033 
13 188.21% 0.031 226.40% 0.033 186.61% 0.034 
14 209.62% 0.038 251.48% 0.036 207.69% 0.036 
15 210.01% 0.036 244.66% 0.036 209.44% 0.033 
16 247.78% 0.034 263.90% 0.038 240.31% 0.041 
6.6. Discussion 
The comparative performance of the AFD, AFD with deployment rules, AFD with 
maintenance rule, and Enhanced AFD incorporating all improvements are shown in Figure 8, 
based on the model fleet problem. This comparison clearly shows that both the deployment 
rule and maintenance rule improves AFD solution quality. The deployment rule seems to 
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improve the optimality gap of AFD by over 20% constantly throughout the benchmark 
problems. The maintenance rule however, offers significant improvements only for large fleet 
sizes with 2 maintenance capacities. This can be explained since this rule helps resolve 
maintenance priorities that are only useful if a decision needs to be made to choose a limited 
number of helicopter amongst a number of helicopters that are awaiting maintenance. The 
combination of the two rules into Enhanced AFD method shows close to 50% improvement in 
the optimality gap for the range of benchmark problems.  
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Figure 8: Comparison of solution Quality Improvements to the AFD 
The solution quality advantage of this method over the basic AFD method is alleviated with 
the fact that this new method is computationally efficient. There is little change in the 
computational time required to solve a given problem using the new method. Thus, both 
improvements are applied as the final configuration of the Enhanced AFD. 
The Enhanced AFD created in this section provides a very fast way to generate a feasible 
solution that is reasonable for such a fast method. All the solutions to the benchmark problem 
are generated in less than 0.05 seconds. This fast heuristics provide a foundation that can be 
improved by using search heuristics to further improve the solution quality. Using such 
strategies will slow down the solution time, however it should be pointed out at this point that 
even if the search costs a hundred times more in terms of solution time, it only becomes five 
seconds which is still considered very fast.   
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7. Improved Neighbourhood Search 
As stated before in Section 5.3, the Neighbourhood Search uses exchange move 
neighbourhood definition for this type of problem that is limited in terms of ability to affect 
the solution quality. This is due to the fact that an exchange move, properly constrained, is 
capable of staying inside the operational and maintenance constraints shown in Section 5.3.1. 
The limitation of this neighbourhood definition is its inability to affect maintenance and 
deployment decisions, necessary to obtain a different level of solution quality.  
The Improved Neighbourhood Search approach applied the combination of a step size 
neighbourhood definition and Enhanced AFD to recalculate the solution. The use of Enhanced 
AFD to recalculate solutions enables maintenance and deployment adjustments and 
evaluation as part of the Improved Neighbourhood Search. The Improved Neighbourhood 
Search also uses a progressive search strategy to improve its search efficiency. The Improved 
Neighbourhood Search method use of Enhanced AFD to recalculate, indirectly receives the 
benefits of maintenance management and deployment management.  
7.1. Recalculation and Neighbourhood Definition 
This improvement proposes to combine a step move neighbourhood definition together with a 
heuristic method to rapidly recalculate the effect of the given step move. Recalculation 
enables significant changes to the solution due to the step change including maintenance and 
deployment adjustments.  
The neighbourhood definition proposed is application of a step size σ  to one of the current 
scheduled operations of a particular helicopter at a specific time period. The difference with 
the exchange neighbourhood definition is that this change only affects one particular time 
period and the step size σ  can be defined to obtain the best results. The recalculation 
proposed will use the AFD method after useful improvements are made.  
This recalculation and neighbourhood definition improvement will be applied and tested to 
prove the benefits through the Improved Neighbourhood Search and the Improved Simulated 
Annealing methods. This improvement also indirectly enhances the Improved Tabu Search 
method that builds on the Improved Neighbourhood Search methods. 
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7.2. Progressive Search Strategy 
The recalculation of the solution creates a problem where a previously accepted change needs 
to be altered according to the recalculation of a new accepted solution. The basic problem is 
illustrated in Table 29 which shows the schedule of a particular helicopter. The initial solution 
is given in the first case where the operational level is given as “x”. Let the first move to a 
neighbour is by changing the operations from the initial “x” to “y” at the third period. 
Following this move, the schedule is recalculated and “x” at the fourth period should be 
changed to “z” from recalculation to create a decent viable solution (Case A). Let the second 
move change “x” to “i” at the second period. This move needs the third and fourth period to 
change to “j” and “k” respectively (Case B).  The “j” and “k” are independent to the “y” and 
“z”. Thus when moving to Case B, the fist move needs to be overwritten.  
Table 29: Recalculation and Previous Change 
Case T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 
Initial x x x x 
A x x y z 
B x i j k 
Progressive search strategy is used to resolve this inefficiency. In FMP problems, any change 
to a given period affects that particular period and all subsequent periods, but not the 
preceding periods. To illustrate, an increase in operations could either be followed by some 
reduction in operations or earlier maintenance, however it does not change anything 
previously determined. Therefore, it is wasteful to consider optimising later periods until all 
preceding periods are set.  
Progressive search strategy bound the searches to one period only and progresses from the 
first period to the last period consecutively. To illustrate, in Table 30 the search starts by only 
considering changes to the first period (green background), and then moves to the second 
period only once the search on the first period is terminated. Once a period’s schedule is 
determined, it cannot be changed afterwards, and a fixed starting condition for the next period 
can be calculated. The final solution is reached once the schedule for the last period is 
determined. Using this rule, the search is faster since a move is made only after searching 
three operations in Table 30 rather than all twelve operations and as discussed before, 
potentially overwritten changes are not considered. 
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Table 30: Progressive Search Strategy Example 
Tail Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 
H01 i x x x 
H02 j x x x 
H03 k x x x 
The progressive search strategy proposed is application of a step size σ  to one of the current 
scheduled operations of a particular helicopter at a particular time period. The difference with 
the exchange neighbourhood definition is that this change only affects one specific time 
period and the step size σ  can be defined to get the best results. The recalculation proposed 
will use the Enhanced AFD method. 
This progressive search strategy improvement will be applied and tested to verify their 
benefits through the Improved Neighbourhood Search and the Improved Simulated Annealing 
methods. This improvement also indirectly enhances the Improved Tabu Search method that 
builds on the Improved Neighbourhood Search methods. 
7.3. Implementation 
The neighbourhood definition used for the Improved Neighbourhood Search is application of 
a step size σ  to one of the current scheduled operations of a particular helicopter at a given 
time period. This change is only possible with the use of Enhanced AFD method to 
recalculate the full effect of the step. The difference with the exchange neighbourhood 
definition is that this change only affects one particular time period and the step size σ  can be 
defined to obtain the best results. Table 31 shows the same initial schedule of a particular 
helicopter also used in defining the exchange move neighbourhood definition in Section 5.3.1. 
Case A and B shows the Neighbourhood Search exchange move used before. Case C and D 
shows a step neighbourhood of reducing second period scheduled operation by the given step 
size σ  and increasing first period scheduled operation by the given step size σ  respectively.  
Table 31: Step Size and Exchange Neighbourhood Definition 
Case T 1 T 2 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 
Initial g h i M j k l 
A h g i M j k l 
B i h g M j k l 
C g h-σ  i M j k l 
D g+σ  h i M j k l 
E g+σ  n M o p q r 
The difficulty with using this step size neighbourhood definition is the fact that such changes 
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affect other decisions. To illustrate, Case C in Table 31 spends only a total of σ−++ ihg  
hours instead of ihg ++  hours before its maintenance, while Case D now spends a total of 
σ+++ ihg  hours before its maintenance. These particular neighbours, as they are, breach 
maintenance constraints and are thus unfeasible. Drastic increase in operations before 
deployment could also potentially shorten deployment periods and vice versa. 
Thus, after such a step is applied to get to a new neighbour the rest of the schedule should be 
recalculated using the Enhanced AFD method. This combination solves the unfeasibility 
issues and at the same time grants the Improved Neighbourhood Search the capability to 
affect maintenance and deployment decisions. To illustrate, for a given neighbour that 
increases the operation of the first period to σ+g  hours, re-calculating for the rest of the 
period with Enhanced AFD might change the neighbour to Case E in Table 31. In Case E, a 
total of ihgng ++=++ σ  hours flight operations is scheduled before the given 
maintenance, and the maintenance is moved earlier by one period due to the increased 
operations. By re-calculating, using Enhanced AFD method, a significant increase or decrease 
in operations could also affect the choice of helicopter that is sent to deployment. This method 
could affect maintenance and deployment schedules. 
The Improved Neighbourhood Search method with step size neighbourhood definition is 
inefficient in the current form. Consider an initial solution of a particular helicopter in a given 
fleet shown in Table 32.  When the first Improved Neighbourhood Search move is to a new 
solution Case A by an increase of four hours operations at the tenth period (the change is 
marked with a bright green background). The second move is to then reduce fourth period 
operation by four hours as seen in Case B and C. This second move enables that particular 
helicopter to remain in deployment for an extra period. However, since the tenth period has 
already been set by the first move, this opportunity is either lost as seen in Case B, or the first 
move is overwritten and wasted as seen in Case C. Case C, where past change is ignored to 
get lower total cost, is generally adopted. 
Table 32: Problem with considering all possible Neighbours at the same time 
Case T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
Initial M1 18 8 22 21 21 21 21 21 13 10 7 
A M1 18 8 22 21 21 21 21 21 17 10 7 
B M1 18 8 18 21 21 21 21 21 17 10 7 
C M1 18 8 18 21 21 21 21 21 21 10 7 
This problem arises regularly since a single move can potentially change the operational 
schedule, maintenance schedule, and deployment schedule for the whole fleet. To 
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illustrate, Table 34 shows the Enhanced AFD solution for Problem Set 8 with nine helicopters 
and two maintenance capacities. Given that the first neighbouring solution is increasing 
helicopter H01 operations at the first period by six hours, Table 34 shows the full solution 
after recalculation using Enhanced AFD. 
Table 33: AFD Solution Problem Set 8 ( h  = 9; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 18 18 6 M11 24 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 
H02 24 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 0 0 24 
H03 0 0 0 18 24 3  M5 24 21 21 21 
H04 18 0 18 22  M8 M8 M8 18 24 24 18 
H05 21 21 21 21 21 24 26  M9 M9 24 0 
H06 24 16 M4 M4 M4 24 24 24 24 24 18 0 
H07 M1 24 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 24 M2 M2 
H08 21 21 24 14 M8 M8 M8 24 24 18 18 18 
H09 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 2 M7 18 24 24 
The six hours increase in operations propagates into a change in H01 maintenance schedule, 
nine changes in deployment transfers, and numerous changes in flight schedule. This example 
shows how a step can affect many aspects of the subsequent scheduled activities and thus 
overwrites a previous step that is located at a latter period. 
Table 34: Improved Neighbourhood Search First Neighbour Problem Set 8 ( h  = 9; 2=C ) 
Tail Scheduled Activities for the period 
Number T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 
H01 24 18 M11 24 24 24 24 24 21 21 0 0 
H02 24 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 0 24 0 
H03 0 0 18 0 24 3  M5 24 18 18 18 
H04 18 0 24 16  M8 M8 M8 18 24 21 21 
H05 21 21 21 21 21 24 16  M9 M9 18 24 
H06 24 16 M4 M4 M4 24 21 21 21 21 21 21 
H07 M1 24 24 24 24 21 21 21 24 17 M2 M2 
H08 21 21 24 14 M8 M8 M8 24 24 24 24 24 
H09 24 24 21 21 21 21 24 14 M7 24 24 18 
Any change to a given period affects that particular period and all the subsequent periods, but 
not the preceding periods. Therefore, it is useless to consider optimising later periods until all 
preceding periods are set.  
To solve this inefficiency, a progressive search strategy is applied where searches are bound 
to one period only and progress from the first period to the last period consecutively. Once a 
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period’s schedule is determined, it cannot be changed afterwards, and a fixed starting 
condition for the next period can be calculated. The final solution is reached once the 
schedule for last period is determined. This modification is in accordance to the Enhanced 
AFD that also works consecutively from the first period to the last. Using this rule, the 
Neighbourhood Search also becomes more efficient since changes at latter periods that are 
potentially overwritten are not considered.  
7.4. Algorithm Description 
The Improved Neighbourhood Search method looks at the current solution and attempts to 
find a better one. This particular algorithm evaluates the neighbours of the current solution 
and then moves to the best neighbour and repeats the process. The neighbours of the current 
solution are defined as the same solution with a step size σ  applied to one of the scheduled 
missions of a given time period. Thus, the neighbours of one particular solution are all 
possible solutions with σ+= thth ss ,,'  and σ−= thth ss ,,' . This new algorithm initialises with 
the Enhanced AFD algorithm and attempts to progressively find better solutions. The 
Improved Neighbourhood Search stops when there is no better solution amongst the 
neighbours of the current solution. 
The basic flowchart of this algorithm is given in Figure 9. The algorithm initiates using the 
Enhanced AFD solution and sets it as the current best solution. It then creates a list of 
neighbouring solutions to the current best solution and evaluates the costs of these neighbours 
by completing the subsequent periods schedule using Enhanced AFD algorithm. The 
neighbouring costs are then compared and the search moves to the best neighbouring solution. 
If the best neighbouring solution is not better than the current best solution, then the search 
moves on to optimise the next period. The processes are repeated until all the periods are 
optimised and the resulting schedule becomes the final solution for Improved Neighbourhood 
Search. 
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Figure 9: Improved Neighbourhood Search Flowchart 
The basic steps of the Improved Neighbourhood Search algorithm developed are given below: 
Algorithm 2. Improved Neighbourhood Search 
Step 1: Run Enhanced AFD to find an initial solution, 1=t . 
Step 2: Consider all neighbours solution σ+= thth ss ,,'  and σ−= thth ss ,,'  at t  using 
Enhanced AFD to solve for periods 1+t  to T . 
Step 3: If there is a neighbour with a better solution, move to the best neighbour and 
go to step 2.  
Step 4: Consider the next period 1+= tt , if Tt =  Stop, otherwise go to step 2. 
In the Improved Neighbourhood Search method, determination of the step size is an important 
step as it alters the search properties. Small step size focuses on minute changes in the 
solution to get to the best local solution; however such short-sightedness made it prone to 
getting trapped in local minima. Large step size on the other hand moves in larger steps and 
avoids small local minima; however it loses sensitivity. To find the best balance between the 
two extremes, a parametric study of the step size is conducted in the following section. 
7.5. Experimentation 
In the Improved Neighbourhood Search method, determination of step size is an important 
phase as it changes the way the search progresses. Small step size will resulted in 
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minute changes to the solution and is beneficial in finding the local minima; however such 
short-sightedness will most likely get trapped in small local minima. Large step sizes, on the 
other hand, move in larger steps and avoid small local minima; however it loses sensitivity as 
seen in Figure 16. To find the best balance between the two extremes, several step sizes are 
tested and results compared and discussed in this section. 
Table 35 shows the results of the Improved Neighbourhood Search with small step sizes of 
1=σ , 2=σ , and 3=σ  in solving the model fleet benchmark problem sets. Out of these 
three step sizes, 3=σ  step size produced on average the best solution quality and also with 
the fastest computational time. 
Table 35: Improved Neighbourhood Search Step Size 1, 2, and 3 Results  
(average of 10 instances) 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
1=σ  2=σ  3=σ  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 65.75% 10.5 61.54% 6.3 56.13% 4.7 
10 52.16% 14.4 54.99% 8.5 49.29% 6.2 
11 47.69% 21.9 41.16% 12.2 42.99% 8.9 
12 31.63% 28.7 32.32% 15.5 32.64% 11.0 
13 27.87% 38.3 25.71% 20.1 20.89% 14.2 
14 27.22% 45.3 20.68% 23.4 18.05% 16.9 
15 21.50% 55.1 19.85% 28.8 20.12% 20.0 
16 29.00% 66.3 23.62% 34.3 23.03% 23.7 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
1=σ  2=σ  3=σ  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 70.79% 5.4 56.75% 6.0 73.18% 2.9 
10 72.64% 7.2 51.92% 8.1 69.36% 3.8 
11 94.09% 12.4 53.91% 11.0 87.13% 5.6 
12 57.09% 30.3 52.68% 14.2 51.06% 12.1 
13 60.68% 40.1 56.65% 18.4 46.25% 15.3 
14 58.62% 49.9 58.38% 23.2 55.65% 18.8 
15 53.47% 65.9 56.95% 30.3 63.66% 24.0 
16 68.90% 79.2 61.02% 36.9 63.44% 29.1 
Table 36 shows the results of the Improved Neighbourhood Search with medium step sizes of 
4=σ , 5=σ , and 6=σ  in solving the model fleet benchmark problem sets. Out of these 
three step sizes, 6=σ  step size produced significantly superior solutions quality and with 
slightly faster computational time. 
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Table 36: Improved Neighbourhood Search Step Size 4, 5, and 6 Results 
 (average of 10 instances) 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
4=σ  5=σ  6=σ  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 78.59% 3.9 50.93% 3.5 46.11% 3.3 
10 64.10% 5.2 55.60% 4.4 49.25% 4.3 
11 67.79% 6.8 43.94% 5.7 39.83% 5.5 
12 61.76% 8.1 32.40% 7.1 28.66% 6.6 
13 49.06% 10.1 27.29% 8.6 20.59% 8.2 
14 50.34% 12.0 26.79% 9.9 19.67% 9.5 
15 50.11% 13.8 23.15% 11.9 17.25% 11.1 
16 50.82% 15.8 30.58% 13.6 18.89% 12.9 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
4=σ  5=σ  6=σ  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 62.70% 3.9 52.15% 3.4 48.17% 3.3 
10 57.19% 5.3 53.01% 4.4 53.66% 4.4 
11 67.10% 6.7 58.35% 5.6 59.24% 5.4 
12 63.60% 8.3 67.97% 6.9 54.63% 6.8 
13 68.01% 9.8 50.35% 8.7 39.93% 8.4 
14 83.43% 12.1 67.86% 10.3 56.36% 10.0 
15 84.64% 14.8 64.88% 12.6 48.13% 12.6 
16 96.34% 17.7 80.51% 14.7 51.12% 15.1 
Table 37 shows the results of the Improved Neighbourhood Search with large step sizes of 
7=σ , 8=σ , and 9=σ  in solving the model fleet benchmark problem sets. These three step 
sizes have similar solution quality and with 9=σ  having slightly faster computational time. 
Larger step sizes are not presented due to sub-optimal solution quality.  
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Table 37: Improved Neighbourhood Search Step Size 7, 8, and 9 Results 
 (average of 10 instances) 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
7=σ  8=σ  9=σ  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 56.67% 2.8 55.78% 2.8 55.89% 2.5 
10 67.49% 3.2 67.49% 3.3 67.74% 3.0 
11 74.45% 3.8 70.86% 3.8 71.01% 3.3 
12 75.98% 4.3 80.20% 4.2 76.66% 3.7 
13 68.12% 5.0 67.39% 4.7 69.27% 4.1 
14 77.38% 5.4 76.88% 5.3 78.15% 4.6 
15 71.12% 6.2 68.26% 6.0 69.74% 5.3 
16 78.06% 6.9 78.55% 6.6 78.92% 5.9 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
7=σ  8=σ  9=σ  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 59.92% 2.7 60.80% 2.8 60.43% 2.5 
10 70.92% 3.3 68.70% 3.3 73.43% 3.0 
11 94.54% 3.7 93.81% 3.7 98.21% 3.4 
12 116.30% 4.3 106.48% 4.3 108.75% 3.9 
13 135.59% 5.0 134.53% 5.0 134.67% 4.5 
14 177.62% 5.6 175.65% 5.5 179.75% 4.9 
15 185.11% 6.5 183.99% 6.6 188.63% 5.8 
16 211.30% 7.5 209.61% 7.4 214.24% 6.6 
Solution qualities of three most significant step sizes are compared in Figure 10. Based on 
these results, step size 6=σ  provides the best average solution albeit losing to 3=σ  on a 
few cases.  
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Figure 10: Improved Neighbourhood Search Step Size Solution Quality Comparisons 
Increasing the step size above 6=σ  severely reduce the solution quality as can be seen on 
Table 37. This is due to the fact that larger steps lose the ability to obtain the precise minima 
due to its larger steps. Larger steps also reduce the average portion of the neighbouring 
solutions that are feasible, and thus reduce the number of possible solutions. This can be seen 
in Figure 11, that shows the average portion of neighbouring solutions with a given step size 
that are feasible. It shows that on average the smaller step size have 10% more feasible 
neighbours during its search.  
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Figure 11: Feasible Neighbours Comparison for Large and Small Step Size 
The experimentation also shows a significant relationship between step size and solution time. 
Larger step sizes reach its solution faster than small step sizes as seen in Figure 12. This is 
due to the fact that the larger step size moves through the solution space at a much higher 
speed. Imagine an optimal solution 'i  and a starting solution i , and i  is exactly six steps 
away from 'i . A neighbourhood search with step size 6=σ  will only need to evaluate its 
neighbours from the initial solution i  once and find the optimum solution 'i . In contrast, a 
step size 1=σ  will need to evaluate and move at least six times to reach the optimal solution. 
To corroborate this explanation, Figure 13 shows the average number of moves different step 
sizes go through to reach the final solution. It is clear that smaller step sizes use significantly 
more moves to reach their final solution, and are therefore slower compared to the larger steps 
search.  
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Figure 12: Improved Neighbourhood Search Step Size Solution Time Comparisons 
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Figure 13: Number of Moves Comparison for Different Step Sizes 
In conclusion, the step sizes σ  used to define the Improved Neighbourhood Search have a 
significant effect to both solution quality and solution time of the algorithm. This 
experimentation found that the best step size is six 6=σ , which performs significantly better  
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in both quality and time. This level of solution quality is followed by step sizes three 3=σ , 
two 2=σ , and one 1=σ , however, these three small step sizes require significantly more 
time to complete. Thus, the final configuration of the Improved Neighbourhood Search uses 
step size 6=σ . 
7.6. Discussion 
The Improved Neighbourhood Search created in this section successfully fulfils its main aim 
to improve the solution quality of the Enhanced AFD, as can be seen in Figure 14. The 
solution time increases dramatically over the Enhanced AFD, however it is still considered 
very fast with just over a quarter of a minute for the largest model fleet size tested.  
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Figure 14: EAFD and Improved Neighbourhood Search Solution Quality Comparison 
The Improved Neighbourhood Search also provided a far better solution quality compared to 
the Neighbourhood Search with exchange move presented in Section 5.3, as can be seen in 
Figure 14. The recent development and success of a branch of neighbourhood search, namely 
variable neighbourhood search, especially its benefits in improving solution quality over the 
existing neighbourhood search call for an attempt to use it in solving this FMP problem.  
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Figure 15: Neighbourhood Search and Improved Neighbourhood Search Solution Quality 
Comparison 
7.7. Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search 
Variable neighbourhood search is a recent step forward over the neighbourhood search 
method. The main difference is the systematic variation of step sizes used throughout the 
search. As discussed before, small step sizes are capable of exploring in detail to get accurate 
local minima, however it is easily trapped in small local minima. Larger steps search further 
away from the current solution and able to avoid getting trapped in local minima, however 
lack the ability to search in detail. The ability to use different step sizes throughout the search 
allow combinations of step sizes which combine the advantages of different step sizes while 
obscuring the disadvantages. The variable neighbourhood search is able to systematically 
switch between a small step size to get to local minima, and large step size to escape local 
minima and find promising areas.   
To illustrate the advantage of varying step sizes, consider a simple problem with three 
different search cases given in Figure 16. The “x” marks current solution and the number next 
to it shows the search progression towards the optimal solution marked with a star.  In Case 
A, small step size is used and did not manage to reach the optimal solution by getting trapped 
in local minima at current solution number five. Case B uses large step size and stops at 
current solution number 4, which is close to the optimum but unable to reach it due to 
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its large step size. Case C uses variable step size, and has the same results for the first four 
steps (using large step size) as Case B, but switches to small step size afterwards to get a more 
refined final solution. 
 
Figure 16: Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search Illustration 
The Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search approach is enabled through the use of step 
size neighbourhood definition and Enhanced AFD recalculation and progressive search 
strategy, just like the Improved Neighbourhood Search. The Improved Variable 
Neighbourhood Search method indirectly benefits from the deployment management and 
maintenance management improvement through Enhanced AFD recalculation. The Improved 
Variable Neighbourhood Search will adopt the constraint elastic step size improvement.  
7.8. Constraint Elastic Step Size 
The neighbourhood definition proposed before is application of step size σ . The step size σ  
can be defined to get the best results as stated before. The size of the step is very crucial as it 
dictates the distance the neighbours are compared to the current solution. A small step size is 
capable of exploring in detail to get accurate local minima, however it will easily be trapped 
in small local minima. Larger steps search further away from the current solution and thus 
able to avoid getting trapped in local minima, however lack the ability to search in detail. 
Another issue of large steps is the chance of exceeding feasible limits. The larger the step, the 
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more chance it will exceed certain constraints. 
This constraint elastic step size improvement attempts to amend this issue by limiting the 
move with the constraints. Figure 17 is used to illustrate this improvement. Case A shows the 
basic neighbours of the current solution (marked “X”) with the red circle (radius of the circle 
is the step size σ ). In the basic form about half of the neighbours will be infeasible due to 
some constraints and thus discarded after evaluation. With the constraint elastic step size, the 
neighbours are limited to constraints. Thus, if a step to a new neighbour exceeded a given 
constraint, the neighbour uses the maximum limit of the constraint, practically evaluating the 
nearest feasible solution instead as seen in Case B in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17: Constraint Elastic Step Size Illustration 
This constraint elastic step size improvement will be applied and tested to prove their benefits 
through the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search. 
7.9. Implementation 
Application of constraint elastic step size starts with choosing the appropriate constraint that 
limits the step size. For the FMP problem model given in Section 4 and the neighbourhood 
step definition, the maximum and minimum flight hours per helicopter constraint directly 
limits the neighbourhood steps. The constraint limits operations of any helicopters in a period 
to a maximum S  for safety requirement and a minimum of zero flight hours in a period since 
this number could not logically have a negative value. This limits the potential neighbour 
σ+= thth ss ,,'  to a maximum of Ss th ≤,' . Along with the potential neighbour 
σ−= thth ss ,,'  to a minimum of 0' , ≥ths . To illustrate, suppose the current solution is ths ,  
and a given step size σ  is used for a particular helicopter in a fleet. If Ss th >+ σ,  then the 
neighbour that is evaluated is Ss th =,' . If 0, <− σths  then the neighbour that is evaluated is 
0'
,
=ths .  
Infeasible Feasible Feasible 
Case A Case B 
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Another constraint that is considered in constraint elastic step size is that RFT could not fall 
below zero. This means that helicopters is no longer allowed to fly beyond the RFT limit. 
This constraint limits the flight of any particular helicopter to its RFT thth xs ,, ≤ . This limits 
the potential neighbour σ+= thth ss ,,'  to a maximum of thth xs ,,' ≤ . To illustrate, suppose 
the current solution is ths , , a given step size σ  is used, and the particular helicopter starts the 
given period with RFT thx , . If thth xs ,, >+ σ  then the neighbour that is evaluated is 
thth xs ,,' = . 
7.10. Algorithm Description 
The Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search method is an improvement of the standard 
neighbourhood search. This is a variation of the Improved Neighbourhood Search method 
with systematic change of the definition of neighbours throughout the search. To apply this 
method, the aforementioned step size σ  that defined the neighbours of the current solution is 
no longer kept constant. This allows changing the resolution of the search, so that it permits 
combination of larger jumps to avoid getting trapped at local minima and finer jumps to refine 
the solution.  
The basic flowchart of this algorithm is given in Figure 18. The algorithm initiates using the 
Enhanced AFD solution and sets it as the current best solution. It then creates a list of 
neighbouring solutions to the current best solution using the first neighbourhood definition 
and evaluates the costs of these neighbours by completing the subsequent periods schedule 
using Enhanced AFD algorithm. The neighbouring costs are then compared and the search 
moves to the best neighbouring solution. If the best neighbouring solution is not better than 
the current best solution, then the search moves on to use the second neighbourhood 
definition to define the neighbouring solution. When all neighbourhood definitions have been 
used and the neighbouring solution is not better than the current solution, the search moves on 
to optimise the next period using the first neighbourhood definition. The process is repeated 
until all the periods are optimised and the resulting schedule becomes the final solution for 
Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search. 
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Figure 18: Improved variable Neighbourhood Search Flowchart 
The partial programming codes of the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search are 
presented in Appendix A. The basic steps of the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search 
algorithm developed are given below: 
Algorithm 3. Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search 
Step 1: Run Enhanced AFD to find an initial solution, 1=t  and 1σσ = . 
Step 2: Consider all neighbour solutions σ+= thth ss ,,'  and σ−= thth ss ,,'  using 
Enhanced AFD to solve for periods 1+t  to T . 
Step 3: If there is a neighbour with a better solution, move to the best neighbour and 
go to step 2. Otherwise change the search using 2σσ =  and go to step 2. 
Step 4: When all step sizes are exhausted nσσ = , consider the next period 1+= tt , if 
Tt =  Stop, otherwise go to step 2 with 1σσ = . 
In the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search method, determination of the combination 
of step sizes is an important step as it changes the search properties. By alternating between 
small step size to get to a local best solution and large step size to avoid small local minima 
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and arrive at other promising areas, the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search can obtain 
the advantage of both step sizes. To find the best combination of step sizes, a parametric study 
of the step sizes combination is conducted in the following section. Parametric study on the 
benefit of constraint elastic step sizes and inclusion of this improvement is also given in the 
following section. 
7.11. Experimentation 
In the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search method, determination of step sizes 
combination and constraint, elastic step sizes combination is an important step as it changes 
the way the search progresses. The right systematic change of the different step sizes will 
result in faster and better results. The addition of constraint elastic step sizes and its effect to 
the combination of step sizes will also need to be explored. To find the best combinations of 
step sizes, several step sizes are tested and results compared and discussed in this section. 
7.11.1. Step Size Combination 
From the results of the previous section, several good step sizes are found: 6=σ , 
3=σ , 2=σ , and 1=σ . Step size six 6=σ  seems to be especially good in finding a high 
quality solution. However, such a large step size could not search in detail and this problem is 
managed in variable neighbourhood search by systematically switching to smaller step sizes 
to get the minima before switching back to larger step size to escape it and find other 
promising areas. Table 38 and Table 39 show the average results of several step size 
combinations. To illustrate, 3,6,3
...1 =nσ  means that the Improved Variable Neighbourhood 
Search starts with a step size of three, and then changes to a step size of six, and finally 
another step size of three. All changes are applied when the current neighbourhood definition 
no longer finds a better neighbour.  
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Table 38: Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search Short Step Sizes Combinations Results 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
3,6
...1 =nσ  1,3,6...1 =nσ  3,6,3...1 =nσ  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 44.08% 5.3 36.72% 7.6 43.57% 8.4 
10 44.04% 6.7 40.34% 9.5 48.69% 10.3 
11 35.84% 8.3 30.16% 11.8 34.42% 13.6 
12 21.94% 10.0 17.41% 14.1 23.25% 16.3 
13 18.37% 12.4 14.72% 17.0 20.62% 20.2 
14 17.88% 14.3 17.03% 19.7 17.45% 23.4 
15 16.05% 16.8 15.03% 23.2 16.92% 26.5 
16 16.68% 18.7 16.32% 27.4 16.32% 31.3 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
3,6
...1 =nσ  1,3,6...1 =nσ  3,6,3...1 =nσ  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 41.74% 3.8 38.59% 7.6 37.06% 8.3 
10 61.44% 4.1 38.44% 9.6 48.82% 10.4 
11 66.80% 5.9 49.77% 11.5 40.94% 13.5 
12 48.16% 11.3 42.37% 13.9 47.28% 16.2 
13 38.77% 13.6 34.44% 16.6 36.85% 19.8 
14 45.62% 15.8 46.64% 19.9 47.52% 23.9 
15 42.54% 18.8 38.66% 22.9 51.64% 29.0 
16 50.05% 22.3 40.75% 27.1 55.75% 34.1 
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Table 39: Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search Long Step Sizes Combinations Results 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
3,6,3,6,3
...1 =nσ  1,3,6,1,3,6...1 =nσ  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 42.93% 11.9 35.22% 13.0 
10 48.51% 14.5 39.37% 15.7 
11 34.42% 18.3 30.34% 18.6 
12 23.54% 21.6 17.02% 21.7 
13 20.62% 26.1 14.58% 25.6 
14 17.49% 29.6 16.86% 29.1 
15 16.91% 33.2 15.02% 33.0 
16 14.58% 38.5 16.32% 38.1 
     
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
3,6,3,6,3
...1 =nσ  1,3,6,1,3,6...1 =nσ  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 36.40% 11.9 33.47% 13.0 
10 48.82% 14.7 37.58% 15.8 
11 40.94% 18.4 48.33% 18.9 
12 47.52% 21.9 39.26% 22.2 
13 36.62% 26.3 35.63% 26.2 
14 45.51% 31.3 45.80% 30.7 
15 51.24% 36.6 38.66% 34.4 
16 55.17% 42.7 40.73% 39.5 
From solution quality point of view the three best step sizes combinations are shown in 
Figure 19. Results are clear that the more cycles of large and small step sizes (eg 6,3 against 
6,3,6,3) the search went through, the better the results. But this trend has a limit where more 
cycles are not finding any better neighbours.  Other neighbourhood definition combinations 
particularly longer combinations are also tested, but not shown as no further improvement is 
gained.  
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Figure 19: Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search Step Sizes Combination Solution 
Quality Comparisons 
The experimentation with different combinations of step sizes shows that solution times do 
differ according to the step sizes and the number of step sizes. The experimentation also 
shows that a higher number of large and small step size cycles increased the solution time. 
Figure 20 shows that the solution time increases by between five seconds for the smaller nine 
helicopters fleet to 15 seconds for the 16 helicopters fleet for each additional six and three 
steps after the first.   
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Figure 20: Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search Step Combinations Time Comparisons 
In conclusion, the step size combinations used to define the Improved Variable 
Neighbourhood Search have a significant effect to both solution quality and solution time of 
the algorithm. This experimentation found that the best step size is the 1,3,6
...1 =nσ , which 
starts with large steps of six followed by three and lastly one. The 1,3,6
...1 =nσ  performs well 
over the range of fleet size and number of maintenance lines used in this research. Its solution 
quality is a little under the 1,3,6,1,3,6
...1 =nσ , but it is significantly faster. 
7.11.2. Constraint Elastic Step Size Combination 
This section performs experimentation to test the benefit of constraint elastic step size 
improvement. The results of the previous section shows several good step sizes: 6=σ , 
3=σ , 2=σ , and 1=σ . Table 40 shows the results of constraint elastic step size applied to a 
single step (as in the Improved Neighbourhood Search) search. To clearly see the advantage 
of using constraint elastic step size, Figure 21 provides a comparison of step size 3=σ  
solution quality with and without constraint elastic step size improvement.  
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Table 40: Effect of Constraint Elastic Step Size on Single Step Sizes 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
1=σ +CE 3=σ +CE 6=σ +CE 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 34.89% 9.2 45.31% 4.6 45.45% 3.6 
10 40.20% 11.6 41.84% 5.8 43.33% 4.3 
11 24.99% 16.8 27.47% 7.7 26.68% 5.7 
12 25.66% 18.9 28.62% 9.1 30.07% 6.6 
13 19.44% 21.9 19.16% 11.1 18.79% 8.1 
14 16.99% 25.3 17.89% 12.6 14.76% 9.2 
15 15.21% 30.1 16.34% 15.0 17.20% 11.0 
16 16.20% 38.1 15.88% 18.5 15.92% 13.2 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
1=σ +CE 3=σ +CE 6=σ +CE 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 32.11% 9.5 41.20% 5.0 48.59% 3.5 
10 37.99% 12.5 42.83% 5.8 60.63% 3.8 
11 42.07% 15.4 46.64% 7.4 68.87% 5.7 
12 43.64% 20.3 46.83% 9.4 51.39% 7.9 
13 35.36% 21.4 40.37% 11.2 36.98% 9.4 
14 42.37% 26.2 50.61% 13.2 47.32% 11.2 
15 45.67% 31.6 43.92% 16.0 46.51% 13.6 
16 48.42% 38.7 50.82% 20.0 55.03% 16.2 
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Figure 21: Single Step Constraint Elastic Step Size Solution Quality Comparison 
The improvement shown in constraint elastic step size solution quality over the single step 
neighbourhood search, provides a basis for its application in the multiple steps variable 
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neighbourhood search method. Table 41 shows the average results of several step size 
combinations with constraint elastic step size improvement.  
Table 41: Constraint Elastic Step Size on Variable Neighbourhood Search Step Combinations 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
3,6
...1 =nσ +CE 1,3,6...1 =nσ +CE 1,3,6,1,3,6...1 =nσ +CE 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 39.85% 5.5 33.55% 7.8 30.75% 13.1 
10 39.82% 6.8 36.08% 9.6 35.03% 15.9 
11 23.15% 8.9 20.92% 12.6 20.92% 19.6 
12 19.78% 10.3 18.56% 14.7 18.45% 22.4 
13 16.32% 12.3 14.29% 16.9 14.11% 25.7 
14 15.12% 14.0 14.32% 19.4 14.14% 28.9 
15 16.37% 16.3 15.18% 22.3 15.17% 32.2 
16 13.74% 18.7 13.82% 26.8 15.14% 37.4 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
3,6
...1 =nσ +CE 1,3,6...1 =nσ +CE 1,3,6,1,3,6...1 =nσ +CE 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 33.69% 5.6 28.64% 8.1 25.13% 13.4 
10 36.61% 6.9 32.43% 9.6 34.01% 15.9 
11 42.09% 8.5 37.85% 11.8 36.63% 19.2 
12 48.16% 10.5 41.79% 14.4 36.54% 22.9 
13 38.77% 12.5 31.26% 16.6 32.54% 26.1 
14 45.62% 14.4 39.74% 19.7 41.85% 30.6 
15 42.54% 17.2 39.23% 23.5 38.63% 35.2 
16 50.05% 20.5 45.67% 27.3 45.57% 39.6 
The previous section has determined that the step size combination 1,3,6
...1 =nσ  is found to 
provide the best balance between solution quality and solution time. With the addition of 
constraint elastic step size improvement, the solution quality of 1,3,6
...1 =nσ  combination is 
improved on average as shown in Figure 22 with negligible change in its average solution 
time. Thus, the final configuration of the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search uses step 
size combination 1,3,6
...1 =nσ  with constraint elastic step size. 
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Figure 22: Variable Neighbourhood Constraint Elastic Solution Quality Comparison 
7.12. Discussion 
The Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search successfully generates a better solution quality 
over the Improved Neighbourhood Search as intended; this can be seen in Figure 23. 
However, the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search takes approximately double the time 
of the Improved Neighbourhood Search, as seen in Figure 24. To alleviate the solution time, 
the next section in this research looks into tabu search method, in order to use its adaptive 
memory to reduce the number of inefficient neighbours evaluated.  
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Figure 23: Improved Neighbourhood Search and Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search 
Solution Quality Comparison 
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Figure 24: Improved Neighbourhood Search and Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search 
Solution Time Comparison 
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8. Improved Tabu Search 
Tabu search method [31] is an extension of the neighbourhood search that incorporates 
adaptive memory in an attempt to discourage searching unfavourable neighbourhood. A tabu 
search controls another basic search and aims to improve it through a better selection of 
search areas. Tabu search controls the search areas by identifying tabu active areas that the 
basic search excludes during its search. The tabu active areas are selected through the use of 
the adaptive memory in such a way that it improves the overall efficiency and effectiveness of 
the search. 
To illustrate the tabu search, consider a simple search in Figure 25. The “x” marks current 
solution and the number next to it shows the search progression towards the optimal solution 
marked with a star.  The search begins at the initial point 1 and evaluates the neighbours of 
this solution marked by a red circle a given distance away from point 1. The evaluation found 
that point 2 provides the best solution and moves the current solution to that point. The 
evaluation also notes that the part of the circle marked blue provides the worst solution and 
declares it tabu active. Thus, in the next search after arriving at point 2, the search ignores the 
part of search area that was declared tabu active to reduce the number of potential solution 
evaluated. At each search new worst solution are declared tabu active for a finite number of 
future searches. Thus the tabu active members are dynamically updated according to recent 
search history. 
 
Figure 25: Tabu Search Illustration 
Infeasible 
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The Improved Tabu Search approach is enabled through the development of the Improved 
Neighbourhood Search previously discussed. The Improved Neighbourhood Search is used as 
the basic search for this Improved Tabu Search, and thus indirectly gains the advantage of: 
step size neighbourhood definition and Enhanced AFD recalculation; progressive search 
strategy; and Enhanced AFD deployment management and maintenance management 
improvements.  
8.1. Algorithm Description 
The Improved Tabu Search algorithm declares a number of unfavourable neighbours nT  as 
tabu active and then for a number of future searches tT  does not include this set of neighbours. 
Thus the neighbourhood at any particular point is dynamically changing depending on the 
history of the search. This new algorithm utilises the aforementioned Improved 
Neighbourhood Search by controlling the direction of its search.  
To illustrate, tabu search of a ten helicopter fleet starts from Enhanced AFD solution with 
2=nT  and 2=tT . The algorithm evaluates all potential neighbours and then selects two 
solutions with the worst results. The changes made to arrive at these two worst solutions is 
noted as tabu active and the search then moves to the best neighbour found. The new 
neighbours of this current solution are then evaluated, excluding the two changes declared 
tabu active. The two worst changes are then entered into the tabu active list and the tabu 
search move to the best neighbour found. The next neighbourhood search excludes four 
changes that are tabu active. After the evaluation, the first two tabu active change is replaced 
with two new worst changes from this search.  The search moves to the best neighbour and 
the process continues. 
The basic flowchart of this algorithm is given in Figure 26. The algorithm initiates using the 
Enhanced AFD solution and sets it as the current best solution. It then creates a list of 
neighbouring solutions to the current best solution and then removes the neighbours that are 
in the tabu active list. The algorithm then evaluates the costs of these selected neighbours by 
completing the subsequent periods schedule using Enhanced AFD algorithm. The 
neighbouring costs are then compared and the search moves to the best neighbouring solution. 
The Improved Tabu Search then updates its tabu active list by adding nT  number of worst 
performing neighbours. When the best neighbouring solution is not better than the current 
best solution, the search then moves on to optimise the next period. The process is repeated 
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until all the periods are optimised and the resulting schedule becomes the final solution for the 
Improved Tabu Search. 
 
Figure 26: Improved Tabu Search Flowchart 
The basic steps of the Improved Tabu Search algorithm developed are given below: 
Algorithm 4. Improved Tabu Search  
Step 1: Run Enhanced AFD to find an initial solution, 1=t . 
Step 2: Consider non-tabu active neighbour solutions σ+= thth ss ,,'  and 
σ−= thth ss ,,'  using Enhanced AFD to solve for periods 1+t  to T . 
Step 3: Remove neighbours that have been considered as tabu active for tT  number of 
searches, and then add nT  number of worst neighbours into the tabu active list. 
Step 4: If there is a neighbour with a better solution, move to the best neighbour and 
go to Step 2.  
Step 5: Consider the next period 1+= tt , if Tt =  Stop, otherwise go to step 2. 
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In the Improved Tabu Search method, determination of tabu active members is an important 
step as it changes the search properties. By varying the number of new tabu active members nT  
and how long it remains tabu active tT  tabu search determines the size of the tabu set. Large 
tabu sets enables faster search, but also increase the possibility of missing some good solution 
areas. To find the best tabu set size and also combination of new tabu active members nT  and 
how long it remains tabu active tT , a parametric study is conducted in the following section. 
8.2. Experimentation 
The Improved Tabu Search method controls a neighbourhood search and improves its 
performance by directing its search using adaptive memory. Thus, it is important to choose 
the best neighbourhood search, in this case the Improved Neighbourhood Search with step 
size 6=σ  as decided in Section 5.3.3. It is then important to experiment and find the best 
tabu active definition that consists of the number of neighbours declared tabu active after 
every search nT  and the number of searches remaining in the tabu active list tT . The Improved 
Tabu Search tabu active criteria nT  and tT  control the size of the tabu active list and controls 
the number of neighbours the Improved Neighbourhood Search ignores. Large tabu active 
lists improve the search speed, but also increase the chance of ignoring some good neighbours 
and vice versa. Determination of tabu active criteria, and thus size, is an important step as it 
changes the way the search progresses. The right tabu active list should reduce solution time 
but hardly affect solution quality.  
Table 42 shows the performance of the Improved Tabu Search with one to three new tabu 
active members every search nT  that is only ignored for the following search. Table 43 shows 
the performance of the Improved Tabu Search with one new tabu active member in every 
search nT  that is ignored for one to three following searches tT . Last, Table 44 shows 
performance comparisons of three combinations of the number of new tabu active members nT  
and the number of searches it has skipped tT  that resulted in the same tabu active list size. 
Larger tabu active list size is also tested, but the resulting solution quality deteriorates further 
and therefore not presented. 
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Table 42: Improved Tabu Search Tabu Active Criteria Combination Results 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
1=nT  and 1=tT  2=nT  and 1=tT  3=nT  and 1=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 60.46% 2.7 67.96% 2.4 69.77% 2.0 
10 57.82% 3.6 59.07% 3.1 58.46% 2.8 
11 47.11% 4.6 48.02% 3.8 49.42% 3.6 
12 35.11% 5.6 39.30% 5.0 39.23% 4.6 
13 28.74% 7.2 26.26% 6.1 30.82% 5.7 
14 28.97% 8.4 24.66% 7.3 25.81% 6.6 
15 18.59% 9.7 21.33% 8.4 21.59% 7.9 
16 18.41% 11.4 21.33% 10.3 26.00% 9.2 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
1=nT  and 1=tT  2=nT  and 1=tT  3=nT  and 1=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 58.51% 2.6 62.97% 2.4 68.04% 2.0 
10 56.90% 3.5 68.02% 3.1 62.23% 2.8 
11 51.65% 4.4 59.89% 3.7 61.88% 3.5 
12 61.76% 5.6 61.33% 5.1 69.41% 4.6 
13 40.99% 7.2 48.48% 6.3 55.65% 5.7 
14 59.71% 8.6 63.59% 7.5 75.62% 6.9 
15 50.64% 10.6 59.07% 9.4 63.91% 8.7 
16 51.48% 13.2 54.62% 11.9 63.19% 10.7 
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Table 43: Improved Tabu Search Tabu Active Criteria Combination Results 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
1=nT  and 1=tT  1=nT  and 2=tT  1=nT  and 3=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 60.46% 2.7 75.96% 2.3 79.32% 1.9 
10 57.82% 3.6 55.64% 3.0 58.71% 2.6 
11 47.11% 4.6 44.80% 3.9 50.97% 3.3 
12 35.11% 5.6 42.06% 4.7 46.31% 4.1 
13 28.74% 7.2 29.73% 6.0 34.39% 5.1 
14 28.97% 8.4 27.04% 7.0 32.28% 6.0 
15 18.59% 9.7 21.72% 8.3 24.66% 7.1 
16 18.41% 11.4 22.70% 10.1 26.59% 8.9 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
1=nT  and 1=tT  1=nT  and 2=tT  1=nT  and 3=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 58.51% 2.6 67.72% 2.2 74.74% 1.8 
10 56.90% 3.5 61.31% 3.0 68.68% 2.7 
11 51.65% 4.4 62.90% 3.8 65.68% 3.3 
12 61.76% 5.6 64.57% 4.8 75.28% 4.2 
13 40.99% 7.2 50.19% 6.1 65.92% 5.3 
14 59.71% 8.6 65.77% 7.6 81.75% 6.5 
15 50.64% 10.6 54.80% 9.4 72.16% 8.0 
16 51.48% 13.2 59.77% 11.4 72.19% 10.0 
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Table 44: Improved Tabu Search Large Tabu Active Criteria Combination Results 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
4=nT  and 1=tT  2=nT  and 2=tT  1=nT  and 4=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 69.77% 1.9 83.04% 1.8 82.03% 1.6 
10 65.58% 2.5 66.95% 2.4 60.28% 2.1 
11 53.20% 3.3 53.72% 3.0 52.78% 2.9 
12 40.79% 4.3 47.43% 3.9 46.88% 3.7 
13 32.08% 5.2 35.81% 4.7 38.49% 4.4 
14 29.71% 6.1 34.28% 5.5 36.75% 5.2 
15 26.15% 7.2 26.33% 6.7 33.38% 6.0 
16 28.87% 8.5 29.13% 8.1 32.85% 7.4 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
4=nT  and 1=tT  2=nT  and 2=tT  1=nT  and 4=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 68.04% 2.0 82.18% 1.7 78.04% 1.5 
10 73.18% 2.6 78.25% 2.4 71.51% 2.1 
11 71.06% 3.2 67.67% 2.9 68.52% 2.9 
12 71.20% 4.2 78.10% 3.8 77.52% 3.6 
13 64.71% 5.6 65.19% 4.8 77.06% 4.6 
14 77.12% 6.7 71.83% 6.1 90.58% 5.7 
15 68.98% 8.3 70.72% 7.7 82.09% 7.1 
16 74.03% 10.0 71.19% 9.5 82.43% 8.9 
The results of this experiment show an interesting difference in solution quality between a 
given increase in the number of new neighbours that enter tabu active list nT  and the same 
increase in the number of searches neighbours stayed in tabu active list tT . To illustrate, 
Figure 27 compares the solution quality between two configurations with the same tabu 
active list size of three. It is clear from these results that increasing the number of neighbours 
entered into tabu active list is better than increasing the number of searches that stayed in the 
tabu active list. This implies that it is better to ignore multiple neighbours for a short time 
compared to a few neighbours over a long time.  
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Figure 27: Changing Tabu Active Criteria Solution Quality Comparison 
The Improved Tabu Search method is used in this research to reduce the solution time of 
neighbourhood search. Figure 28 compares the solution time of the Improved Tabu Search in 
comparison to the Improved Neighbourhood Search with step 6=σ  that is the basis of this 
tabu search. The figure shows that the tabu search reduces solution time by about 30%, and 
shows that the larger tabu list provides faster solution time. The faster solution time 
advantages must be weighed against its lower solution quality as shown in Figure 29.  
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Figure 28: Improved Tabu Search Solution Time Comparisons 
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Figure 29: Improved Tabu Search Solution Quality Comparisons 
Another important note is the fact that the solution quality loss between the Improved Tabu 
Search and the Improved Neighbourhood Search seems to decrease as the fleet size increases, 
as seen in Figure 30. The largest loss seems to occur at small fleet size, especially within 
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reasonable tabu active list size. This can be explained by the fact that as the fleet size 
increases there is also an increasing number of neighbours, thus with a given tabu active lists 
size the tabu active portion of the neighbours decreases as the fleet size increases. This means 
there is decreasing probability of declaring a good neighbour as tabu active, and in turn 
reduces solution quality loss.   
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Figure 30: Improved Tabu Search and Improved Neighbourhood Search Solution Quality 
Comparisons 
 In conclusion, the number of neighbours declared tabu active after each search nT  and the 
number of searches that remains tabu active tT  determines the tabu active list size. The 
experiment shows that for this problem, enlarging the tabu active list size through increasing 
the number of neighbours declared tabu active nT  provide the same time saving benefit with 
less solution quality loss than through increasing the number of searches that remains tabu 
active tT . The decision to choose the best combination of nT  and tT  lies in balancing the 
faster solution time against solution quality loss. Figure 31 shows the average solution time 
and solution quality of the four most promising Improved Tabu Search configurations and the 
base Improved Neighbourhood Search. The figure shows that there is decreasing time savings 
for each additional increase in tabu active list size. Furthermore, there is an increasing loss of 
solution quality for each additional increase in tabu active list size, especially after 2=nT . 
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Thus, this experimentation concludes that 2=nT  and 1=tT  is used as the final configuration of 
the Improved Tabu Search algorithm.  
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Figure 31: Improved Tabu Search Aggregate Solution Quality and Time Comparisons 
8.3. Discussion 
The Improved Tabu Search successfully reduces the solution time of the Improved 
Neighbourhood Search as intended. This reduction however comes at a given price in terms of 
solution quality, as seen in Figure 31. The chosen Improved Tabu Search configuration 
reduces solution time by about 25% while losing about 5% optimality gap. These results raise 
an interest in determining whether tabu search could also improve the performance of the 
Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search. The Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search 
takes approximately double the solution time of the Improved Neighbourhood Search. Thus, it 
would be useful to establish whether the tabu search could lower the Improved Variable 
Neighbourhood Search solution time below the Improved Neighbourhood Search and still 
retain its solution quality that is better than Improved Neighbourhood Search. 
8.4. Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood 
Tabu search is typically combined with a standard neighbourhood search. However since the 
development of variable neighbourhood search with systematic change to the neighbourhood 
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definition, there have been a few successful attempts to combine these two techniques [25]. 
This study includes the development of a tabu search with variable neighbourhood definition.  
This improvement allows the Improved Tabu Search to not only benefit from its adaptive 
memory driven search improvement, but also from varying step size capability and constraint 
elastic step size based on the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search. The Improved Tabu 
Search uses its adaptive memory to direct search only to promising areas, while the different 
step sizes used allow the overall search to arrive at local minima and also prevent getting 
trapped in small local minima. 
8.5. Algorithm Description 
The implementation of variable neighbourhood definition to the tabu search is done in this 
study by allowing the search to go through the systematic step sizes using and continuing the 
same tabu active set. The search adds another action at Step 4 that changes the step size 
n...1σσ =  to go through the defined step sizes. This change enables the tabu search to change 
the definition of neighbours when there is no better solution with the current definition of 
neighbour. 
The basic flowchart of this algorithm is given in Figure 32. The algorithm initiates using the 
Enhanced AFD solution and sets it as the current best solution. It then creates a list of 
neighbouring solutions to the current best solution and then removes the neighbours that are 
in the tabu active list. The algorithm then evaluates the costs of these selected neighbours by 
completing the subsequent periods schedule using Enhanced AFD algorithm. The 
neighbouring costs are then compared and the search moves to the best neighbouring solution. 
The Improved Tabu Search then updates its tabu active list by adding nT  number of worst 
performing neighbours. If the best neighbouring solution is not better than the current best 
solution, then the search moves on to use the second neighbourhood definition to define the 
neighbouring solution. When all neighbourhood definitions have been used and the 
neighbouring solution is not better than the current solution, the search moves on to optimise 
the next period using the first neighbourhood definition. The process is repeated until all the 
periods are optimised and the resulting schedule becomes the final solution for the Improved 
Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood. 
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Figure 32: Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood Flowchart 
The basic steps of the Improved Tabu Search with variable neighbourhood algorithm 
developed are given below: 
Algorithm 5. Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood 
Step 1: Run Enhanced AFD to find an initial solution, 1=t  and 1σσ = . 
Step 2: Consider non-tabu active neighbours solution σ+= thth ss ,,'  and 
σ−= thth ss ,,'  using Enhanced AFD to solve for periods 1+t  to T . 
Step 3: Remove neighbours that have been considered as tabu active for tT  number of 
searches, and then add nT  number of worst neighbours into the tabu active list. 
Step 4: If there is a neighbour with a better solution, move to the best neighbour and 
go to Step 2. Otherwise change the search using 2σσ =  and go to step 2. 
Step 5: When all step sizes are exhausted nσσ = , then consider the next period 
1+= tt  and go to step 2 with 1σσ = , until Tt = . 
The partial programming codes of the Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood 
are presented in Appendix B. The Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood also 
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requires determination of a suitable tabu active set by varying the number of new tabu active 
members nT  and how long it remains tabu active tT . Furthermore, this method requires 
empirical tests to find the best combination of step sizes related to the variable neighbourhood 
used. To find the best combination of new tabu active members nT , how long it remains tabu 
active tT , and combination of step sizes, a parametric study is conducted in the following 
section. 
8.6. Experimentation 
The Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour method controls a variable 
neighbourhood search and improves its performance by directing its search using its adaptive 
memory. Thus, it is important to choose the best variable neighbourhood search, in this case 
the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search with step size 1,3,6
...1 =nσ  and constraint 
elastic step size as decided in Section 7.12. It is then important to experiment and find the best 
tabu active definition that consists of the number of neighbours declared tabu active after 
every search nT  and the number of searches that remain in the tabu active list tT , as explained 
before with the Improved Tabu search in the previous section. The right tabu active list should 
reduce solution time but hardly affect solution quality.  
Table 45 shows the performance of the Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour that 
uses one to three new tabu active members every search nT  and are only ignored for the 
following search. Table 46 shows the performance of the Improved Tabu Search with only 
one new tabu active member every search nT  but is ignored for one to three following searches 
tT . Last, Table 47 shows performance comparisons of three combinations of the number of 
new tabu active member nT  and the number of searches it is skipped tT  that resulted in the 
same tabu active list size. Larger tabu active list size is also tested, but the resulting solution 
quality deteriorates further and therefore not presented. 
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Table 45: Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour Configurations Results 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
1=nT  and 1=tT  2=nT  and 1=tT  3=nT  and 1=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 32.56% 6.9 35.33% 6.3 35.26% 5.9 
10 37.37% 8.3 37.27% 7.7 38.63% 7.0 
11 27.10% 10.9 27.90% 9.9 33.91% 8.5 
12 25.16% 12.6 36.06% 11.6 41.94% 9.7 
13 16.25% 14.9 19.85% 13.7 30.90% 12.0 
14 15.81% 17.3 20.86% 15.4 28.23% 14.0 
15 16.45% 20.5 21.15% 18.7 26.65% 16.8 
16 13.96% 23.4 15.13% 22.1 27.67% 20.0 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
1=nT  and 1=tT  2=nT  and 1=tT  3=nT  and 1=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 28.79% 7.2 32.94% 6.4 34.15% 6.0 
10 33.47% 8.5 35.35% 7.7 37.38% 7.2 
11 45.08% 10.2 52.28% 9.0 55.19% 8.6 
12 49.26% 12.5 58.90% 11.1 65.03% 10.3 
13 35.01% 14.7 48.11% 13.3 66.39% 11.7 
14 42.24% 17.4 51.30% 16.1 72.11% 14.5 
15 41.84% 21.1 46.92% 18.7 64.20% 17.9 
16 46.68% 23.7 46.40% 21.7 61.37% 19.8 
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Table 46: Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour Configurations Results 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
1=nT  and 1=tT  1=nT  and 2=tT  1=nT  and 3=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 32.56% 6.9 32.77% 6.3 36.72% 5.8 
10 37.37% 8.3 37.58% 7.7 38.48% 7.3 
11 27.10% 10.9 29.79% 9.9 28.18% 9.0 
12 25.16% 12.6 29.24% 11.5 28.35% 10.3 
13 16.25% 14.9 20.19% 14.8 20.11% 12.9 
14 15.81% 17.3 20.20% 15.2 21.82% 14.6 
15 16.45% 20.5 20.19% 18.8 23.12% 17.1 
16 13.96% 23.4 16.34% 20.7 23.05% 20.1 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
1=nT  and 1=tT  2=nT  and 1=tT  3=nT  and 1=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 28.79% 7.2 26.69% 6.6 31.37% 5.8 
10 33.47% 8.5 36.02% 8.0 38.24% 7.3 
11 45.08% 10.2 46.52% 9.7 46.11% 9.1 
12 49.26% 12.5 50.78% 11.6 51.80% 10.8 
13 35.01% 14.7 43.76% 13.4 43.19% 12.3 
14 42.24% 17.4 54.70% 16.0 61.30% 14.4 
15 41.84% 21.1 47.86% 19.0 57.52% 17.1 
16 46.68% 23.7 54.20% 21.3 66.59% 19.4 
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Table 47: Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour Large Configurations Results 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
4=nT  and 1=tT  2=nT  and 2=tT  1=nT  and 4=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 35.26% 5.6 40.34% 5.2 36.72% 5.4 
10 39.05% 6.4 40.28% 6.4 40.48% 6.6 
11 33.65% 8.1 33.42% 7.8 27.59% 8.7 
12 39.44% 9.7 38.83% 9.6 28.44% 10.1 
13 34.07% 10.4 23.90% 11.3 20.18% 11.8 
14 37.75% 12.0 27.77% 12.4 21.96% 13.7 
15 35.37% 14.3 28.39% 15.1 23.38% 15.8 
16 34.86% 17.8 31.33% 17.1 24.59% 18.3 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
4=nT  and 1=tT  2=nT  and 2=tT  1=nT  and 4=tT  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 34.15% 5.6 38.93% 5.3 31.23% 5.4 
10 41.59% 6.4 37.34% 6.3 39.21% 6.6 
11 57.84% 8.0 54.19% 8.0 45.63% 9.1 
12 65.41% 9.3 62.83% 9.5 52.76% 10.9 
13 75.91% 11.0 56.40% 10.9 45.98% 12.0 
14 93.78% 12.8 80.78% 13.0 61.46% 13.9 
15 87.85% 15.5 77.47% 14.9 58.58% 16.3 
16 86.47% 17.9 77.83% 18.1 69.27% 18.5 
The results of this experiment show an interesting difference in solution quality between a 
given increase in the number of new neighbours that enter tabu active list nT  and the same 
increase in the number of searches a neighbours stayed in tabu active list tT . To illustrate, 
Figure 33 compares the solution quality between two configurations with the same tabu 
active list size of three. It is clear from these results that increasing the number of searches a 
neighbour is ignored is far better than increasing the number of neighbours declared tabu 
active in every search. This implies that it is better to ignore a few neighbours over a long 
time compared to many neighbours for a short time, which is a direct opposite to what was 
found in the Improved Tabu Search. 
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Figure 33: Changing Tabu Active Criteria Solution Quality Comparison 
The Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour method is used in this research to reduce 
the solution time of variable neighbourhood search. Figure 34 compares the solution time of 
the Improved Tabu Search with variable Neighbour in comparison to the Improved Variable 
Neighbourhood Search with 1,3,6
...1 =nσ  and constraint elastic step size that is the basis of 
this tabu search. The figure shows that the tabu search reduces solution time by about 25%, 
and shows that a larger tabu list provides faster solution time. The faster solution time 
advantages have to be weighed against its lower solution quality as shown in Figure 35.  
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Figure 34: Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour Solution Time Comparisons 
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Figure 35: Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour Solution Quality Comparisons 
The observation that the solution quality loss between the Improved Tabu Search with 
Variable Neighbourhood and the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search seems to 
decrease as the fleet size increases, can be seen in Figure 36. The largest loss seems to occur 
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at small fleet size, especially within reasonable tabu active list size. This can be explained by 
the fact that as the fleet size increases there is also an increasing number of neighbours, thus 
with a given tabu active lists size the tabu active portion of the neighbours decreases as the 
fleet size increases. This means there is decreasing probability of declaring a good neighbour 
as tabu active, and in turn reduces solution quality loss. 
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Figure 36: Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour and Improved Variable 
Neighbourhood Search Solution Quality Comparisons 
In conclusion, the number of neighbours declared tabu active after each search nT  and the 
number of searches remaining tabu active tT  determines the tabu active list size. The 
experiment shows that for this problem, enlarging the tabu active list size through increasing 
the number searches tabu active member is ignored tT  provide the same time saving benefit 
with less solution quality loss than through increasing the number of neighbours declared tabu 
active each search nT . The decision to choose the best combination of nT  and tT  lies in 
balancing the faster solution time against solution quality loss. Figure 37 shows the average 
solution time and solution quality of the four most promising Improved Tabu Search with 
Variable Neighbour configuration and the base Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search. 
The figure shows that there is a decreased time saving for each additional increase in tabu 
active list size, as also found on the Improved Tabu Search. Furthermore, there is an 
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increasing loss of solution quality for each additional increase in tabu active list size, 
excluding 4=tT . In line with the previous section on the Improved Tabu Search, this 
experimentation concludes by choosing a tabu active list size of two with 1=nT  and 2=tT  
configuration used as the final configuration of the Improved Tabu Search with Variable 
Neighbour algorithm.  
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Figure 37: Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour Aggregate Solution Quality and 
Time Comparisons 
8.7. Discussion 
The Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour successfully reduces the solution time of 
the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search as intended. This reduction however comes at a 
price in terms of solution quality, as seen in Figure 37. The chosen Improved Tabu Search 
configuration reduces solution time by about 20% while losing about 5% optimality gap. The 
results of the experiments with higher tabu active list size, however, show that the Tabu 
Search with Variable Neighbourhood is unable to achieve a better solution quality with the 
same solution time as the Improved Neighbourhood Search. It is clear from looking at Figure 
38 that the time savings of increasing tabu active list size is diminishing rapidly, while 
solution quality loss quickly eliminate the advantage of using variable neighbourhood. At 
tabu active list size of three, the Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood has lost 
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its advantage in solution quality over the Improved Neighbourhood Search, while it still takes 
more than 50% longer in solution time. Any further increase in tabu active list size makes the 
Improved Neighbourhood Search more attractive compared to the Improved Tabu Search with 
Variable Neighbour.   
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Figure 38: Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbour Aggregate Solution Quality and 
Time Comparisons 
The following section applies the famous simulated annealing method to this FMP problem 
with an aim of producing better solution quality compared to the Improved Variable 
Neighbourhood Search within reasonable time. Simulated annealing is more capable of 
arriving at a better solution because of its inherent capability to accept inferior solutions and 
thus is able to avoid being trapped in a local minima.  
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9. Improved Simulated Annealing 
Simulated annealing [46] is based on a random search method with a probabilistic component 
on the acceptance of a new solution. This method looks at a random neighbour and assigns a 
probability of moving to this particular neighbour based on the current solution cost, the new 
solution cost, and a given current temperature. The probability of moving to a better solution 
is 100%, so a better solution is always accepted. A sub-optimal solution is, however, given a 
probability between 100% and 0% according to how much worse it is and the current 
annealing temperature. A new solution that is slightly inferior to the current solution is given 
a higher probability compared to those considerably worse. A high annealing temperature 
gives a higher probabilities of moving and vice versa. Simulated annealing temperature starts 
high and gradually moves lower at a given rate. Thus the search accepts lower quality 
solutions readily at first and gradually becomes harsher in its search. This method escapes 
local minima through allowing movement to lower quality solutions.  
The Improved Simulated Annealing method uses a random neighbour based on progressive 
search strategy and then uses Enhanced AFD recalculation to get the objective value of the 
new solution. It indirectly benefited from deployment management and maintenance 
management improvements in Enhanced AFD.  
9.1. Implementation 
The Improved Simulated Annealing method selects a random helicopter and assigns random 
operational flight hours within the safety constraint as its neighbour. The equation used is 
given in Equation (36), where )(Hrandom  selects a random helicopter out of the helicopter 
set H  and ),0( Srandom  selects random operational flight hours in accordance to safety 
constraint given by Constraint (9).  
),0(' ),( Srandoms tHrandom =        (36) 
The difference in neighbourhood definition using step size and this random neighbourhood in 
simulated annealing is illustrated in Figure 39. Step size neighbourhood are defined by 
moving a given step away from the current solution, thus the neighbourhood forms a ring 
some distance away from the current solution. Random neighbourhood used in simulated 
annealing gives equal probabilities to all solutions with one different parameter from the 
current solution. Another difference is neighbourhood search will evaluate all the possible 
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neighbours, while simulated annealing only select a random solution inside this larger pool of 
possible neighbour to evaluate.  
 
Figure 39: Step Size and Random Neighbourhood Comparison 
This new neighbour 's  is then recalculated using Enhanced AFD to see the effect of the 
change applied. The resulting schedule’s cost objective is evaluated and used to decide 
whether to move to this new neighbour or discard it.  
9.2. Algorithm Description 
Simulated Annealing [46] is based on a random search method with a probabilistic 
component on the acceptance of a new solution. This method looks at a random neighbour 
),0(' ),( Srandoms tHrandom =  and assigns a probability of moving to this particular neighbour 
based on current cost c , new solution cost 'c , and current temperature K . The acceptance 
formula is given by Equation (37) with )1,0(random  producing a random number between 0 
and 1. If a new solution is better than the current solution or satisfies Equation (37), then the 
search moves and the new solution becomes the current solution. Simulated annealing can run 
indefinitely. In this research the termination condition uses the number of iteration to limit the 
number of searches.  
 
)1,0(
)'(
randome K
cc
>
−
       (37) 
The basic flowchart of this algorithm is given in Figure 40. The algorithm initiates using the 
Enhanced AFD solution and sets it as the current and best solution. It then creates a random 
neighbouring solution and evaluates it by using Enhanced AFD algorithm. The new random 
neighbour is then given a probability of acceptance which is then used to either accept or 
reject it. If the new solution is accepted, it becomes the current solution and it is used to 
update the current best solution when applicable. The process then returns back to create a 
new random neighbour of the current solution. If the new solution is rejected then the current 
Infeasible Feasible Feasible 
Case A Case B 
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solution stays the same and another random neighbour is evaluated. The process stops at a 
given number of maximum searches, and the algorithm retrieves the best solution that was 
found and moves to optimise the next period. The process is repeated until all periods are 
optimised and the resulting schedule becomes the final solution for the Improved Simulated 
Annealing. 
 
Figure 40: Improved Simulated Annealing Flowchart 
The basic steps of the Improved Simulated Annealing algorithm developed are given below: 
Algorithm 6. Improved Simulated Annealing 
Step 1: Run Enhanced AFD to find an initial solution, 1=t  and 0=i . 
Step 2: Generate a random neighbour ),0(' ),( Srandoms tHrandom = and evaluate using 
Enhanced AFD to solve for periods 1+t  to T , 1+= ii . 
Step 3: If the neighbour is better than the current best solution, update the current best 
solution. 
Step 4: If the new solution is better than the current solution or 
)1,0(
)'(
randome K
cc
>
−
, then move to the new solution. 
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Step 5: If maxii < Go to Step 2. Otherwise move to the current best solution, then 
consider the next period 1+= tt , 0=i  and go to step 2, until Tt = . 
In the Improved Simulated Annealing method, determination of annealing temperature and 
termination criteria are important steps as it alters the search behaviour and properties. The 
annealing temperature includes determination of starting temperature and proper cooling 
schedule. Starting temperature affects the probabilities of moving to a sub-optimal solution, 
with higher temperature being more lenient to bad solution and vice versa. Cooling schedule 
determines the various steps that the annealing temperature will take from the high starting 
temperature to the final low temperature. Fast cooling will limit movements to sub-optimal 
solutions and vice versa. Termination criteria in this research include determination of the 
number of iteration. A larger number of iteration allows the search to test more neighbours 
but will result in longer computational time and vice versa. To find the best combination of 
starting temperature, cooling schedule, and number of iteration, a parametric study is 
conducted in the following section. 
9.3. Experimentation 
In the Improved Simulated Annealing method, determination of starting temperature, cooling 
schedule, and termination criteria are important steps as it changes the way the search 
progresses. The right starting temperature will ensure enough freedom in the beginning to 
overcome getting trapped in local minima, while the right cooling schedule will, at the right 
rate, bring down the temperature to focus on finding good final solutions. The termination 
criteria determine how long the simulated annealing runs for and thus affects both solution 
time and solution quality. To find the best combinations of starting temperature, cooling 
schedule, and termination criteria, different configurations are tested and results compared 
and discussed in this section. 
9.3.1. Starting Temperature 
There are different suggested methods of finding the starting temperature for simulated 
annealing. The two most prominent methods are by empirical tests as suggested by [46], and 
using initial acceptance ratio described by [48]. The empirical tests are conducted on several 
initial temperature and the three most promising results are given in Table 48. The empirical 
test is done using a simple linear cooling schedule and 300 iterations as termination criteria. 
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Table 48: Improved Simulated Annealing Starting Temperature Comparison 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
100 =K   1000 =K  10000 =K  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 34.72% 73.6 26.96% 74.4 30.32% 73.7 
10 34.51% 75.6 33.27% 76.4 37.70% 75.6 
11 22.39% 77.8 21.62% 78.5 29.28% 77.8 
12 19.04% 79.7 20.98% 80.4 28.73% 79.6 
13 16.45% 81.9 15.58% 82.3 20.24% 81.8 
14 15.94% 83.9 15.54% 84.5 25.47% 83.8 
15 18.04% 86.3 16.56% 86.4 24.16% 85.9 
16 18.78% 88.7 17.20% 88.4 28.92% 88.5 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
100 =K   1000 =K  10000 =K  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 33.42% 73.5 27.67% 75.1 80.74% 77.1 
10 36.23% 75.4 33.29% 75.8 38.96% 75.8 
11 37.06% 77.5 37.49% 78.0 38.54% 77.8 
12 34.01% 79.4 33.47% 79.7 32.55% 79.9 
13 34.32% 81.4 35.13% 81.8 45.84% 81.9 
14 52.45% 83.4 47.03% 83.9 68.50% 83.9 
15 56.54% 85.7 57.87% 86.2 66.16% 85.8 
16 62.64% 88.3 58.49% 87.8 65.39% 88.5 
From this result, it is clear that empirically the best starting temperature is 1000 =K . This is 
supported by the initial acceptance ratio method that uses subjective judgement by finding the 
appropriate chance of accepting a given sub-optimal solution at the starting temperature as 
demonstrated in Figure 41. 1000 =K  give a 50% chance of accepting a new solution that is 
almost nine percent worse than the current solution. The other two presented starting 
temperature are either too strict, thus unable to accept inferior solutions even at its highest 
temperature, or too free in accepting any solution regardless of its quality (close to a random 
walk).  
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Figure 41: Starting Temperature Acceptance Comparison 
9.3.2. Cooling Schedule 
The commonly used cooling schedules in simulated annealing are linear Equation (38), 
exponential Equation (39), and logarithmic Equation (40) cooling schedules. These cooling 
schedules are important in determining the amount of time simulated annealing spends on 
high temperature conditions where the search moves more freely to bad solutions and low 
temperature conditions where the search moves are more restricted to better solutions. 
Empirical tests are conducted on the three prominent cooling schedules and the results are 
presented in Table 49. The empirical test is done using the best starting temperature 
1000 =K  based on the previous section and 300 iterations as termination criteria. 
nKK on ⋅−= 10)(         (38) 
n
on KK 6.0)( ⋅=         (39) 
o
o
n K
n
K
K −
+
= )1010log(
2
)(       (40) 
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Table 49: Improved Simulated Annealing Cooling Schedule Comparison 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
Linear Exponential Logarithmic 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 26.96% 74.4 28.28% 74.1 28.70% 73.7 
10 33.27% 76.4 27.19% 75.8 29.82% 75.6 
11 21.62% 78.5 22.12% 78.2 23.04% 77.8 
12 20.98% 80.4 20.62% 79.8 21.61% 79.7 
13 15.58% 82.3 16.49% 81.9 16.31% 81.8 
14 15.54% 84.5 14.94% 84.0 14.31% 83.7 
15 16.56% 86.4 16.71% 86.6 12.76% 86.4 
16 17.20% 88.4 16.73% 88.3 15.41% 87.8 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
Linear Exponential Logarithmic 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 27.67% 75.1 26.57% 73.9 24.23% 73.7 
10 33.29% 75.8 32.54% 75.4 32.99% 75.6 
11 37.49% 78.0 39.31% 77.6 27.06% 77.8 
12 33.47% 79.7 32.01% 79.5 31.21% 79.7 
13 35.13% 81.8 33.61% 81.5 31.69% 81.8 
14 47.03% 83.9 48.96% 83.5 47.14% 83.7 
15 57.87% 86.2 52.22% 85.6 54.39% 86.4 
16 58.49% 87.8 57.47% 87.5 54.29% 87.8 
The solution times between the three different cooling schedules are similar, however there is 
a slight advantage in using the logarithmic cooling schedule in terms of solution quality. The 
solution quality comparisons are presented in Figure 42. The average optimality gap of 
logarithmic cooling schedule is slightly lower than exponential cooling schedule and 
noticeably lower than linear cooling schedule.  
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Figure 42: Cooling Schedule Solution Quality Comparison 
9.3.3. Termination Criteria 
The Improved Simulated Annealing limits the number of searches the algorithm went though 
in a period maxi , before returning to the best found solution and moving the search to the next 
period. This termination criteria maxi  needs to be determined since it directly related to the 
number of searches and thus computational time and also probability of finding a better 
solution. Large numbers of searches maxi  will take longer but will also have a better chance of 
finding good solutions and vice versa. Empirical results are provided in Table 50 and Table 
51 with a range of different termination criteria. A balance between computational time and 
solution quality is necessary to provide the best configuration for the Improved Simulated 
Annealing. The empirical test is done using the best starting temperature 1000 =K  based on 
and logarithmic cooling schedule as found in previous sections. 
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Table 50: Improved Simulated Annealing Small Termination Criteria Comparison 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
100max =i  200max =i  300max =i  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 32.79% 24.7 29.29% 49.2 31.15% 73.7 
10 46.32% 25.2 39.98% 50.5 29.82% 75.6 
11 27.98% 26.0 23.19% 51.8 23.04% 77.8 
12 26.48% 26.6 22.40% 53.0 21.61% 79.7 
13 24.29% 27.4 16.96% 55.0 16.31% 81.8 
14 22.81% 28.2 15.59% 56.1 14.31% 83.7 
15 24.09% 28.6 16.86% 57.5 12.76% 86.4 
16 35.24% 29.2 18.62% 58.8 15.41% 87.8 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
100max =i  200max =i  300max =i  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 34.18% 24.6 26.21% 49.1 24.23% 73.7 
10 35.71% 25.3 25.58% 50.8 32.99% 75.6 
11 49.62% 26.0 36.74% 51.7 27.06% 77.8 
12 48.59% 26.5 34.59% 53.0 31.21% 79.7 
13 39.68% 27.4 33.57% 54.4 31.69% 81.8 
14 65.64% 27.9 47.26% 55.8 47.14% 83.7 
15 70.46% 28.5 55.85% 57.1 54.39% 86.4 
16 84.62% 29.2 56.78% 58.4 54.29% 87.8 
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Table 51: Improved Simulated Annealing Large Termination Criteria Comparison 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
400max =i  500max =i  600max =i  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 29.10% 100.1 25.12% 122.6 25.92% 148.9 
10 34.24% 101.1 32.30% 126.0 31.13% 152.9 
11 18.70% 103.8 16.59% 129.6 17.69% 156.8 
12 16.67% 106.5 18.47% 132.7 18.70% 160.3 
13 15.56% 109.2 14.55% 136.0 12.75% 166.1 
14 9.77% 112.1 12.36% 139.5 9.51% 169.3 
15 13.23% 115.5 15.64% 143.3 14.50% 173.5 
16 16.45% 117.5 13.26% 147.1 11.86% 177.9 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
400max =i  500max =i  600max =i  
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 20.84% 100.3 19.89% 122.9 21.45% 149.2 
10 34.24% 101.4 24.90% 126.3 24.08% 153.6 
11 35.40% 104.0 33.31% 129.5 33.71% 156.9 
12 30.26% 106.7 30.70% 132.6 28.20% 160.5 
13 32.27% 109.4 30.87% 136.4 28.95% 166.9 
14 41.63% 112.3 35.77% 139.9 39.29% 168.6 
15 44.19% 115.4 45.15% 143.2 40.72% 173.0 
16 51.50% 117.5 44.73% 147.0 34.02% 176.8 
Based on the results presented above, termination criteria maxi  are linearly related to the 
solution time. Figure 43 shows that there is also negligible difference in solution time 
between different fleet size and the two levels of maintenance lines in the model fleet, unlike 
previous algorithms. This is due to the fact that in the Improved Simulated Annealing the 
termination criterion dictates the number of searches and thus the complexity of the problem 
does not affect the search in terms of solution time. The termination criterion here acts as a 
computational budget that will be spent on searching the solution regardless of how the search 
progresses.  
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Figure 43: Termination Criteria Solution Time Comparisons 
Solution quality is also strongly related to the termination criteria. The more searches 
permitted, improves the chance of simulated annealing to finding better solutions as shown in 
Figure 44. However, as discussed before, increasing the number of searches increased the 
solution time. Thus a balance between longer solution time and better solution quality is 
needed for the best Improved Simulated Annealing configuration. 
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Figure 44: Termination Criteria Solution Quality Comparison 
Figure 45 shows the aggregate trade-off between solution time and quality over several 
termination criteria. The improvement in solution quality after 300max =i  is minor, thus 
300max =i  is chosen for the final configuration of the Improved Simulated Annealing. 
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Figure 45: Improved Simulated Annealing Solution Quality and Time Comparisons 
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9.4. Discussion 
The Improved Simulated Annealing successfully offers an improvement over the Simulated 
Annealing presented in Section 5.4. This significant improvement, especially in terms of 
solution quality can be seen in Figure 46. This improvement is attributable especially to the 
use of step size neighbourhood definition and Enhanced AFD recalculation over the exchange 
move neighbourhood definition.  
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Figure 46: Simulated Annealing and Improved Simulated Annealing Solution Quality 
Comparison 
The results of the Improved Simulated Annealing to the Improved Variable Neighbourhood 
Search, in Figure 47, shows that the Improved Simulated Annealing requires over five times 
longer than the Variable Neighbourhood Search to achieve the same level of solution quality. 
It is also important to note that the Improved Simulated Annealing is able to find better 
solution quality given enough time, as seen in Figure 47 with 400max ≥i .   
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Figure 47: Improved Simulated Annealing Aggregate Solution Quality and Time 
Comparisons 
The success of the Improved Variable Neighbourhood search in efficiently solving this FMP 
problem, calls for a further investigation to evaluate the effect of combining simulated 
annealing method and variable neighbourhood search.  The following section develops a new 
hybrid heuristics that relies on simulated annealing process with variable neighbourhood 
definition to systematically choose a neighbour to be evaluated. 
9.5. Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood 
Simulated annealing typically chooses a random neighbour with equal probabilities. The 
development of variable neighbourhood search and its systematic change to the 
neighbourhood definition provide very promising ways of selecting neighbours. Thus this 
research will attempt to combine these two methods into a better hybrid method that could 
potentially offer better solutions than any of the two parent methods.  
The hybrid method is structured to exploit the rigorous simulated annealing acceptance 
probabilities with the structured variable neighbourhood search systematic change of 
neighbourhood definition. The hybrid method selects a random neighbour from a variable 
neighbourhood set and then processes it using simulated annealing method. The temperature 
of the system goes from maximum temperature to minimum temperature for each 
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neighbourhood definition. Consequently, it could also be seen as multiple simulated annealing 
with systematic neighbourhood definition. This method escapes local minima through large 
neighbourhood step size and the probability in accepting sub-optimal neighbours, whilst able 
to do a detailed search of promising areas using small neighbourhood step size. 
9.6. Algorithm Description 
The implementation of variable neighbourhood definition to the Improved Simulated 
Annealing is done in this study by selecting random neighbour from variable neighbourhood 
step sizes allowing a systematic neighbourhood search while also having the ability to move 
to worse neighbours through simulated annealing acceptance formula. This method adds 
another loop to go through the different systematic step sizes and changes the neighbour 
selection formula. 
The basic flowchart of this algorithm is given in Figure 48. The algorithm initiates using the 
Enhanced AFD solution and sets it as the current and best solution. It then creates a random 
neighbouring solution based on the first neighbourhood definition and evaluates it by using 
Enhanced AFD algorithm. The new neighbour is then given a probability of acceptance which 
is then used to either accept or reject it. If the new solution is accepted, it becomes the current 
solution and it is used to update the current best solution when applicable. The process then 
returns back to creating a new random neighbour of the current solution. If the new solution is 
rejected then the current solution stays the same and another random neighbour is evaluated. 
The process stops at a given number of maximum searches, and the algorithm retrieves the 
best solution that was found and changes to the next neighbourhood definition. Once all 
neighbourhood definitions are used, the algorithm moves to optimise the next period using the 
first neighbourhood definition. The process is repeated until all the periods are optimised and 
the resulting schedule becomes the final solution for the Improved Simulated Annealing with 
Variable Neighbourhood. 
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Figure 48: Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood Flowchart 
The partial programming codes of the Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable 
Neighbourhood are presented in Appendix C. The basic steps of the Improved Simulated 
Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood algorithm developed are given below: 
Algorithm 6. Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood 
Step 1: Run Enhanced AFD to find an initial solution, 1=t , 1σσ =  and 0=i . 
Step 2: Generate a random neighbour σ±= tHrandomtHrandom ss ),(),('  and evaluate using 
Enhanced AFD to solve for periods 1+t  to T , 1+= ii . 
Step 3: If the neighbour is better than the current best solution, update the current best 
solution. 
Step 4: If the new solution is better than the current solution or 
)1,0(
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, then move to the new solution. 
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Step 5: If maxii < Go to Step 2. Otherwise change the search using n...2σσ =  and go to 
step 2  with 0=i . 
Step 6: When all step sizes are exhausted nσσ = , then consider the next period 
1+= tt  and go to step 2 with 1σσ =  and 0=i , until Tt = . 
The Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood also requires determination 
of annealing temperature and termination criteria. Furthermore, this method needs to find the 
best combination of step sizes related to the variable neighbourhood used. To find the best 
combination of step sizes used to define its variable neighbours, a parametric study is 
conducted in the following section. 
9.7. Experimentation 
To be able to see the improvement produced by this hybrid in comparison to its parent 
simulated annealing, the same configurations in terms of starting temperature, cooling 
schedule, and termination criteria are used. The only changes are in the variable neighbour 
that comes from the systematic change in step size used to determine the current list of 
neighbours. A random neighbour is then chosen from this list and evaluated in the same way 
as the Improved Simulated Annealing. The empirical study tested over a dozen different step 
size combination, the three best variable neighbour definitions found from empirical results 
are presented in Table 52. Since all of the Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable 
Neighbour is tested with the same number of searches 300max =i , 1,3,6...1 =nσ  variable 
neighbour means that 100 searches is done with step size 6=σ  (and from starting 
temperature of 1000 =K  logarithmically decreasing within the hundred search), followed by 
another 100 searches with 3=σ , and lastly another 100 searches with 1=σ . It is almost like 
multiple simulated annealing with different step size running one after another in a given 
period and then moving on to improve on the next period.  
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Table 52: Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbour Comparison 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
1,3,6
...1 =nσ +CE 1,3,6,1,3,6...1 =nσ +CE 2,6,2,6,2,6...1 =nσ +CE 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 19.27% 73.4 35.38% 72.9 24.98% 73.5 
10 29.29% 75.2 37.68% 74.8 32.30% 75.3 
11 14.75% 77.3 24.55% 76.8 20.95% 77.3 
12 18.95% 79.3 22.71% 78.5 19.78% 79.3 
13 10.35% 81.3 13.55% 80.8 18.23% 81.4 
14 10.31% 83.3 18.71% 82.7 15.73% 83.4 
15 12.19% 85.4 16.16% 84.9 15.95% 85.6 
16 13.09% 87.3 19.65% 86.7 23.06% 87.4 
       
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
1,3,6
...1 =nσ +CE 1,3,6,1,3,6...1 =nσ +CE 2,6,2,6,2,6...1 =nσ +CE 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
9 19.43% 73.8 25.50% 72.9 26.33% 73.5 
10 22.00% 75.3 25.71% 74.7 27.68% 75.3 
11 26.93% 77.3 31.87% 76.7 32.68% 77.3 
12 24.29% 79.2 37.30% 78.6 29.53% 79.3 
13 26.54% 81.1 28.99% 80.7 31.81% 81.3 
14 31.82% 83.2 48.25% 82.7 45.21% 83.4 
15 43.68% 85.6 48.03% 84.8 56.57% 85.5 
16 35.80% 87.2 52.58% 86.5 57.62% 87.2 
The difference in solution time of all tested Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable 
Neighbour is negligible as can be seen in Table 52. The only important factor is the solution 
quality which is compared in Figure 49. 
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Figure 49: Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbour Solution Quality 
Based on the comparison on Figure 49, the best variable neighbourhood definition 
systematically changes from step size 6=σ , to step size 3=σ , and lastly to step size 1=σ . 
This configuration matches the chosen configuration for the Improved Variable 
Neighbourhood Search given in Section 7.12. 
9.8. Discussion 
The Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood successfully offers an 
improvement over the Improved Simulated Annealing presented in previous sections. This 
significant improvement, especially in terms of solution quality can be seen in Figure 50. This 
improvement is attributable to the change from selecting a random neighbour from all 
possible neighbours to selecting a random neighbour from a pool of neighbours with a given 
step size that are systematically changed.  
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Figure 50: Improved Simulated Annealing and Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable 
Neighbourhood Solution Quality Comparison 
The success of this Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood in 
providing a very good solution quality for this FMP problem closes this investigation. The 
following section provides the results and comparative discussion on all the methods 
developed in this research.  
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10. Results 
The previous section has discussed the internal improvements made to each methodology and 
its contribution to improving the different methods. The experimentation on each method has 
also found many different configurations of the algorithms and has found the best 
configuration for each algorithm. This section compares the performance of all the different 
methods using the final configurations to provide solutions for FMP problems in a large fleet.  
Figure 51 compares the aggregate mean solution time and quality of all the meta-heuristics 
presented in this study with their final configuration. It can be seen that there is a trade off 
between solution time and solution quality throughout all these methods, where faster 
methods lose solution quality. The only exception is the Improved Simulated Annealing that 
runs at the same time but loses in terms of solution quality to the Improved Simulated 
Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood.  
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Figure 51: Meta-Heuristics Solution Quality and Time Comparisons 
Figure 52 and Figure 53 shows the same aggregate performance comparisons of the different 
meta-heuristics but only for nine helicopter fleet 9=h  instances and 16 helicopter fleet 
instances 16=h  respectively. It can be seen that the overall aggregate mean results shown in 
Figure 51 can vary a little for the specific fleet sizes, however the variations are minor. 
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Figure 52: Meta-Heuristics Solution Quality and Time Comparisons (h=9) 
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Figure 53: Meta-Heuristics Solution Quality and Time Comparisons (h=16) 
The results therefore pointed out that all the methods presented can be used to solve the FMP 
problem in large fleet. The amount of time and computational resources available, coupled 
with the complexity of the problem determines the best method to be used and also the 
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solution quality that can be achieved.  
The fastest heuristics developed is the Enhanced AFD method that takes less than 0.04 
seconds to solve the largest benchmark problem fleet. This method is to be used in 
conjunction with other heuristic methods as a fast evaluation of neighbouring solutions. 
However, this method alone has managed to provide a minor improvement in terms of 
solution quality (20%-50% improvement in optimality gap) over the Aircraft Flowchart 
Diagram method that is currently in operation, due to the addition of maintenance 
management and deployment management improvements.  
The second heuristic developed is the Neighbourhood Search method that takes about 15 
seconds to solve the largest benchmark problem fleet compared to around 25 hours by IP 
Formulation. This method provides a major improvement of in terms of solution quality 
(100%-200% improvement in optimality gap) over the Aircraft Flowchart Diagram method 
that is currently in operation, see Figure 54. The Improved Neighbourhood Search also 
provides a major improvement (75%-175% improvement in optimality gap) over the 
Neighbourhood Search method developed as part of the survey of existing method in Section 
5.3. This method should be targeted at very large FMP problems (>30 helicopters) due to its 
speed. Its further development into the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search method, 
provides an even better solution quality (5%-25% further improvement in optimality gap) 
compared to the Improved Neighbourhood Search as can be seen in Figure 54, however at a 
cost of over double the solution time. Thus the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search is 
more suitable for a slightly smaller FMP problem size (<25 helicopters).  
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Figure 54: Improved Neighbourhood Search, Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search and 
Aircraft Flowchart Diagram Solution Quality Comparison 
The next heuristic developed is the Improved Tabu Search method that takes about 11 
seconds to solve the largest benchmark problem fleet. This method provides a notable 
improvement in terms of solution speed (~25% improvement in solution time) over the 
Improved Neighbourhood Search. The Improved Tabu Search results still provide a major 
improvement in terms of solution quality (100%-200% improvement in optimality gap) 
compared to the Aircraft Flowchart Diagram method that is currently in operation, albeit 
some loss (~8.5% average loss in optimality gap) compared to the Improved Neighbourhood 
Search, see Figure 55. The Improved Tabu Search method should be targeted at very large 
FMP problems (>40 helicopters) due to its speed. Its further development into the Improved 
Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood method, provide an even better solution quality  
(~13.7% average improvement in optimality gap) compared to the Improved Tabu Search as 
can be seen in Figure 55, however at a cost of over double the solution time. Thus the 
Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood is more suitable for a slightly smaller 
FMP problem size (<30 helicopters). 
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Figure 55: Improved Tabu Search, Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood and 
Aircraft Flowchart Diagram Solution Quality Comparison 
The study then developed the Improved Simulated Annealing method that takes about 80 
seconds to solve the benchmark problem fleet. This method also provides a major 
improvement of solution quality (110%-220% improvement in optimality gap) compared to 
the Aircraft Flowchart Diagram method that is currently in operation. However it is several 
times longer than other methods previously developed, although this is still just a small 
fraction of the time it will take for the proposed IP formulation method. The Improved 
Simulated Annealing method is further developed into the Improved Simulated Annealing 
with Variable Neighbourhood method, which provides an even better solution quality (~7% 
average improvement in optimality gap) as can be seen in Figure 56, with no change in 
solution time. Accordingly, the Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood 
dominates the performance of the Improved Simulated Annealing. Looking at the optimality 
gap, the Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood is on average 153% 
better than the Aircraft Flowchart Diagram, 18.3% better than the Improved Neighbourhood 
Search, 6.5% better than the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search, 26.7% better than the 
Improved Tabu Search, and 13% better than the Improved Tabu Search with Variable 
Neighbourhood. The Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood is suitable 
for a medium FMP problem size (>25 helicopters). 
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Figure 56: Improved Simulated Annealing, Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable 
Neighbourhood and Aircraft Flowchart Diagram Solution Quality Comparison 
For the given model fleet problem, this study would recommend the use of Improved 
Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood method since it produces the best solution 
quality over all the proposed meta-heuristics and its solution time is still reasonable. This 
particular method can also be extended to produce better solution quality given that there is 
spare computational time by simply changing the termination criteria. Therefore, this method 
can be tailored to the current level of computational resources easily. 
This study included development and experimentation of the Improved Tabu Search with 
Variable Neighbourhood, which is found to successfully cut the solution time of the Improved 
Variable Neighbourhood with minor loss of solution quality. It is found capable of producing 
better quality solutions compared to the Improved Tabu Search albeit at a greater solution 
time. This hybrid method is still very rare and this study supports further development of this 
emerging hybrid method.  
This study also develops and experiments on the first hybrid of simulated annealing and 
variable neighbourhood search called the Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable 
Neighbourhood. The result of this new hybrid method produces the best solution quality 
amongst the proposed meta-heuristics developed. This new hybrid method runs at the same 
speed as the Improved Simulated Annealing and provides a significantly better quality. This 
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hybrid method is still new and this study supports further development of this emerging 
hybrid method. 
10.1. Extended Result 
This section provided extended result data to improve the validity of the findings in the 
previous section. In this section the number of instance is doubled to 20 instances by 
generating another 10 random starting conditions. The flight requirements have also been 
increased to reflect slightly higher operational demands given in Table 53. This increase in 
operational demands is expected to increase the total costs by increasing the number of 
missed operational flight target and in turn will reduce the optimality gap by increasing the 
denominator in the optimality function.  
Table 53: Flight Requirement for the Different Fleet Size 
Fleet Size Flight Requirements 
(hours/period) 
9 160 
10 180 
11 200 
12 220 
13 240 
14 260 
15 280 
16 300 
The IP Formulation of this extended experimentation instances solved using CPLEX gives the 
average results given in Table 54. The IP Formulation for this section is only used up to and 
including 14 helicopters due to limited time constraints.  
Table 54: IP Formulation Solution Time (average of 20 instances) 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
3=C
 
Average (s) Maximum (s) Average (s) Maximum (s) 
9 101 225 85 286 
10 177 471 102 457 
11 299 726 186 1341 
12 726 3776 306 1412 
13 2502 29562 515 3035 
14 4524 49394 752.7 3830 
The average results of all heuristics discussed in this report using this extended problem is 
given in Table 55. 
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Table 55: Extended Results of Heuristic Methods (average of 20 instances) 
Fleet 
Size 
2=C
 
EAFD NS VNS SA SAVN 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s)
9 70.32% 0.04 7.62% 3.3 4.62% 8.5 3.60% 71.8 2.62% 73.4 
10 67.39% 0.04 10.28% 4.2 6.19% 8.5 4.98% 74.1 4.35% 75.1 
11 64.45% 0.04 9.95% 5.1 4.68% 11.2 3.75% 75.7 3.57% 77.3 
12 62.84% 0.04 10.29% 6.4 4.46% 13.4 5.84% 77.7 4.75% 79.2 
13 61.11% 0.04 13.46% 8.0 6.63% 16.1 7.43% 80.4 5.63% 81.2 
14 60.71% 0.04 14.39% 9.4 7.45% 18.5 8.16% 82.2 7.57% 84.0 
           
Fleet 
Size 
3=C
 
EAFD NS VNS SA SAVN 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s)
9 68.91% 0.04 19.19% 3.4 9.48% 8.6 7.00% 72.2 5.42% 73.4 
10 68.99% 0.04 18.67% 4.2 10.55% 8.0 8.65% 74.6 7.39% 75.6 
11 77.95% 0.04 17.89% 5.1 10.39% 10.0 7.84% 75.4 7.57% 77.4 
12 92.18% 0.04 17.40% 6.4 10.16% 12.4 10.89% 77.5 9.84% 79.3 
13 102.01% 0.04 17.15% 7.9 9.88% 15.3 12.36% 80.2 9.33% 81.2 
14 117.69% 0.04 17.36% 9.5 9.93% 19.4 15.79% 81.9 11.83% 83.3 
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The following presents the heuristics results on larger fleet size. The optimality is 
benchmarked against Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood (thus SAVN 
optimality is marked with “-“) instead of IP solution on any previous table. The IP solution to 
these instances could not be used due to computational time complexity. Simulated Annealing 
with Variable Neighbourhood is chosen as the benchmark as it provides the minimum costs 
compares to the other methods. 
Table 56: Large Fleet Size Results Comparison 
Fleet 
Size 
4=C
 
EAFD VNS SAVN 
Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) Opt. Gap Time (s) 
20 191.92% 0.039 9.71% 48.84 - 322.99 
25 166.17% 0.045 4.01% 80.11 - 352.47 
30 113.80% 0.044 6.40% 121.08 - 388.93 
 5=C
 
20 211.97% 0.039 0.77% 47.71 - 327.14 
25 225.68% 0.041 1.12% 82.34 - 351.80 
30 175.16% 0.042 5.44% 128.70 - 386.83 
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11. Conclusions 
This study develops computationally efficient methods of solving the FMP problem for a 
large helicopter fleet size. The focus is on military helicopter fleets, with known complex 
maintenance routines and deployment requirements. The algorithms presented in this paper 
address issues including: the decisions regarding which helicopter should fly and for how 
long; which helicopter should be deployed to secondary locations and; which helicopter 
should be undergoing maintenance. The objectives are to minimise the deviation from the 
flight requirements and transfer costs due to deployments. 
A thorough comparative investigation has been carried out to assess several enhanced 
heuristic algorithms for the FMP problem. An IP formulation of the problem is utilised to find 
the optimal solutions which are used to evaluate the performance of the improved heuristic 
algorithms. Several conclusions drawn from this study are discussed below. 
The development and experimentation with the Aircraft Flowchart Diagram algorithm shows 
that the current method used to solve this problem produces a low quality solution (175% 
average optimality gap). Combining this with the fact that this graphical method is manually 
applied to solve the problem suggest a slow process coupled with subjective solutions.  
There have been some recent works on this problem that uses IP Formulation method. This 
method, as tested in this study, is found to be computationally restrictive. It is only suitable 
for a small fleet size (less than 10) due to its exponential increase in solution time. 
This study successfully develops several heuristic and meta-heuristic methods that offer a 
high quality solution to the FMP problem involving a large fleet size within a reasonable 
computation time. These heuristics and meta-heuristics offer significant solution quality 
improvements over the currently used method, and are solvable within a small fraction of the 
proposed IP formulation method solution time. This study shows that between the proposed 
heuristics, there is a clear trade off across the methods between its solution time and quality. 
Thus it is imperative to choose the right method based on each specific problem complexity 
and computational resources.  
The first heuristics developed is the Enhanced AFD method. This method is fast (<0.04 
seconds) but does not provide a good solution (140% optimality gap on average). The 
Enhanced AFD method is to be used in conjunction with other heuristic methods as a fast 
evaluation of neighbouring solution. The Improved Neighbourhood Search method is then 
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developed and offers very fast (8 seconds on average) and good solutions (40.7% optimality 
gap on average). This Improved Neighbourhood Search method is good for large fleet of over 
30 helicopters. This method is further developed into the Improved Variable Neighbourhood 
Search method that is reasonably fast (16 seconds on average) and produces very good 
solutions (29.0% optimality gap on average). This Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search 
method is good for medium fleet of fewer than 25 helicopters. To reduce the computing time, 
the Improved Tabu Search is developed that successfully produces a very fast solution time (6 
seconds on average) while losing some solution quality (49.1% optimality gap on average). 
This Improved Tabu Search method is good for very large fleet of over 40 helicopters. This 
method is further developed into the Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood with a fast 
solution time (13 seconds on average) and a good solution quality (35.4% optimality gap on 
average). This Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood method is good for 
medium fleet of over 25 helicopters. The research then developed the Improved Simulated 
Annealing that produces very good solutions (29.1% optimality gap on average) but takes a 
long time (80 seconds on average). This method is further developed into the Simulated 
Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood that produces the best solution quality (22.4% 
optimality gap on average) with the same computational time as the Improved Simulated 
Annealing (80 seconds on average). This result dominates the Improved Simulated 
Annealing, and thus for small to medium fleet of fewer than 20 helicopters should use the 
Simulated Annealing with Variable Neighbourhood.  
The nature of military helicopter operations scheduling is such that replanning occurs on a 
regular basis. With this as a requirement, any solution that takes more than a day to compute 
is unacceptable. We have shown that this time constraint mitigates against the generation of 
truly optimum solution using integer programming. Computationally faster, near optimal 
solutions are a fundamental practical requirement, but the cost of helicopter operations, like 
that of any aircraft fleet, is large and any sub-optimality will result in substantial cost or 
operational effectiveness penalties.  
This research has shown that heuristic, meta-heuristic, and their hybrids can make 
computationally difficult problem tractable to the level acceptable for solving real life 
problem complexities. The result indicate that the computationally fast approaches developed 
are inevitable sub-optimal but maintain enough quality to significantly improve upon current 
approaches to FMP and are practically useful. In particular, Simulated Annealing with 
Variable Neighbour hybrid was found to be highly capable of generating near optimal 
solutions within the time constraint. For faster results or to handle very large fleet, 
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Variable Neighbourhood Search was found to be very tractable and would provide a good 
solution within a very short time.  
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Appendix A 
The partial program codes of the Improved Variable Neighbourhood Search are given below: 
Private Sub Button1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles Button1.Click 
        Time = DateTime.Now 
        Dim tn, hn, f, g, ccost As Integer 
        Dim improvement As Boolean 
        Clear() 
        For f = 0 To hmax 
            For g = 0 To tmax 
                Neighbour(f, g) = 0 
            Next 
        Next 
        For hn = 1 To hmax 
            List(hn, 0) = hn 
            List(hn, 1) = InputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(3) 
            List(hn, 3) = InputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(4) 
            Select Case InputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(2) 
                Case 1, 5, 7, 11 
                    List(hn, 5) = 1 
                Case 2, 3, 6, 9, 10 
                    List(hn, 5) = 2 
                Case 4, 8, 12 
                    List(hn, 5) = 3 
            End Select 
        Next 
        Flight() 
        ListG() 
        Solve(1) 
        ccost = MCost() 
 
        For tn = 1 To tmax 
 
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And 
OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) < 24 And DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 
1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Red And DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor 
<> Color.Blue Then 
                        MemLayer(hn, tn) = 24 - OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 
1).Item(tn) 
                        CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                        Solve(1) 
                        CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                        MemLayer(hn, tn) = 0 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) < ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
                Solve(1) 
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                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
            End While 
 
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And 
OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) > 5 And DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 
1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue And MemLayer(hn, tn) > -24 Then                         
MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) - 6 
                        CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                        Solve(1) 
                        CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                        MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + 6 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) <= ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
            End While 
 
 
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) < 22 And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And DataGridView1.Item(tn 
+ 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Red And DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 
1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue Then 
                        MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + 3 
                        CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                        Solve(1) 
                        CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                        MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) - 3 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) < ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
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                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
            End While 
 
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) > 2 And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And DataGridView1.Item(tn 
+ 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue And MemLayer(hn, tn) > -24 Then                         
MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) - 3 
                        CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                        Solve(1) 
                        CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                        MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + 3 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) <= ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
            End While 
 
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) < 24 And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And DataGridView1.Item(tn 
+ 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Red And DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 
1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue Then 
                        MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + 1 
                        CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                        Solve(1) 
                        CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                        MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) - 1 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) < ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
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                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
            End While 
           
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) > 0 And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And DataGridView1.Item(tn 
+ 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue And MemLayer(hn, tn) > -24 Then                         
MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) - 1 
                        CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                        Solve(1) 
                        CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                        MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + 1 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) <= ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
            End While 
            
        Next 
 
        For i = 1 To tmax 
            k = 0 
            For j = 1 To hmax 
                If IsNumeric(OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(j - 1).Item(i)) Then 
                    k = k + OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(j - 1).Item(i) 
                End If 
            Next 
            OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hmax + 2).Item(i) = k 
            OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hmax + 3).Item(i) = FlyT 
        Next 
        Label3.Text = "NS cost = " & MCost() 
 
        Duration = DateTime.Now - Time 
       
        TimeWriter.WriteLine(Duration.TotalSeconds) 
        CostWriter.WriteLine(MCost()) 
 
        TimeWriter.Close() 
        CostWriter.Close() 
 
        Writetime.Close() 
        Writecost.Close() 
    End Sub 
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Appendix B 
The partial program codes of the Improved Tabu Search with Variable Neighbourhood are 
given below: 
    Private Sub Button5_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles Button5.Click 
        Time = DateTime.Now 
        Dim tn, hn, f, g, ccost As Integer 
        Dim improvement As Boolean 
 
        Clear() 
        For f = 0 To hmax 
            For g = 0 To tmax 
                Neighbour(f, g) = 0 
            Next 
        Next 
 
        For hn = 1 To hmax 
            List(hn, 0) = hn 
            List(hn, 1) = InputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(3) 
            List(hn, 3) = InputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(4) 
            Select Case InputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(2) 
                Case 1, 5, 7, 11 
                    List(hn, 5) = 1 
                Case 2, 3, 6, 9, 10 
                    List(hn, 5) = 2 
                Case 4, 8, 12 
                    List(hn, 5) = 3 
            End Select 
        Next 
        Flight() 
        ListG() 
        Solve(1) 
        ccost = MCost() 
 
        For tn = 1 To tmax 
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And 
OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) < 24 And DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 
1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Red And DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor 
<> Color.Blue Then 
                        If Tabu(hn) = 0 Then 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = 24 - OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 
1).Item(tn) 
                            CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                            Solve(1) 
                            CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = 0 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) < ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
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                If improvement = True Then 
                    TabuList() 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
                If improvement = False And TabuCarried = False Then 
                    For f = 0 To hmax 
                        Tabu(f) = 0 
                    Next 
                End If 
            End While 
 
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And 
OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) > 5 And DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 
1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue And MemLayer(hn, tn) > -24 Then                     
If Tabu(hn) = 0 Then 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) - 6 
                            CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                            Solve(1) 
                            CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + 6 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) <= ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    TabuList() 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
                If improvement = False And TabuCarried = False Then 
                    For f = 0 To hmax 
                        Tabu(f) = 0 
                    Next 
                End If 
 
            End While 
 
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) < 22 And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And DataGridView1.Item(tn 
+ 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Red And DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 
1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue Then 
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                        If Tabu(hn) = 0 Then 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + 3 
                            CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                            Solve(1) 
                            CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) - 3 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) < ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    TabuList() 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
                If improvement = False And TabuCarried = False Then 
                    For f = 0 To hmax 
                        Tabu(f) = 0 
                    Next 
                End If 
 
            End While 
 
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax  
                    If OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) > 2 And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And DataGridView1.Item(tn 
+ 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue And MemLayer(hn, tn) > -24 Then  
                        If Tabu(hn) = 0 Then 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) - 3 
                            CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                            Solve(1) 
                            CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + 3  
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) <= ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    TabuList() 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
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                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
                If improvement = False And TabuCarried = False Then 
                    For f = 0 To hmax 
                        Tabu(f) = 0 
                    Next 
                End If 
            End While  
 
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) < 24 And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And DataGridView1.Item(tn 
+ 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Red And DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 
1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue Then 
                        If Tabu(hn) = 0 Then 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + 1 
                            CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                            Solve(1) 
                            CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) - 1 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Next 
 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) < ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    TabuList()  
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
                If improvement = False And TabuCarried = False Then 
                    For f = 0 To hmax 
                        Tabu(f) = 0 
                    Next 
                End If 
            End While 
            
            improvement = True 
            While improvement = True 
                improvement = False 
                For hn = 1 To hmax 
                    If OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) > 0 And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And DataGridView1.Item(tn 
+ 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue And MemLayer(hn, tn) > -24 Then                         
If Tabu(hn) = 0 Then 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) - 1 
                            CostList(hn, 2) = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
                            Solve(1) 
                            CostList(hn, 1) = MCost() 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + 1  
                        End If 
                    End If 
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                Next 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    If CostList(f, 1) <= ccost And CostList(f, 1) > 0 Then 
                        ccost = CostList(f, 1) 
                        g = f 
                        improvement = True 
                    End If 
                Next 
                If improvement = True Then 
                    TabuList() 
                    MemLayer(g, tn) = CostList(g, 2) 
                End If 
                Solve(1) 
                For f = 1 To hmax 
                    CostList(f, 1) = 0 
                    CostList(f, 2) = 0 
                Next 
                If improvement = False Then 
                    For f = 0 To hmax 
                        Tabu(f) = 0 
                    Next 
                End If 
            End While  
        Next 
 
        Label4.Text = "TS cost = " & MCost() 
        Duration = DateTime.Now - Time 
 
        TimeWriter.WriteLine(Duration.TotalSeconds) 
        CostWriter.WriteLine(MCost()) 
 
        TimeWriter.Close() 
        CostWriter.Close() 
        Writetime.Close() 
        Writecost.Close() 
    End Sub 
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Appendix C 
The partial program codes of the Improved Simulated Annealing with Variable 
Neighbourhood are given below: 
Private Sub Button7_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles Button7.Click 
        Time = DateTime.Now 
        Dim tn, hn, f, g, costb, costn, costo, itt, old, k, l, la As 
Integer 
        Dim cooling As Double 
         
        Clear() 
        Ko = 100 
        For f = 0 To hmax 
            For g = 0 To tmax 
                Neighbour(f, g) = 0 
            Next 
        Next 
 
        For hn = 1 To hmax 
            List(hn, 0) = hn 
            List(hn, 1) = InputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(3) 
            List(hn, 3) = InputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(4) 
            Select Case InputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(2) 
                Case 1, 5, 7, 11 
                    List(hn, 5) = 1 
                Case 2, 3, 6, 9, 10 
                    List(hn, 5) = 2 
                Case 4, 8, 12 
                    List(hn, 5) = 3 
            End Select 
        Next 
        Flight() 
        ListG() 
        Solve(1) 
        costb = MCost() 
        costn = costb 
        costo = costn 
        maxitt = maxitt / 3 
 
        For tn = 1 To tmax 
            For k = 1 To 3 
                itt = 1 
 
                Select Case k 
                    Case Is = 1 
                        l = 6 
                    Case Is = 2 
                        l = 3 
                    Case Else 
                        l = 1 
                End Select 
 
                While itt < maxitt 
                    Randomize() 
                    hn = CInt(Int((hmax * Rnd()) + 1)) 
                    old = MemLayer(hn, tn) 
 
                    If Rnd() > 0.5 Then 
                        la = l 
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                    Else : la = l * -1 
                    End If 
 
                    Select Case itt 
                        Case Is < maxitt / 10 
                            cooling = Ko 
                        Case Is < 2 * maxitt / 10 
                            cooling = 53.72 
                        Case Is < 3 * maxitt / 10 
                            cooling = 35.4 
                        Case Is < 4 * maxitt / 10 
                            cooling = 24.84 
                        Case Is < 5 * maxitt / 10 
                            cooling = 17.72 
                        Case Is < 6 * maxitt / 10 
                            cooling = 12.48 
                        Case Is < 7 * maxitt / 10 
                            cooling = 8.4 
                        Case Is < 8 * maxitt / 10 
                            cooling = 5.1 
                        Case Is < 9 * maxitt / 10 
                            cooling = 2.34 
                        Case Else 
                            cooling = 0 
                    End Select 
 
 
                    If OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) + la > 
-1 And OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hn - 1).Item(tn) + la < 25 And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn, hn - 1).Style.BackColor = Color.Cyan And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Red And 
DataGridView1.Item(tn + 1, hn - 1).Style.BackColor <> Color.Blue Then 
 
                        MemLayer(hn, tn) = MemLayer(hn, tn) + la 
                        Solve(1) 
                        costn = MCost() 
 
                        If costn < costb Then 
                            costb = costn 
                            For i = 1 To hmax 
                                For j = 1 To tmax 
                                    BMemLayer(i, j) = MemLayer(i, j) 
                                Next 
                            Next 
                        End If 
 
                        If Math.Exp((costo - costn) / cooling) < (Rnd()) 
Then 
                            MemLayer(hn, tn) = old 
                        Else 
                            costo = costn 
                        End If 
                        itt = itt + 1 
                    End If 
 
                End While 
 
                For i = 1 To hmax 
                    For j = 1 To tn 
                        MemLayer(i, j) = BMemLayer(i, j) 
                    Next 
                Next 
            Next 
        Next 
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        For i = 1 To tmax 
            k = 0 
            For j = 1 To hmax 
                If IsNumeric(OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(j - 1).Item(i)) 
Then 
                    k = k + OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(j - 1).Item(i) 
                End If 
            Next 
            OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hmax + 2).Item(i) = k 
            OutputWDataS.Tables(0).Rows(hmax + 3).Item(i) = FlyT 
        Next 
        Label5.Text = "SA cost = " & MCost() 
 
        Duration = DateTime.Now - Time 
 
        TimeWriter.WriteLine(Duration.TotalSeconds) 
        CostWriter.WriteLine(MCost()) 
 
        TimeWriter.Close() 
        CostWriter.Close() 
 
        Writetime.Close() 
        Writecost.Close() 
 
    End Sub 
 
 
 
 
 
